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Preface

This project was supported by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Re-
search (BMBF) with the grant ID: Fkz.031B057 under the Industrial Biotechnology
Innovation Initiative. The particular program corresponds to the Bioeconomy Ini-
tiative (UfiB, for "Umsetzungsfördernde Maßnahme in der Initiative Bioökonomie")
and aims to investigate and establish more sustainable (waste-avoiding, energy and
resource saving) production strategies to replace conventional methods in the manu-
facturing industry. The framework includes strategic alliances between universities
and industrial companies, in this case between Georg-August University, Goettin-
gen and the industrial partner AB Enzymes GmbH.

The present work is part of the base-ground studies required to asses the biotech-
nological potential of a promising expression platform, B. pumilus. This comparative
systems biology approach allows to better understand what makes this organism
unique regarding other well characterized and established productions hosts, like B.
subtilis and B. licheniformis. Given the close relatedness of these Bacillus, it has been
suggested that differences in productive performance lay in regulatory elements,
such as small non-coding RNAs. Therefore, comparative transcriptomics was pro-
posed as the approach to identify and characterize potential regulators, these find-
ings not only promise to increase the understanding of Bacillus biology, but also to
aid in the rational optimization of Bacillus as industrial production hosts.

The first block of this work illustrates applications of Bacillus species in industry
and their relevance for current society goals in terms of bioeconomy and sustain-
ability. It explores essential features desirable in any bacterium to undergo further
optimization for biotechnology implementations. Not all intrinsic features of Bacil-
lus are beneficial in an industrial set up. Sporulation, one of the most studied pro-
cesses in Bacillus species, and one of the reasons for their environmental and evolu-
tionary success is actually problematic. Spores are resilient, and their permanence
in industrial environments can lead to contamination, decline of productivity, and
higher sterilization costs. On the other hand, genetic accessibility is an essential
requirement, not only for expression of recombinant proteins and strain metabolic
optimization via genetic engineering, but also to tackle undesirable features, such as
sporulation. Genetic accessibility is further explored in this study, with main focus
on transformation methods, their optimization, and the barriers to be passed in or-
der to manipulate the genetic material of a strain of interest, like the undomesticated
B. pumilus DSM27, which could not by tamed during this work. Once a collection of
sporulation deficient mutants was established, a set of small-scale fermentations at
the facilities of the industrial partner were performed to generate samples for com-
parative RNA-seq studies.

A second block focuses on comparative genomics approaches to better under-
stand the potential of a bacterium as an industrial productive host. B. pumilus genomes
were compared, and representatives from B. pumilus, B. subtilis and B. licheniformis
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were further investigated in a inter-species comparison between emerging and al-
ready characterized industrial production workhorses species. From such analysis,
putative optimization targets emerged, and more importantly, particular features,
which might play a role in Bacillus unique adaptation strategies, were highlighted.

Due to recent advancements in sequencing technologies, specially regarding RNA-
seq techniques, it has become more and more evident that post-transcriptional reg-
ulation also plays a fundamental role in determining a specific organism as a good
production host. Consequently, studies based on genomic features are greatly com-
plemented by transcriptomic approaches. A critical step for any successful RNA-seq
study is to ensure that the RNA sample is of great quality in terms of purity, yield
and integrity. Major efforts were dedicated to investigate how to generate such sam-
ples, this was because despite the existence of well established protocols, the meth-
ods had to be further tailored for the Bacillus samples collected from small-scale
fermentations. Eventually, an optimized protocol overcoming common challenges
of RNA isolation was generated.

Once good quality RNA samples were obtained and libraries produced, the down-
stream transcriptomic analysis could begin. For this block of the project, RNA-seq
data from B. pumilus MS32 was compared with that of B. licheniformis MW3. The
final section of this project explores state of the art bioinformatic methods for RNA-
seq studies. Special attention is given to detection of small regulatory RNAs and
expression profiles of B. pumilus and B. licheniformis during fermentation conditions
within small-scale bioreactors. By this approach the bacterial behavior in conditions
closer to industrial production is revealed. Moreover, it allows the direct compara-
tive transcriptomic analysis between these two species. Species-specific differences
in regulation and transcription of genomic features are discussed. The findings are
relevant for selection, development, and optimization of Bacillus species as microbial
cell factories.

Finally, scientific discoveries must not be restricted to the academic environment,
research occurs within an active society context. Therefore, science communication
is briefly introduced in Chapter 5 as well as small case of study regarding Bacillus
for biotechnological applications.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Bacillus species in industrial applications, relevance and
requirements

1.1.1 Bacillus and its enzymes for a circular bioeconomy

Transition towards a circular bioeconomy is regarded as imperative to address cur-
rent society goals in terms of environment protection, climate change, and energy
supply [349]. While traditional linear economy follows a "take-make-dispose" model
regarding utilization of resources and raw materials, circular systems promote re-
incorporation, (bio)degradation and re-use of resources, which contributes to a more
sustainable development [170, 55]. Fine details about its definition are reviewed, dis-
cussed, and criticized elsewhere [173, 63]. Broadly defined, circular bioeconomy can
be understood as an intersection, where circular economy principles are applied to
bioeconomy models.

"Bioeconomy covers all sectors
and systems that rely on biological
resources (animals, plants, micro-
organisms and derived biomass,
including organic waste), their func-
tions and principles. It includes and
interlinks: land and marine ecosys-
tems and the services they provide;
all primary production sectors that
use and produce biological resources
(agriculture, forestry, fisheries and
aquaculture); and all economic and
industrial sectors that use biological
resources and processes to produce
food, feed, bio-based products, energy
and services" [55].

Industrial biotechnology plays a key role
in the implementation of a circular bioecon-
omy, as it offers innovations in areas such as
energy, fuels, pharmaceuticals, enzymes, and
new materials [349, 203]. Within this field, dis-
covery, characterization and development of
microbial enzymes for industrial applications
is a growing sector due to the increasing de-
mand for sustainable technologies [251]. En-
zyme based catalysis is superior to chemical
processes due to the high-efficiency rates and
selectivity depicted by enzymes, besides their
wide range of physical conditions and sub-
strates [251, 315]. Regarded as a green tech-
nology, enzymes are now applied in several in-
dustries, such as food, feed, textiles, pharma-
ceutics, and detergents, with new applications
being constantly explored.

Production of industrial enzymes is carried out mainly by microorganisms such
as yeast, bacteria, and filamentous fungi as they are broadly available, easy to cul-
ture, have a rapid growth rate, and can be genetically engineered to improve de-
sired features. [315]. Among the bacterial hosts for enzyme production, strains of
the genus Bacillus excel not only at offering a diverse array of enzymes with a wide
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range of applications, but also at providing some of the most used and well char-
acterized enzyme producers. Particularly, members of the B. subtilis clade, such as
B. subtilis and B. licheniformis are widely used in biotechnology [69]. These Bacil-
lus are widely distributed in very different environments, reflecting their versatile
metabolic capabilities, as well as their capacity to respond and adapt to changing
environmental conditions, these features are of interest for industrial applications.

1.1.2 Bacillus strains as industrial enzyme production hosts

Implementation of bacterial enzyme producers, like B. subtilis and B. licheniformis,
benefits from some of their natural features which are advantageous within an in-
dustrial production set up. For example, in wild environments, such as soil, bacteria
from the genus Bacillus naturally secrete enzymes to the surroundings. These se-
creted enzymes facilitate the breakdown of highly polymeric nutrient sources like
polysaccharides, nucleid acids, lipids, and proteins, into smaller units. Active up-
take systems allow the bacteria to internalize these nutrients to support cell growth.
This natural ability to secrete enzymes is further exploited for industrial production.
[39, 131].

Secretory capacity: Bacillus secretion capacity is superior (up to 20-25g of protein
per liter of medium) to that of other organisms and is highly valuable for industrial
processes [183]. Secreted products remove the necessity of disrupting the cell in or-
der to obtain the product, making purification simpler and more cost-efficient [197].
In other organisms, such as the Gram-negative bacterium E. coli with its limited se-
cretion capacity, the product is accumulated within the cell. This might result in toxic
effects for the bacteria, moreover, the intracellular accumulation of product can lead
to issues like protein misfolding and generation of insoluble inclusion bodies, both
detrimental for production purposes [285].

Biosafety: before implementation of any bacteria as an enzyme production host,
it is crucial to ensure that the organism would not represent a safety risk, specially
if downstream applications involve food, feed, or pharmaceutical usage. Bacillus
strains used in industry are checked for exotoxins and endotoxins [67] and have
normally the GRAS (Generally Recognized As Safe) status from the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration (FDA). Similarly, the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA)
recognizes strains from the B. subtilis and B. licheniformis species as suitable for Qual-
ified Presumption of Safety (QPS) assessments. Examples of qualified applications
of B. subtilis and B. licheniformis strains are given in tables 1.1 and 1.2. For a strain
of interest, earning such status requires: establishment of the correspondent iden-
tity, no evidence of toxigenic activity, and absence of acquired resistance to relevant
antibiotics. Additionally, specific applications of enzymes produced by these organ-
isms are evaluated for safety as well. For example, food enzymes are assessed for
systemic toxicity and similarity to known allergens, and the final preparation must
be free from viable cells and recombinant DNA. In the case of expression systems
based on bacteria like E. coli, potential pathogenicity is a limiting factor in food in-
dustry applications [355].
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TABLE 1.1: Examples of B. subtilis industrial applications with QPS
(Qualified Presumption of Safety) status by the EFSA (European Food

Safety Authority).

Strain Application Reference

NBA production of a-amylase for baking [101]
ROM production of maltogenic a-amylase for baking [98]
DSM 28343 spore preparation as zootechnical additive for calves [2]
PB6 spore preparation as feed additive for chickens [11]
TD160 production of endo-1,4-b-xylanase for baking [100]
NZYM-AK production of pullulan 6-a-glucanohydrolase for starch processing [99]
DP-Ezm28 production of endo-1,3(4)-a-glucanase for alcohol production and brewing processes [102]

TABLE 1.2: Examples of B. licheniformis industrial applications with
QPS (Qualified Presumption of Safety) status by the EFSA (European

Food Safety Authority).

Strain Application Reference

NZYM-VR production of phospholipase C for degumming of fats and oils [102]
DP-Dzb52 production of α-amylase for starch processing, brewing and distilled alcohol production [94]

NZYM-BC
production of α-amylase for six food manufacturing processes (starch processing, alcohol
distillation, brewing, cereal-based processes, sugar production and juice production)

[95]

NZYM-BT production of β-galactosidase for milk processing [96]
DSM 28710 spore preparation as zootechnical additive for turkeys and minor poultry species [97]

Growth rate: for a cost-efficient industrial production of enzymes, it is advanta-
geous to utilize an organism with a rapid growth rate even on cheap carbon sources,
as productivity is linked to substrate consumption. More specifically, volumetric
productivity is defined as units of product generated per volume and time, this
depends both on cell concentration and the specific productivity of the organism
[175]. Industrial Bacillus strains successfully grow and secrete enzymes from low-
cost substrates, even from agro industry residues such as cassava wastewater, mo-
lasses, feather waste, corn steep liquor, and wheat straw [61, 21, 249], which not only
saves costs, but also is relevant within a circular bioeconomy framework.

High cell density cultures: it is not only high growth rates, which translates to
shorter fermentation times [293], but also the ability to reach and tolerate high cell
densities what is desired of a good production host. High microbial biomass often
relates to high productivity [308]. High cell density culture (HCDC) entails condi-
tions which might result detrimental for the bacteria, such as nutrient and oxygen
limitation, osmotic stress, toxicity caused by accumulation of metabolic byproducts,
raising temperature, and mechanical stress due to agitation [306]. Nevertheless,
HCDC is still regarded as a prerequisite to maximize productivity. By bioprocess
engineering, some of the negative factors might be mitigated, however, even with
controlled conditions, not every bacteria is able to thrive to the desired biomass.
Members of the Bacillus genus are robust by nature, as they evolved to respond
and adapt to a wide range of changing and stressing environments, such as soil,
where nutrient availability is limited, or a haystack or compost pile, where they can
directly colonize the niche and make use of the nutrients. This versatility allows
them to grow and become some of the must abundant bacteria within environmen-
tal populations. This feature has been further exploited, for example, Voulanto et al,
achieved a cell density of 56g/l of B. subtilis in a fermentation to produce phytase
[332]. More recently in a study to optimize a self-inducing expression system for B.
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subtilis 73 g/l of dry cell weight were obtained [345].

Supporting background knowledge: next to secretion capacity, safety, growth-
rate, and robustness to tolerate fermentative conditions, another desired feature of
a bacteria used for industrial production is a sound knowledge base of the organ-
ism. Bacillus subtilis is the best studied Gram-positive bacteria, with more than half
a century of research building insight on its physiology, genetics, and biochemistry.
Its complete genome was published already in 1997, and since then it has been com-
plemented by "omics" approaches such as transcriptomics, metabolomics, and pro-
teomics. This research body has been integrated into dedicated public databases
such as SubtiWiki [250], and MetaCyc [167], more resources are described elsewhere
[125]. Notably, a big portion of this information can be translated to closely related
Bacillus species and therefore contributes to develop them as additional production
hosts. A known example is B. licheniformis [330].

Not all natural features of Bacillus are beneficial for biotechnological applications,
such as enzyme production. The ability to form spores is one of Bacillus best adap-
tations to endure harsh conditions (temperature, desiccation, UV radiation, even
extraterrestrial settings) and prevail in the environment [183]. Nevertheless, un-
like other advantageous features, which are transferable and desirable for industrial
production, sporulation is actually problematic for several industrial applications,
because it affects productivity, and might lead to contamination making it hard to
sterilize huge fermentation devices. Therefore, sporulation is often engineered out
of Bacillus strains used as productions hosts.

B. pumilus, like B. licheniformis, is another close relative of B. subtilis, it belongs to
the B. subtilis clade. Because it shares many properties of interest with B. subtilis and
B. licheniformis, it has recently caught research interest as a promising industrial pro-
duction platform [334, 90, 184, 282]. Therefore, this study aimed to further evaluate
B. pumilus potential as an industrial workhorse. By understanding the endogenous
characteristics of a productive strain, their performance and product yield can be
optimized, given one more additional condition: genetic accessibility [151].

1.1.3 Prerequisite: genetic accessibility

Genetic accessibility is essential to gain insight into the metabolical and physiolog-
ical features of any bacterium of industrial interest. Moreover, genetic manipula-
tion techniques, which have been fundamental for microbial biotechnology devel-
opment, allow to engineer and optimize beneficial traits for industrial production.
From this need, several methods for genetic transformation have been developed
and improved over the years, sometimes requiring labor-extensive experiments in
order to adapt them to a particular strain.

Competence refers to a physiological state in which the cells are able to uptake
exogenous DNA, this is physiologically and genetically determined for a specific
bacterial strain [78]. In the case of B. subtilis the competent state starts to develop
at early stationary phase as result of nutrient limitation and quorum sensing signals
[209]. Competence of Bacillus subtilis has been subject of study since 1960ies, with
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first reports by Spizizen [302]. Transformation can be understood as the active acqui-
sition and incorporation of extracellular DNA into a host cell, artificial transforma-
tion implies a previous procedure (such as electroporation, heat-shock or chemical
treatment) when the cells do not exhibit natural competence, for a detailed review
on competence and transformation in B. subtilis see [209]. The transformation meth-
ods relevant for this study are briefly introduced:

Protoplast transformation

Principle: bacterial protoplasts are generated when the cell wall is removed by en-
zymatic digestion [15]. The peptidoglycan layer is regarded a barrier for DNA up-
take. Therefore, by exposing the cell membrane directly to DNA in the presence of
polyethylene glycol (PEG), transformation is facilitated. After DNA uptake, a re-
covery step of incubation in rich media allows the bacteria to restore its cell wall
[49, 192]. Protoplast cells are very delicate and extremely sensitive to osmotic and
mechanical stress, consequently, for successful transformation careful handling is re-
quired.

Conjugation

Principle: the transmission of DNA from a donor to a recipient bacterium by mat-
ing is known as conjugation [141, 15]. The donor cell carries a conjugative plasmid
encoding elements for expression of a conjugative pilus, synthesis, and transfer of
DNA to the recipient cell. One of the first reports for conjugation in E. coli traces back
to 1946 [189]. Since then, it has been studied for its role in horizontal gene transfer
of antibiotic resistance, toxin, and virulence genes in bacteria [222].

Tribos Transformation

Principle: first introduced in 2009, the tribos transformation is based on the recently
described Yoshida effect. Briefly, a sliding friction force is applied to a colloidal so-
lution of a nanosized acicular material and bacterial cells over an hydrogel (such as
an agar plate), this force allows the acicular material to penetrate the cells. The effect
is used to pierce the membrane and deliver the desired DNA [362, 15]. A promis-
ing study reported successful transformation of 8 recalcitrant Gram-positive bacteria
B. subtilis, B. megaterium, Bacillus spp., E. faecalis, E. malodoratus, E. mundtii, L. lactis
subsp. lactis and L. lactis subsp. cremoris [270]. The technique has also been used in
mammalian cells [47].

Sepiolite: Several acicular materials are suitable for tribos transformation, for
example: carbon nanotubes, maghemite, chrysotile, sepiolite, and chitosan. Sepio-
lite was selected as it is a cheap, abundant, inocuos soft clay, that unlike chrysotile
asbestos, is regarded as biocompatible [270]. Moreover, the physical interactions be-
tween sepiolite and DNA have been investigated, showing that its silanol groups
facilitate DNA adsorption by formation of hydrogen bonds, also presence of mul-
tivalent cations allow electrostatic interactions that further favor DNA adsorption
[47]. Within this bio nano composite, the structure and function of the DNA is pre-
served, whether it is chromosomal, plasmid, single or double stranded. Due to the
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promising physico-chemical properties of the material, sepiolite is currently inves-
tigated for more biotechnological applications, for example due to the reversible
interaction with DNA it can be use as a low-cost alternative for plasmid purification
[264].

This section provided an introduction of the biotechnological relevance of bac-
teria from the Bacillus genus. Particularly, it explored some of the intrinsic features
from Bacillus organisms which are advantageous within an industrial set up and
make them great production platforms. It also presented the current approaches to
gain access to the genetic material of an industrial strain of interest. Those were
relevant for the selection and implementation of Bacillus strains in small-scale biore-
actors from which the samples of this project were generated.

B. pumilus MS32 is a novel isolate with no public characterization report. There-
fore, there are open questions around this organism: where does MS32 stands in
regards to other B. pumilus strains? What features encoded by the B. pumilus might
be relevant for bioprocess applications? Moreover, what can we learn by comparing
this species against other well characterized Bacillus species currently implemented
as enzyme production hosts? Comparative genomic studies offer a path to answer
this questions. The next section introduces comparative genomic analysis required
for further characterization, evaluation, and comparison of B. subtilis, B. licheniformis
and B. pumilus.

1.2 Bioinformatic approaches for comparative genomics

1.2.1 Average Nucleotide Identity

Calculation of the average nucleotide identity (ANI) has become the gold standard
for species delimitation in Archaea and Bacteria [12]. Proposed by Goris et al. [118],
the method mimics the experimental procedure of DNA-DNA-hybridization (DDH).
First, two genomes are fragmented in-silico and homologous regions are identified
between each genome. Second, identity is calculated between query fragments and
the corresponding homologous regions of the subject genome, and the final ANI is
reported as the mean identity of the pairwise comparison of two genome sequences.
The boundary cut-off that determines a species is 95-96%, which corresponds to the
DDH value of 70% [12].

1.2.2 Orthology prediction

Orthology inference is regarded as one of the most accurate methods to describe dif-
ferences and similarities in genomic composition between organisms [109]. Broadly,
genes derived by speciation events are refer as orthologs, while paralogs designate
genes that evolved by duplication events [343], further definitions and subtypes
(like orthogroups, co-orthologous, in-paralogs, out-paralogs, xenologs) of these con-
cepts have emerged by studying intricate evolutionary scenarios and are reviewed
elsewhere [180]. A major implication derived from orthology relationships, known
as the orthology-function conjecture, is the assumption that biologically equivalent
functions are carried out in different organisms by orthologous elements, which fa-
cilitates extrapolation of functional annotation between genomes[109]. Although
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there is evidence and exceptions challenging the notion, it is generally accepted that
paralogs are more functionally divergent than orthologs and are linked to specific
traits that differentiate a given organism.

1.2.3 Gene clusters for biosynthesis of secondary metabolites

Microorganisms produce a wide variety of specialized metabolites, some of these
compounds have been characterized and exploited for antimicrobial, anti-cancer,
crop protection, food additive, cosmetic, and pharmaceutical applications, and there
is still a vast unexplored potential of natural products and applications to discover
[341]. A large portion of these natural products are encoded by chromosomally ad-
jacent genes in biosynthetic gene clusters (BGCs) [221]. BGCs can produce several
types of chemicals such as polyketides, nonribosomal peptides, alkaloids, and ter-
penoids [341]. Among the computational tools for genome mining in search for
BGCs, antiSMASH [30] is the most widely used and regarded as the gold standard.
It is relevant to identify compounds that represent potential safety risks when bacte-
ria is employed in food related biotechnology. Perhaps even more importantly, these
specialized metabolites have also been associated to signaling functions impacting
physiology and development of Bacillus as well as their ecological communities [278,
124, 86, 73].

1.2.4 Resistance determinants

The spread of antibiotic resistance is an issue of global health concern. By iden-
tifying and understanding the diverse mechanisms that confer resistance to bacte-
ria we gain insight on their impact on microbial populations, ecology, and health
care [219]. Assessment of antimicrobial resistance is required for any bacteria in-
troduced into the food chain. Microorganisms with the potential to cause human
infections and/or to transfer antibiotic resistance genes are a risk for food indus-
try applications given the current health crisis caused by the increasing spread of
drug-resistant pathogens [45]. The Comprehensive Antibiotic Resistance Database
(CARD) is a public resource consisting of a high quality, expert-curated collection of
models, data, and algorithms underlying antimicrobial resistance[6].

1.2.5 Prophage prediction

Viruses that infect bacteria are known as bacteriophages, or phages in short. Phages
can impact a host genome and phenotype, giving raise to strain diversification and
to acquisition of features affecting fitness, such as virulence or antibiotic resistance,
moreover, they can alter expression and regulation of bacterial genes [292, 4, 133].
As part of their lysogenic lifestyle, a phage can integrate into the host genome, were
it replicates as part of the bacterial DNA while being protected within the cell envi-
ronment, a phage in this state is called a prophage. Upon a change in environmental
conditions, a prophage can become active, excise from the host genome, and induce
cell lysis [4]. Phages are tremendously abundant, their genetic diversity is high and
their populations are remarkably dynamic, making their identification and charac-
terization in bacterial genomes a challenging task [133, 292]. However, due to the
several impacts resulting from phage-host interactions, characterization of phage
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content in production strains is required and often an optimization point.

1.2.6 Insertion Sequence elements

Among the mobile elements within bacteria, insertion sequence elements (IS) are
characterized by being short DNA regions (∼0.7 to ∼2.5 kbp) that encode only the
genes required for their own transposition [206, 286]. They are highly abundant
within Bacteria, distributed in wide taxa, and display a great diversity of types and
copy numbers of different IS carried by a bacterial genome [351, 60]. IS are classi-
fied in families according to the encoded transposase, similarity of inverted repeats
(IR), conservation of catalytic site, and organization[297]. The activity of IS, their
integration and exchange between bacteria can impact genome structure and gene
expression. Therefore, IS are relevant to adaptive evolution of their bacterial hosts
[286]. Accurate automatic identification and annotation of IS in genomic sequences
can be obtained from bioinformatic approaches and contribute to their study [351].

1.2.7 Prediction of CRISPR-Cas Systems

CRISPR-Cas systems are composed by Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palin-
dromic Repeats (CRISPR) and associated proteins (Cas). They constitute an adaptive
defense system against foreign DNA (in some cases RNA) elements (such as virus
and plasmids) and are present in most bacteria [210, 8]. CRISPR-Cas systems are
of wide interest due to their applications as powerful genome editing tools, with
further implications in bioengineering microbial cell factories by allowing effective
genetic modification [152, 211].

1.2.8 Identification of Restriction Modification systems

Restriction-Modification (RM) systems constitute a bacterial defense mechanism against
foreign DNA. They consist of a restriction enzyme and a DNA methyltransferase
[243]. Incoming DNA is recognized as foreign when it lacks the specific chemical
signatures of the host cell and is then targeted for degradation by the restriction
endonuclease, while the resident DNA is protected by the sequence specific methyl-
transferase [329, 146]. RM systems can interfere with successful genetic manipula-
tion of a strain of interest (as it will be shown in next chapters). Therefore, identifi-
cation of RM systems in bacterial genomes is relevant regarding genetic accessibility
as a potential optimization point.

1.2.9 Detection of proteolytic enzymes

Peptidases (also known as proteases, proteinases and proteolytic enzymes) are of
special interest of study within Bacillus. Not only for their production as technical
enzymes, but also due to their impact in the overall cell physiology. Proteases fulfill
many functions, broadly divided into processing, regulation, and feeding [132]. For
example: removal of truncated or misfolded proteins, degradation of proteins with
transitory functions, and turnover of ribosomal proteins during stationary phase.
Moreover, protease activities impact the production yield of industrial enzymes.
Therefore, in many bacteria implemented as production host, extracellular proteases
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are inactivated to avoid degradation of the desired product [132].

1.2.10 Identification of signal peptides

Signal peptides are short N-terminal sequences in proteins that target them to enter
a secretory pathway. Once a protein is at their targeted location, the signal peptide
is removed by specific peptidases [137]. In bacteria, the most important mechanism
to export proteins out of the cytosol is the general secretory pathway (Sec), which
translocates proteins in unfolded state [320]. Another major export pathway is the
twin-arginine translocation system (TAt), a remarkable feature of Tat is the trans-
port of substrates in folded (and even oligomeric) states [247]. Research on signal
peptides is relevant for industrial biotechnology applications as it impacts several
stages of the entire secretory protein production process. Secretion efficiency is of-
ten a limit for high yield production of extracellular proteins, particularly regarding
secretion of heterologous products in which an non-native signal peptide is fused to
the protein of interest and the resulting product is poorly exported [37, 106]. Screen-
ing of libraries consisting of a target protein paired with different signal peptides is
one approach to identify which pair results in the best secretion efficiency, and to
optimize the yield of a desired product [37].

1.2.11 Functional annotation

Moving beyond nucleotide and protein levels of annotation, the next step in order
to gain biological significance from a genome of interest is to place the identified fea-
tures within a bigger context, to link them to the cellular environment and to phys-
iological processes. Functional annotation is perhaps one of the most challenging
steps in deciphering the biology of a given organism [304]. With the ever increasing
amount of genomic data becoming available, it was evident that a common frame-
work of classification, nomenclature, hierarchy, in other words, systematization of
such complex and multi-layer information was required.

One of the first approaches to address the need for such standardized system
was the creation of the Gene Ontology resource in 1998 [58]. To this day, with its
monthly updates, it constitutes a growing compendium of knowledge around func-
tions encoded by genes and their products [58]. It has been integrated into other
resources such as InterPro, an integrative classification of proteins which links sig-
nature models from several databases to provide comprehensive characterization of
protein sequences [31, 158, 364].

The Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) [163] offers the KEGG
Orthology (KO) database of molecular functions organized in groups of functional
orthologs. Three databases constitute KEGG: PATHWAY, GENES and LIGAND [163].
The KO database is large collection of protein families (KO families) which is manu-
ally curated and used as reference to transfer knowledge from the KEGG databases
to specific genes by using identifiers known as K numbers [13].

Another popular approach for functional annotation is provided by the Clusters
of Orthologous Genes (COGs) database [311, 111, 310]. In this database, each COG
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represents a family of co-orthologous genes, which are determined by an all ver-
sus all sequence comparison of the proteins encoded in complete genomes. COGs
are constructed based on the notion that if a given group of proteins from distant
genomes are more similar to each other than to the rest of the proteins in the corre-
sponding genomes, it is likely that they belong to an orthologous group [311]. These
groups are manually curated in case by case basis, which includes further refining
in case of multidomain proteins, and close analysis based on phylogenetic trees and
visual alignment inspection. Functional categories according to COGs cellular func-
tions are assigned to each group, this feature is useful for whole genome characteri-
zation and is recommended by the Genome Standards Consortium [111].

By setting up a comprehensive genomic comparison of B. pumilus against other
well described Bacillus, we can discover species-specific characteristics behind their
different behavior and productive performance. However, despite the abundant
knowledge that can be generated from such approaches, there is a limitation when
the goal is to understand active physiological and metabolic processes that define
bacterial behavior. This information is not directly accessible by studying only at
the DNA sequence level [353, 347, 129]. Therefore, in order to give a more compre-
hensive characterization and evaluation of the productive potential of B. pumilus,
the comparative genomic study was complemented with RNA-seq analysis. The
next section introduces transcriptomics and the insights attainable by this approach,
with particular focus on RNA-based regulation.

1.3 RNA-seq Analysis

1.3.1 Transcriptomics relevance

Several "omics" approaches have been developed to synergize with genomic in-
vestigations, for example transcriptomics, proteomics, and metabolomics methods.
Study of bacterial transcriptomes was lagging behind those of eukaryotic ones, mostly
due to technical challenges regarding selection and enrichment of mRNA [301]. For
eukaryotic organisms polyadenylated mRNAs facilitate its selection by use of oligo
dT primers. This is not the case for bacteria, as prokaryotic mRNAs lack of polyA
tails [327, 255] and tend to have a shorter lifespan than the eukaryotic counterparts
[26, 214]. Moreover, rRNA usually represents more than 85% of the total isolated
RNA, which hinders detection of other RNAs molecules with sufficient coverage.
Recent developments in rRNA depletion methods allowed to enrich the RNAs of
interest [327, 255]. With such challenges overcame, a new era of bacterial transcrip-
tomic analysis begun, also facilitated by innovations in sequencing technologies,
which lead to the emergence of sophisticated RNA-seq based studies.

For RNA-seq investigation of bacterial transcriptomes, total RNA is extracted,
the rRNA is depleted and reverse transcription is used to generate cDNA libraries,
which are then prepared for sequencing. The resulting reads are mapped against the
reference genome and coverage is calculated to infer transcriptional activity. [301].
The relevance of high quality and integrity of the RNA sample is discussed in the
manuscript "RNA of high yield, integrity and purity from industrial Bacillus, an im-
proved method" (Chapter 6). By studying which genomic features are actively tran-
scribed at a given condition, functional understanding of genomic elements and its
regulatory networks is gained, this also contributes to optimization approaches for
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microbial cell factories [347, 353].

RNA-seq studies helped to elucidate the previously unexpected complexity of
prokaryotic transcriptomes. It allows single nucleotide resolution and offers a dy-
namic global view of gene expression on the overall cellular context [143]. Here are
some examples of areas in which this method has impacted our understanding of
RNA biology in bacteria: (for the detailed reviews see [301, 143]).

• Improvement of genomic annotation by identification of small ORFs, non-
coding RNAs and UTRs. This complements, confirms, and expands on gene
prediction algorithms. Small peptides are often overlooked by annotation soft-
ware and represent another source of potential regulators [323].

• Identification of untranslated regulatory regions such as riboswitches, 3’-UTRs,
5’-UTRs, TSS and promoter motifs affecting gene expression.

• Detection of operon structures, similarly with gene annotation, there is a bioin-
formatic challenge to accurately predict bacterial operon structures, transcrip-
tomic analysis facilitate the identification of transcriptional units [62].

• Discovery of widespread antisense transcription, beyond antisense regulation,
the observation of pervasive transcription is now a focus of discussion in which
further global functions for RNA processing and DNA repair are being pro-
posed [114, 333].

• Functional plasticity of RNAs, under different conditions functional RNA el-
ements have shown different roles, for example some riboswitches also act as
small regulatory RNAs. In B. subtilis the RNA RosA functions as a sponge of
other sRNAs with different outcomes depending on the interacting partner, it
sequesters FsrA, and on the other hand, targets RoxS for degradation [80].

• RNA modifications, specialized RNA-seq techniques allow to investigate and
profile base modifications in bacterial RNAs. The emerging field, so called
"epitranscriptomics", is expected to grow and develop novel approaches to
characterize and understand the biological relevance of such modifications [26,
214].

• Characterization of RNA decay and processing. RNA turnover is necessary
to balance transcript synthesis and protein output, also to quickly remove
unwanted transcripts and adapt to environmental changes. By RNA-seq ap-
proaches, RNAse cleavage, RNA lifetime, transcription elongation, and decay
rate can be investigated [143].

• Metatranscriptomics, by this approach we can now uncover what are active
elements interacting within a whole microbial community, this is particularly
relevant to understand organisms which can not be cultured in laboratory con-
ditions and have eluded characterization.

• Non-coding RNAs, whole-transcriptomic analysis revealed small non-coding
RNAs (sRNAs) as major players in post-transcriptional regulation involved in
many biological processes, these molecules will be further discussed in this
chapter.
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1.3.2 Small regulatory RNAs (sRNAs)

Bacterial responses to (internal and external) environmental signals involve coordi-
nation and fine-tuning of gene expression profiles. Transcriptional, post- transcrip-
tional and translational networks interplay to create regulatory circuits that mediate
the adaptive response. In recent decades, the role of RNA molecules within these
networks has been unveiled. Nowadays RNA functions beyond rRNA, tRNA and
mRNA are recognized. There is now a rich diversity of modulating functions and
complexity in mechanisms by which RNA molecules contribute to gene expression
control, impacting several cellular processes such as virulence, stress response, sens-
ing population density, modulation of cell surface composition, and metabolism.
This occurs in a manner that resembles the microRNA regulation in eukaryotes [241,
143, 115, 248, 333].

Small RNAs (sRNAs) are now known as the main class of post-transcriptional
regulators in bacteria [248, 35]. They are abundantly found in all the major branches
of the bacterial tree and in several archeal species [333]. Characterized by a size
range of 50-500 nucleotides [324] and being frequently (but not always) non coding
[115], they play a regulatory role not only by interacting with mRNAs, but also with
targets such as other sRNAs, tRNA precursors, or proteins [115, 35, 80]. sRNAs can
originate from a wide variety of biogenesis pathways and depict heterogeneity in
structure [333]. The average amount of sRNAs encoded by a bacterial genome is
estimated to be between 200 and 300 [323].

In most cases, post-transcriptional regulation of gene expression by small non
coding RNAs occurs by complementary base pairing with the target mRNA [241].
This interaction can result in activation or inhibition of gene expression, and for sev-
eral Gram-negative bacteria requires mediation by a general RNA chaperone (e.g
Hfq, ProQ), which promotes RNA-RNA anealing, stabilizes, and unfolds RNA [333].
In Gram-positives, the base pairing seems to occur without the need for a general
chaperon or is assisted by other RNA-binding proteins in a case specific manner
[35]. In B. subtilis there is an Hfq ortholog, however it is not essential for the sRNA-
mRNA interactions characterized so far [215, 35]. In a B. subtilis strain with a deleted
hfq, only a moderated effect in transcriptomic activity was observed in comparison
with the wild-type strain, Hfq seemed to affect toxin and antitoxin transcripts, but
no major impact in central post-transcriptional regulation was reported [127].

Only a few sRNAs are constitutively expressed, transcriptional activity is rather
induced under particular environmental conditions [333]. According to general clas-
sification, the main categories of regulatory small RNAs are cis- and trans- encoded
sRNAs:

Cis- encoded sRNAs

Also known as bona fide antisense RNAs (asRNA), which are located directly in the
opposite strand of their target protein-coding gene and therefore, exhibit complete
complementary with its target [35]. A well characterized example is the antisense
sRNA AprAs. Initially identified in B. licheniformis, AprAs is encoded opposite to
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the protease Apr, a member of the subtilisin Carlsberg family, and negatively reg-
ulates its production. When transcription of AprAs was prevented, a four-fold in-
creased in protease expression was reported, this observation is of biotechnological
relevance for optimization of industrial production platforms [139]. Other examples
of cis- encoded sRNAs come from toxin-antitoxin systems in B. subtilis [323].

Trans-encoded sRNAs

Trans-encoded sRNAs are structured and translated from a different chromosomal
location than its (often multiple) targets. In this case, binding of a seed region, of 6
to 8 nucleotides, but often 10 to 12 nucleotides [333], triggers imperfect discontin-
uous base pairing between the interacting partners. This limited complementarity
gives trans-encoded sRNAs the flexibility to interact with multiple targets using dif-
ferent seed regions. Despite the short and interrupted pairing, there is high speci-
ficity reported for these interactions [333]. For example, SR1, the first trans-encoded
sRNA identified in B. subtilis shares seven complementary regions with ahrC mRNA.
Upon binding, structural changes around the RBS (ribosome binding site) of ahrC
mRNA inhibit translation initiation by preventing binding of the ribosomal 30S sub-
unit [136, 323]. AhrC is a transcriptional regulator of arginine metabolism. A second
target of SR1 is kinA mRNA, sharing also seven complementary regions, this target
encodes the main histidine kinase participating in the sporulation phosphorelay sys-
tem and its regulation is achieved by translation inhibition[322]. Moreover, SR1 also
encodes a small peptide, called SR1P, which is involved in modulating RNA degra-
dation [116, 323]. sRNAs that additionally encode small functional peptides are also
themed dual-function sRNAs [116].

There are several mechanisms, beyond those previously mentioned, by which
the sRNA exerts its regulatory role upon base pairing with its target mRNA, interac-
tion could result in: structural changes around the RBS (ribosome binding site) that
result in blocking or exposing it, as well as in stabilization, processing, or targeting
the mRNA for degradation, and additionally in target trapping, or promoting pre-
mature transcription termination [333, 35, 80, 241].

Moreover, other sRNAs can bind to proteins, for example post-transcriptional
regulators, and modulate its action based on protein sequestration mechanisms [333].
For example in Pseudomonas putida two sRNAs mimic the mRNA targets of the tran-
scriptional regulator Crc, which mediates catabolite repression. Binding of the sR-
NAs titrates out the regulator from its targets and leads to functional inactivation
[217]. Another well characterized example is the ubiquitous 6S RNA, it is around
200 nt in length and interacts with the RNA polymerase to globally regulate its tran-
scription activity, facilitating the shift from vegetative to stationary phase promoters
[51, 323, 48].

Integration of regulatory layers

There is a regulatory interplay between transcription factors (TF) and sRNAs. TFs
exhibit transcriptional control over sRNAs genes, and in turn sRNAs can modulate
TFs post-transcriptionally [333]. These regulatory units can share targets and be
part of the same cellular network shaping the bacterial regulatory landscape. There
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are differences in how and when these regulators are activated to exert its function
[294]. One advantage of sRNAs over protein regulators, is that they act quickly and
represent a relatively lower metabolic expense [82]. For example, a study indicated
that negative regulation, detected by change in target protein levels, was achieved
faster by sRNAs than by TFs [294]. Another difference between sRNA-based reg-
ulation and that mediated by TFs, is that the transcription rate of the target does
have an effect on the fold activity exerted by the sRNA. Additionally, sRNAs allow
a faster recovery once the stimuli is removed [333, 294]. Moreover, these regulators
can complement each other, for example when some transcripts are produced de-
spite transcriptional repression, translation can be obstructed by action of sRNAs,
achieving complete inhibition of gene expression [294]. Regulation by sRNAs seems
more advantageous when fast responses in a short time interval are needed [294].
Bacteria might have developed and interlaced these regulatory layers to be used ac-
cording to different requirements [333].

1.3.3 Identification of sRNAs and their targets

Transcriptomic investigations have established sRNAs as major regulatory elements
in bacteria. However, identification and functional characterization of sRNAs and
determination of interacting partner networks remain as open challenges addressed
by several developing methods. Initial searches for trans-acting sRNAs begun with
comparative genomics between closely related genomes by scanning intergenic re-
gions for conserved sequences or indications of orphan promoters and terminator
sequences [119, 201, 193]. It has been shown that mosts sRNAs are often restricted to
a single organism or within closely related species, therefore identification based on
sequence homology, such as BLAST [44], is limited. Moreover, by this approach only
evolutionary-conserved sRNAs are at reach, and the analysis depends, of course, on
the availability of closely related genomes[193].

The sequence flexibility characteristic of sRNAs is not always reflected by se-
quence conservation, functional sRNA homologues often demonstrate little sequence
similarity, and different sRNAs often present different secondary structures [193,
201]. Given the heterogeneity, short size, and little sequence conservation of sRNAs,
computational approaches often take into account secondary structure information
[201]. For example Infernal [238] uses probabilistic covariance models to identify
members of a RNA family based on sequence and secondary structure information.
These covariance models are collected in the RFAM database [159]. Another layer
of classification within RFAM are Clans. RFAM Clans represent groups of families
which fulfill either of these conditions: 1-) members of the family have a clear com-
mon ancestor, but their sequences are too divergent to produce a reasonable align-
ment; or 2-) the members could be aligned, but are kept as separate families because
they are functionally distinct. For example, the Clan CL00112 represents 5 families
describing archeal, bacterial, and eukaryotic large ribosomal subunit RNAs [112].

Identification of targets for a given sRNA is regarded as a critical bottleneck
for functional characterization [18]. Experimental approaches to study sRNAs and
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their interaction networks include MAPS (MS2-affinity purification and sequenc-
ing), GRIL-seq (Global sRNA target identification by ligation and sequencing), RIL-
seq (RNA interaction by ligation and sequencing), RNase E-CLASH (RNase E cross-
linking and sequencing of hybrids), CLIP-seq (UV cross-linking and immunopre-
cipitation), PARIS (Psoralen analysis of RNA interactions and structures) and other
RNA-seq specialized techniques (reviewed in [348]). In several Gram-negative bac-
teria, pulldown of sRNA-mRNA pairs together with the Hfq chaperone facilitates
the discovery of interacting partners. Since a general chaperone is not essential for
these interactions in Gram-positives, relatively less is known about their sRNAs in-
teraction networks [333]. However, development of alternative techniques (without
the need of a protein bait) promises to close this gap. An additional challenge is
presented due to the fact that some sRNAs are expressed only in very specific con-
ditions, therefore studies under different conditions might not be able to detect all
of the sRNAs encoded in a genome [119].

Computational methods to identify mRNA targets of sRNAs look for comple-
mentary seed sequences and evaluate the structure accessibility to determine a min-
imal hybridization energy for the interaction to occur [348]. Computational predic-
tion of interacting partners is helpful to prioritize and reduce the list of putative
targets for experimental verification [41]. The program IntaRNA [41] considers ac-
cessibility of target sites and allows user defined seed regions [41]. A limitation
of computational analysis is that possible sRNA-mRNA pairs are predicted using
parameters reflecting known interactions, therefore novel or yet uncharacterized in-
teractions remain elusive [348].

Regarding software for detection of sRNAs from RNA-seq data, a recent study
found that APERO [191], TLA from RNA-eXpress [103], and ANNOgesic [363], gave
the best performance compared to other available tools [191]. TLA is not specific for
bacterial data, and APERO is better suited for non-fragmented and size selected li-
braries. Annogesic [363], therefore, represents a suitable option for the analysis of
this project RNA-seq data, as it has been successfully employed in several RNA-seq
based studies [229, 81, 346, 280, 187]. Moreover it is robust, well documented, and
compatible with other tools for RNA-seq analysis, such as READemption [104].

Currently, the best approach consists of a combination of bioinformatic analysis
together with experimental validation [193]. For this study whole transcriptomic
data was complemented with computational analysis to identify regulatory sRNAs
and their putative targets. Evaluation of coverage allows to identify sRNAs based
on real transcriptional activity. Target prediction is achieved by implementation of
RNAup, RNAplex and IntaRNA within the Annogesic software [363]. Moreover, by
studying the transcriptional profile of a given sRNA and that of its putative target,
indications of negative or positive regulation can be obtained.

1.3.4 The gap, B. pumilus transcriptome

As previously mentioned, B. pumilus shares many desirable features with estab-
lished productive hosts such as B. subtilis and B. licheniformis, which points to B.
pumilus strains as an attractive source for novel industrial workhorses. This poten-
tial is evidenced by the growing research interest around this organism [184, 344,
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313, 282, 90, 334, 199, 66, 149, 108].

By 2021 there were 108 putative trans-encoded sRNAs reported for B. subtilis
[35]. Only a handful of studies have implement RNA sequencing in the character-
ization of B. pumilus [353, 129, 196, 199]. For example, a transcriptomic profiling
approach was used to study B. pumilus BA06, a promising producer of extracellu-
lar proteases, and its metabolic changes at different growth phases [129]. Later on,
B. pumilus SCU11, a derivative of BA06, was investigated regarding small regula-
tory RNAs [353]. Those studies, were carried on at laboratory scale, which does
not reflect accurately the conditions and challenges that bacteria face within a biore-
actor during a productive fermentation. Moreover, deeper taxonomic characteriza-
tions found BA06 actually closer to B. altitudinis (a closely related member of the B.
pumilus group) and proposed the corresponding re assignation of the strain [85, 198].
Another study characterized B. pumilus Jo2 by microarray-based analysis, however,
neither the strain or its genomic sequence are available for further investigations
[130].

Consequently, a RNA-seq based characterization on taxonomically accurate, and
publicly available B. pumilus is still missing from literature. The RNA-seq study
proposed by this work contributes to the understanding and characterization of the
species B. pumilus. Further insight is gained by the comparative transcriptomic ap-
proach, by which B. pumilus response to the fermentation can be directly contrasted
to that of B. licheniformis. This highlights inter-species differences in adaptation
strategies, regulatory responses, and potential optimization targets. Moreover, since
the experiments were carried on at small-bioreactor scale, the resulting data is also
useful to gain insight regarding bioprocess optimization for biotechnological appli-
cations of these Bacillus.
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Chapter 2

Materials and Methods

The initial bacterial strains selected for this study were: 1) B. subtilis 168, the labora-
tory type strain which is used as model organism for many studies regarding Bacil-
lus. This represents a baseline from which the knowledge base can be related to the
other closely related species. 2) B. licheniformis DSM13 (type strain, for comparative
genomics) and its derivative MW3 (for transcriptomic analysis) [339, 263], a strain
engineered for better genetic accessibility and unable to produce viable spores, this
species is another promising candidate for industrial production of enzymes. 3) The
type strain B. pumilus DSM27. Other strains, media, and detailed conditions for the
subsequent experiments are found in the Appendix A.

2.1 Bacillus germination deficient mutants

Given the disadvantages associated with the presence of spores in an industrial en-
vironment, particularly regarding potential contamination and higher sterilization
costs, the first step for the comparative transcriptomic experiments here proposed,
was to create a collection of B. subtilis, B. licheniformis and B. pumilus strains unable
to produce viable spores. This was a prerequisite for conducting small-scale fermen-
tations at the Research and Development facilities of this project industrial partner.
As it will be shown in further sections, B. pumilus DSM27 was replaced by the novel
strain MS32, a soil isolate.

2.1.1 Deletion cassette for the yqfD gene

In 2003, researchers disrupted several B. subtilis genes, and found that disruptions
in the yqfD gene produced spores blocked at a late stage of maturation and therefore
failed to germinate [91]. Similarly, the homologous gene was found in B.licheniformis
and its deletion lead to the germination deficient MW3 mutant [263, 339].

From the Genomic and Applied Microbiology Department strain collection, B.
licheniformis MW3 [339] was obtained. Equivalent mutants for B. subtilis 168 and B.
pumilus DSM27 were not in the collection, and therefore had to be generated as de-
scribed in the following sections.

SOEing PCR to generate the deletion cassette

SOEing PCR allows to create a recombinant fragment of DNA without the need of
restriction sites, ligases, or in vitro synthesis. The method was first described by
Horton et al [144]. Briefly, an hypothetical PCR product "A" can be fused to another
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product "B" by having each of them amplified with a standard primer and a "hy-
brid" primer. The hybrid primer for "A" contains a 5’overhang not matching the
template, but actually complementary to one end of "B". Similarly one primer for
"B" is complementary to "A". Therefore, both "A" and "B" amplified fragments are
complementary to each other at one end. When the two products are combined in
a new PCR reaction, they can denature and re-anneal by the common region, this
overlap is extended by the polymerase and the recombinant product is generated.

The deletion cassette for the yqfD gene of B. subtilis was generated as follows.
The flanking regions of the yqfD gene (around 1000bp) of B. subtilis were ampli-
fied with primers containing an overhang matching the ends of the ermD gene of
B. licheniformis (Primers FlankA: SDV0006/ SDV0007, FlankB: SDV0008/ SDV0009).
Similarly, ermD was amplified with primers overlapping the flank regions (Primers:
SDV0004/ SDV0005). These three PCR products were purified (MagSi-NGS PREP

Plus) and mixed together in a 2:6:2 ng/µL ratio of flankA:ermD:flankB and used for
the SOEing reaction.

The SOEing PCR reaction was done in two steps, first 15 cycles were run without
primers, this allows the overlapping regions to self-prime and produce templates
of the desired product. In a second phase, reaction mix containing primers starting
closely to the cassette extremes (Primers: SDV0014/SDV0015) were added, and the
reaction runs for 25 more cycles. The product was run on an agarose gel and the
band of expected size (3183bp) was excised and purified (QIAquick Gel Extraction
Kit) so it could be used for transformation experiments.

2.1.2 Germination deficient Bacillus subtilis 168

In order to produce a germination negative B. subtilis 168 mutant, the yqfD gene was
replaced by the ermD gene of B. licheniformis 9945A. The ermD gene is a macrolide-
lincosamide-streptogramin B (MLS) resistance determinant conferring resistance to
antibiotics such as erythromycin. The deletion cassette was generated by SOEing
(Synthesis by Overlap Extension) PCR [326].

Transformation

B. subtilis 168 was inoculated in 4 ml of NB medium and incubated overnight (37°C,
180 rpm). The overnight culture was diluted to an OD600 of 0.1 - 0.2 and further
incubated until a OD600 of 1 - 1.3. The culture was divided into aliqouts of 400 µL.
Different concentrations of the deletion cassette for the yqfD gene (300, 500 and 750
ng) were added to each aliquot. After 1 hour incubation, 100 µL of expression mix
were added to each reaction and further incubated for another hour. Finally the cells
were platted on NB agar plates with erythromycin 5 µg/ml.

Transformants growing on the antibiotic plate were selected for 3 colony PCR re-
actions, reaction 1 targeted ermD (Primers SDV004/ SDV005) with purified cassette
as positive control, reactions 2 and 3 controlled for incorporation in the correct posi-
tion by having one primer within ermD and the other upstream or downstream the
flanking regions (Primers SDV0010/ SDV0011 and SDV0012/SDV0013), as no pos-
itive control was available, genomic DNA of B. subtilis 168 was used as template to
confirm if unspecific products could be expected, water was used as negative control
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for every set. The PCR products from 2 successful clones were purified (MagSi-NGS
PREP Plus) and further confirmed by Sanger sequencing.

2.1.3 Germination deficient B. pumilus DSM27

Engineering of a germination negative mutant of the type strain B. pumilus DSM27
was previously attempted at the Genomic and Applied Microbiology Department
by Dr. Sonja Volland and MSc. Katrina Funkner by electroporation and transduc-
tion methods without success, already indicating that this strain could be more re-
calcitrant to transformation than the B. licheniformis and B. subtilis counterparts. The
alternative techniques of conjugation, tribos and protoplast transformations were
implemented. A deletion cassette for the yqfD of DSM27 was generated in the same
way as the cassette for B. subtilis 168.

Protoplast transformation

Protoplast transformation of B. pumilus DSM27 was done based on the methods de-
scribed in [49] with the modifications made to optimize the protocol for B. licheni-
formis [339].

Preparation of protoplasts: 25 ml of #416 media supplemented with 5 ml of glyc-
erol based recovery media (GRM) were inoculated and incubated overnight (37°C,
180 rpm) in a 250 ml shake flask. The next day, 35 ml of #416 media supplemented
with 5 ml of GRM was inoculated from the overnight culture to an OD600 of 0.25-0.3
and incubated (37°C, 180 rpm) until OD600 reached 0.85-0.9. Cells were collected
by centrifugation (4°C, 4000 rpm, 15 min) in a 50 ml Falcon tube and resuspended
in 5 ml of SMMP (pre-cooled), this step was repeated one more time and then the
washed cells were transferred to a 100 ml shake flask where the lyzozyme solution
was added. The cells were incubated in presence of lyzozyme with gently shaking
(37°C, 80 rpm) until 85-90% of the cells became protoplasts as determined by light
microscopy (maximum 2 h). The protoplasts were carefully transferred to a Falcon
tube containing 12 ml of SMMP and gently mixed. Protoplast were harvested by
centrifugation (420xg, 12 min, room temperature) and the supernatant was carefully
discarded. The protoplasts were gently resuspendend in 3 ml of SMMP and sepa-
rated in 500 µL aliquots to be used immediately for transformation (for later use, 500
µL of 50% glycerol were added as cryo-protectant).

Transformation: 25 µL of 2X SMM and 25 µL of deletion cassette were mixed in
a 15 ml Falcon tube, then the freshly made protoplasts were transferred to this tube.
Immediately 1.6 ml of PEG solution were added and the protoplasts were gently
mixed at room temperature for 2 minutes. Then, 5 ml of SMMP supplemented with
2% BSA (sterilized by filtration) were added and the sample was centrifuged (8°C,
420 xg, 8 min) and resuspended in 1 ml of SMMP with 2% BSA. Finally, the proto-
plasts were incubated (30°C, 100 rpm, 135 min) and carefully plated on pre-warmed
DM3 agar plates supplemented with erythromycin (5 µg/ml) and on DM3 plates
without antibiotic.
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Cell wall recovery was checked by light microscopy. The clones were isolated
and used for two colony PCR confirmation reactions (Primers: H1_forward/ Con-
trolF and H1_forward/ H1_reverse). The first reaction served as control for incor-
poration at the expected location and the second to confirm the presence of ermD.
Additionally, primers targeting the yqfD gene were created to attest that the gene
was effectively deleted. Several transformation rounds were attempted with vary-
ing concentrations of DNA (100, 200, 300 and 500 ng/ul), with longer recovery times
(up to 290 minutes) and by reducing agitation.

Conjugation

Transformation by means of conjugation for B. pumilus DSM27 was done based on
previous studies employing the method to transform B. licheniformis and related
bacilli [263, 138].E. coli S17-1 pV2 was used as donor, the strain carries an empty
conjugation vector conferring resistance to kanamycin and can be used as shuttle
vector for genetic engineering of wild Bacillus strains [138]. B. subtilis ∆6 was used
as control of the method.

Conjugation: the first step was inoculation of 5 ml of LB broth with DSM27 and
B. subtilis ∆6, and E. coli S17-1 pV2, the media for the donor strain was supplemented
with kanamycin 25µg/ml, the cultures were grown overnight (37°C, 180 rpm). Fresh
LB broth, supplemented with kanamycin for the donor strain, was inoculated from
the overnight culture to an OD600 of 0.1, and further incubated until OD600 reached
1. The donor cells (2 ml) were harvested by centrifugation (6000g, 1 min) and the su-
pernatant discarded, afterwards, 2 ml of recipient strain culture was centrifuged on
top of the previous pellet. The resulting mixed pellet was resuspended in 200 µL
of LB medium and spread over LB agar plates without antibiotic, then left at room
temperature until dry. The plates were incubated overnight at 30 °C. The next day
cells were collected by washing the plates with LB media and transferred to new LB
agar plates containing 25µg/ml kanamycin and 20µg/ml polymyxin and incubated
overnight at 30°C.

Tribos Transformation

Based on previous studies utilizing the tribos method for different organisms [270,
269, 362], the following protocol was devised for B. pumilus DSM27.

Transformation: 20 ml of LB broth were inoculated and incubated overnight (30
°C, 180 rpm). The next day 40 ml of fresh LB broth in a 500 ml shaker were inocu-
lated from the overnight culture to an OD600 of 0,3 and incubated (30 °C, 180 rpm)
until OD600 doubled. The cells were harvested by centrifugation (10 min, 3000g,
room temperature) and resuspended in 700 µL of NB, this volume was divided into
aliquots of 100 µL and pelleted again. Each pellet was resuspended in 80 µL of
sepiolite-DNA suspension (DNA, 0.01 % sepiolite, 100 mM CaCl2) and incubated
at 55 °C for 2 min. Finally, the cells were agitated by vortexing for 1 minute before
transferring to a dry LB agar plate supplemented with erythromycin (5 µg/ml). In
order to elicit the Yoshida effect, the plate was placed on a magnetic stirrer and a
sterile stir bar was spun on top of the agar for 1 minute.
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The method was tested with 300 ng or 500 ng of DNA, either deletion cassette
or plasmids (pRH18, pRH21 and pMR13, kindly provided by Dr. Robert Hertel).
Another test combined 500 ng of cassette with 50 ng of genomic DNA extracted from
DSM27. Cell pellet size and incubation parameters were also varied in an attempt to
optimize the protocol for DSM27.
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2.2 Bioinformatic for comparative genomics analysis

Figure 2.1 summarizes the steps for comparative genomics analysis performed on
the Bacillus pumilus MS32, B. subtilis 168 and B. licheniformis DSM13 genomes and
other B. pumilus genomes available at NCBI. All analysis where done on chromoso-
mal replicons leaving out plasmids (specifically: pBP-B171 from BIM B-171, pSHB9
from SH-B9, pPDSLzg-1 from PDSLzg-1 and pONU554 from ONU 554). All calcula-
tions were done using stand-alone software, given that the strain MS32 had not been
released by the time of the analysis, and therefore it was not possible to upload the
data to web-based services. The subsequent sections describe the approach behind
every tool and the insight gained from such methods. Detailed commands, argu-
ments and further specifications of the used software is in Appendix B

FIGURE 2.1: Graphical summary of the tools used for comparative
analysis of Bacillus genomes.
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2.2.1 Genome Annotation

"The value of a genome
is only as good as its

annotation" [304]

Standardized annotation across samples is required be-
fore any comparative genomics experiment. Annotation
is a link from sequence to biology, allowing a researcher
to gain understanding of complex biological systems. As
software approaches and reference databases are under
constant development, predicted genomic features and
their corresponding annotations might differ between genomes analyzed with dif-
ferent tools, and even between versions of such tools. Therefore, the genomes of this
study (Table 2.1) were downloaded from the NCBI and re-annotated.

TABLE 2.1: Bacillus genomes used for comparative genome analy-
sis. NCBI identifiers for BioSample, BioProject and Assembly are pre-

sented. Identifier NCTC10337 corresponds to DSM27.

Species Strain BioSample BioProject Assembly

B. pumilus MS32 SAMN26309570 RJNA811128 -
B. pumilus NCTC10337 SAMEA4076707 PRJEB6403 GCA_900186955.1
B. pumilus 145 SAMN06706381 PRJNA377620 GCA_003431975.1
B. pumilus SH-B11 SAMN03372367 PRJNA276290 GCA_001578165.1
B. pumilus UAMX SAMN15498547 PRJNA645214 GCA_013423765.1
B. pumilus BIM B-171 SAMN14228080 PRJNA770178 GCA_020535425.1
B. pumilus SH-B9 SAMN03372270 PRJNA276289 GCA_001578205.1
B. pumilus MTCC B6033 SAMN02677288 PRJNA239250 GCA_000590455.1
B. pumilus 150a SAMN06706382 PRJNA377620 GCA_003571425.1
B. pumilus TUAT1 SAMD00032095 PRJDB4002 GCA_001548215.1
B. pumilus PDSLzg-1 SAMN05504558 PRJNA335919 GCA_001704975.1
B. pumilus AR03 SAMN22186268 PRJNA769965 GCA_020520205.1
B. pumilus ONU 554 SAMN15902829 PRJNA659273 GCA_014489355.1
B. pumilus ZB201701 SAMN09215342 PRJNA471729 GCA_004006455.1
B. pumilus SAFR-032 SAMN00253833 PRJNA20391 GCA_000017885.4
B. pumilus EB130 SAMN20719155 PRJNA753978 GCA_019710455.1
B. subtilis 168 SAMEA3138188 PRJNA76 GCA_000009045.1

B.licheniformis DSM13 SAMN02603292 PRJNA224116 GCF_000008425.1

Given the results of the experiments aimed to generate a germination deficient
B. pumilus DSM27 mutant, the close relative (and already germination negative) B.
pumilus MS32 was selected for the fermentation experiments. Since MS32 is a novel
isolate, its genome was sequenced, characterized and compared with that of other
B. pumilus strains and with B. subtilis 168 and B. licheniformis DSM13. (Chapter 6)
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Prokaryotic Genome Annotation Pipeline (PGAP)

PGAP (version 2021-07-01.build5508) [312], was used for re-annotation of bacterial
genomes of this study. Developed by the National Center for Biotechnology Infor-
mation, U.S (NCBI), this tool allows the prediction of functional genome units such
as protein-coding genes, RNAs, control regions, mobile elements etc., the approach
behind PGAP consist in integrating predictions from both ab initio and homology-
based methods (graphic pipeline summary available at https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/genome/annotation_prok/process/ [312]. An advantage of PGAP is that anno-
tated genomes are directly compatible with the GenBank submission system and its
distribution as a container.

PyANI

PyANI is a Python software package to calculate whole genome ANI values and
creates corresponding graphical outputs for easy visualization. [261]. A relevant
advantage is the possibility of distribution of tasks in a multicore system, which re-
duces computation times in comparisons with multiple genomes. PyANI (version
0.2.1) was used on all complete genome sequences of B. pumilus strains.

Proteinortho

The protein sequences encoded in each Bacillus genome were passed to Proteinortho
(version 6.0.31) [188], a software tool implementing a BLAST (Basic Alignment Search
Tool) based approach to identify sets of orthologous sequences. Proteinortho is a es-
tablished orthology detection tool, which performs as good as other tools such as
OrthoMCL and Multi-Paranoid [239], with the advantage of being optimized for ex-
tensive datasets, efficient, and less computationally demanding by distribution of
calculations over multiple processing cores [239, 188]. By this analysis it is possible
to identify which proteins are unique to each strain and what are the common "core"
functions encoded within Bacillus genomes.

antiSMASH

The first version was released in 2011, and the sixth in 2021, now describing 71 types
of BGCs [30], the tool offers a low false positive rate together with a fast and compre-
hensive report for known BGCs [221]. Nevertheless there are some limitations, an-
tiSMASH stands as high-confidence/low-novelty kind of approach, meaning that a
potential BGCs is identified based on matching signatures from known clusters and
therefore, novel or unknown types of gene clusters might be missed [221]. Analysis
with antiSMASH can aid in the characterization of the secondary metabolite poten-
tial of a strain of interest.

RGI

Complementary to the CARD database, the RGI (Resistance Gene Identifier) tool [6]
integrates the information at CARD to predict and annotate the resistance determi-
nants within a genome (or metagenomic) dataset [6]. RGI has different modes for

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/annotation_prok/process/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/annotation_prok/process/
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detection, "perfect" indicates exact matches within the CARD database, while "strict"
algorithm allows some variation within established cut-off values, and finally, the
"loose" mode identifies matches outside the cut-off scores in order to identify poten-
tial and emerging antimicrobial resistance genes. Identification of such determinants
is of relevance for bacteria in industrial applications, specially in food and feed ad-
ditives areas, since transmission and spread of antibiotic resistance genes is to be
monitored and prevented to ensure safety of use of any strain of interest [303].

PhiSpy

This is a bioinformatic tool that achieves identification based on seven distinct char-
acteristics of prophages, namely: protein length and similarity to known phage pro-
teins, presence of unique phage words, transcription strand directionality, AT and
GC skew values, and phage insertion sites [4]. PhiSpy (version 4.2.19) was used to
scan Bacillus genomes and identify potential phage regions based on those character-
istics. PhiSpy was also set to include a search step against the VOGdb profile hmm
database (release vog210, http://vogdb.org/), which gathers information from all
viral genomes at NCBI Refseq into curated orthologous groups.

ISEScan

ISEScan is a software pipeline that offers highly sensible and automated annotation
of full-length IS [351]. One advantage of ISEScan is the identification of novel IS el-
ements, different from the known ones in the current databases. This is achieved by
a combination of strategies, first, it detects novel remote homology by implement-
ing 621 profile hidden Markov models, therefore, it does not depend on similarity
searches against the known genes in public genomic databases, and secondly it iden-
tifies inverted repeats (IR) sequences flanking the IS element by directly analyzing
the input genome instead of detection based on similarity to known IR [351].

CRISPRCasFinder

This program offers a combination and upgrade of two tools, CRISPRFinder and
CasFinder. It depicts enhanced performance in identification of CRISPR arrays and
Cas proteins, it also offers a typing module enabling sorting according to the latest
classification scheme [64].

REBASE

First launched in 1998, this database has grown into a comprehensive and curated
compendium of information including: restriction enzymes, their associated methy-
lases, commercial availability, sequence data, crystal structures, cleavage sites, recog-
nition sequences, genome data, isochizomers and methylation sensitivity [275, 274].
To identify RM systems in the Bacillus genomes, a BLASTp [9, 44] search was con-
ducted against the REBASE database (downloaded 14.02.2022).

MEROPS

The website (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/merops/) and accompanying database were
first release in 1996 offering a classification of proteolytic enzymes into clans and

http://vogdb.org/
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/merops/
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families. Today, it constitutes a rich resource around peptidases and the proteins
that inhibit them. It allows classification in a multilevel hierarchy from sequence
to protein species, subfamily, family and clan based on structure [267, 266]. The
MEROPS database (merops_scan.lib version 12.1) was used as subject in a BLAST
[44, 9] search for peptidases on Bacillus genomes.

SignalP

With the latest version 6.0 released in 2021, SignalP implements a machine learn-
ing model to identify all five known types of signal peptides and their cleavage
sites. The protein language models are sensitive enough so no additional informa-
tion regarding source organism has to be provided in order to obtain accurate pre-
dictions, which is relevant for analysis of metagenomic datasets. The recent release
showed improved detection performance, specially in two underrepresented types
(Sec/SPIII and Tat/SPII) and improved prediction of cleavage sites [314]. SignalP is
regarded as one of the most popular and user friendly programs for signal peptide
prediction [37]. The five types of signal peptides identified by SignaP are:

1. Sec/SPI "standard" signal for Sec translocon and cleaved by signal peptidase
(SP) I.

2. Sec/SPII signal peptide for lipoproteins trasnported by Sec and cleaved by SP
II.

3. Tat/SPI signal peptide for the Tat translocon and cleaved by SPI.

4. Tat/SPII lipoprotein signal peptides exported by Tat and cleaved by SPII.

5. Sec/SPIII pilin and pilin-like signal peptides transported by the Sec pathway
and cleaved by SPIII.

KofamScan and KEGG Mapper

KofamScan [13] allows to assign K numbers to protein sequences, the resulting iden-
tifiers can be loaded into KEGG Mapper (https://www.genome.jp/kegg/mapper/
reconstruct.html) to reconstruct pathways and connect the information with other
resources at KEGG. Previous tools such as BlastKOALA, GhostKOALA [164] and
KAAS [230] rely on pairwise sequence comparison approaches (BLAST and GHOSTX)
against KEGG to generate K number annotations. A major advantage of KofamScan
is the search against profile hidden Markov models representing KO families, which
is more computationally efficient. Each model is accompanied by an adaptive score
threshold, the models and their scores constitute the KOfam database [13]. Kofam-
Scan (version 1.3.0 with the Kofam database as of 30.01.2022) was used to generate
reliable assignments of K numbers to the proteins in the genomes of interest, the re-
sulting annotations were visualized with KEGG Mapper.

InterProScan

This tool offers protein function classification at genome-scale by integrating infor-
mation from several source databases [364, 158]. The latest release entails a modular
Java-based architecture and is designed to benefit from computational cluster sys-
tems for massive scale and parallelization of computationally intensive analysis on

https://www.genome.jp/kegg/mapper/reconstruct.html
https://www.genome.jp/kegg/mapper/reconstruct.html
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large datasets. Output formats include TSV, XML, GFF3 and HTML files [158]. Inter-
proScan is a robust tool employed in genome sequencing projects and by the UniProt
Knowledgebase (UniProtKB [59]), here it was used to further characterize particular
proteins from the Bacillus of interest.

COGclassifier

COGclassifier is an easy to use command line tool that provides straight forward
COG functional classification of proteins of interest and creates publication ready
visualizations of the results [295]. COGclassifier (version 1.2.0) was used for the
analysis of Bacillus genomes.
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2.3 Small-scale fermentations

The next step in this comparative study of B. pumilus against other species of Bacil-
lus used as industrial enzyme producers was to select fermentation conditions that
support similar growth rates for them so a comparison is possible. Variations of a
rich media with and without potato dextrose broth and other additives were tested,
yeast extract concentrations were also modified. Additionally, SMM media during
preculture stage was evaluated. The conditions best suited for the fermentation ex-
periments with the targeted Bacillus are described below. The objective of the fer-
mentation experiments was to generate samples for transcriptomic analysis of these
Bacillus under conditions closer to industrial productive processes. The collected
samples were processed with an optimized RNA isolation protocol presented in
Chapter 6.

B. pumilus MS32, B. licheniformis MW3 ∆ yqfD and, B. subtilis 168 ∆ yqfD were
re-activated from lyophilized cultures and precultured twice during 16 and 6 hours,
respectively, before inoculation of 0.5 L bioreactors. For each Bacillus species, fer-
mentation runs were done by triplicate. The fermentations were carried out at the
Research and Development facilities of the industrial partner AB Enzymes GmbH,
Darmstadt, Germany.

Super rich fermentation media consisted of: 2% Yeast Extract, 2.5% Tryptone, 1%
NaH2PO4 x2 H2O, 1% Na2HPO4 x2 H2O, 1% Saccharose and 0.5% Potato Extract
Glucose Broth. The first preculture was done on super rich fermentation media, and
the second preculture was supplemented with 1% of saccharose, both precultures
had a volume of 150 ml and were incubated in 1000 ml baffled shake flasks (37 °C
180 rpm). These precultures allow the cells to adapt to the fermentation media and to
start the main culture with a synchronized population of actively growing bacteria.
The main cultivation on the 0,5 L bioreactor was done on the same media as the
second preculture and supplemented with an antifoaming agent. The pH within the
fermenter started at 6,9 and afterwards controlled to 7.10 +/-0.2 with 12.5% NH3 or
12.5% H2SO4. Aeration was set to 0.5 vvm, the stirred speed was 1200 rpm, and the
temperature 37°C . Samples were taken at 2.5, 4, 7 and 19 hours after inoculation of
the main culture and processed according to the method described in Chapter 6.
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2.4 RNA-seq Analysis

2.4.1 RNA isolation and library preparation

The sampling protocol, optimized RNA isolation method and cDNA library prepa-
ration procedures were done for 12 B. pumilus MS32 samples and for 12 B. licheni-
formis MW3 ∆ yqfD samples as described in in Chapter 6. Samples from B. subtilis
168 fermentations were also collected and total RNA was isolated so they can be in-
cluded in future analysis.

2.4.2 Bioinformatic Analysis

Quality assessment

The quality of the RNA-seq libraries was determined with FastP [52] (version 0.20.1),
with parameters for adapter detection, overrepresentation analysis and base-correction
enabled, while length filtering was disabled. SortmeRNA [181] (version 4.3.3) was
used to detect reads derived from rRNA that remained after the rRNA depletion
step. The tin.py function of RSEQC package [335] (version 4.0.0) was used to estab-
lish the TIN (transcript integrity number) of the libraries.

Data processing pipelines

FastQ files containing reads that passed the FastP quality filters were used as input
for READemption ([104], version 1.0.10) a pipeline for computational evaluation of
RNA-seq data. Within READemption [104] alignment to the corresponding refer-
ence genomes, strand-specific coverage calculation, and quantification based on ref-
erence annotation were performed. Moreover, differential gene expression analysis
was done with DESeq2 as implemented within the package. After the initial anal-
ysis by READemption [104], the package Enhanced Volcano Plots [29] was used to
visualize the output of the differential expression analysis.

Coverage normalized by the total number of aligned reads multiplied by the
lowest number of aligned reads within the considered sample set was generated by
READemption [104] as wig (Wiggle) files. These files were used as input for Anno-
gesic [363] (version 1.0.22). Annogesic is a modular command-line tool integrating
different analysis for RNA-seq data, such as those for detection of: genes, CDSs, tR-
NAs, rRNAs, transcripts, terminators, small open reading frames and small RNAs.
Additionally, Annogesic implements RNAup, RNAplex and IntaRNA for sRNA tar-
get prediction.

For sRNA identification, candidate sequences were filtered according to the en-
ergy change of the predicted secondary structure (normalized by sequence length),
with the default cutoff value of -0.05. Additionally, a database of known sRNAs was
provided for homology detection via Blast+ search (cutoffs for e-value= 0.0001 and
score=40). The database contained sRNA matches to the RFAM [121] database and
sRNA sequences reported previously in literature. The database was collected by
Anton Farr during his master degree studies, and is part of a Nextflow pipeline for
RNA-seq analysis focused on multi-species comparisons [88, 87]. For a sRNA can-
didate to be reported it had to be found in all three replicates of each data set. The
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gff file of sRNAs detected by Annogesic [363] was passed to READemption [104] for
its quantification in order to create the raw input for clustering the transcriptional
profiles. Identification of additional non-coding RNAs was done by scanning the
genomes using the covariance models of the RFAM database [112, 159, 121] (version
14.7) together with the cmscan command (version 1.1.4) from the Infernal package
[238] (version 1.1). Lower-scoring overlapping matches were removed, keeping only
the best matching one for a given sequence region, as recommended in the RFAM
documentation.

Clustering of transcriptional profiles

DP_GP_cluster [220] (version v.0.1) was used to cluster features with similar tran-
scriptional trajectories during the fermentation. The number of clusters is deter-
mined by a Dirichlet process (DP), while gene trajectory and time dependency is
calculated by a Gaussian process (GP), both in a nonparametric way [220]. To create
the input for DP_GP_cluster, the quantification counts as TPM from READemption
were used. First the mean transcriptional activity at each time point was determined.
The values were then transformed with the hyperbolic arcsine (Asinh) function, this
has the advantage, unlike log transformations, to accept zero counts. The trans-
formed values were Z-scaled and used as input for DP_GP_cluster.

Dedicated in-house Python scripts were used to merge, condense and summa-
rize the data generated with Annogesic, READemption and DP_GP_cluster. The
scipy [331] package was used to calculate the correlation between the transcriptional
activities across the fermentation time points of a predicted sRNA and its potential
target.
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Results

3.1 A collection of germination deficient Bacillus strains

Transformation of B. subtilis 168 to generate a germination deficient mutant was
achieved. A total number of colonies of 10, 21, and 12 were obtained for the reactions
with 300, 500 and 750 ng of DNA, respectively, showing nicely how the DNA con-
centration affects the amount of mutants generated. Further PCR and sequencing
confirmation experiments showed that the amplified fragments corresponded to the
expected band sizes corroborated the presence of ermD and its correct integration
within the B. subtilis 168 genome.

Regarding the B. pumilus DSM27 germination deficient mutant, none of the tested
methods produced the mutant. Despite multiple attempts to optimize the protoplast
transformation protocol, experiments were unsuccessful. The cells recovered their
bacilliar form again, but screenings failed to identify the desired mutant. It might
be the case that random mutations allowed spontaneous resistance or that the ermD
was (even partially) incorporated elsewhere in the genome. The presence of ermD
was not confirmed by the PCR reactions, neither the control for integration produced
the desired signal, while the yqfD was still present in the tested clones.

Transconjugation of B. pumilus DSM27 was unsuccessful, as only empty plates
or plates with cellular debris were obtained. This indicates that the method with the
tested conditions is suitable for other bacilli such as B. subtilis and B. licheniformis
but not for this evidently recalcitrant strain. This was also the case for the Tribos
transformation, were the control plates without antibiotics at least confirmed that
the cells survived the treatment.

Therefore, B. pumilus DSM27 was substituted by the strain MS32 in order to pro-
ceed with the next phase of experiments. B. pumilus MS32 is already genetically
accessible and was kindly provided by the industrial partner AB Enzymes GmbH.
Following sections will present the results of comparative genomic analysis used to
characterize MS32 and sustain the selection of this strain as an adequate alternative
to DSM27.

Even with a more domesticated B. pumilus MS32, efficient transformation was
challenging. Electroporation experiments to introduce a plasmid into this strain
were only successful with plasmids isolated from specific strains presumably shar-
ing a compatible methylation profile, pointing to RM systems as a barrier for trans-
formation.
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By having a collection of B. subtilis, B. licheniformis and B. pumilus strains unable
to produce viable spores, experiments at industrial facilities using small-scale fer-
mentations were possible. Such experiments provided significant insights into the
biology of these bacteria when exposed to industrial scenarios and how their differ-
ent adaptations relate to productivity.

3.2 Comparative genomics of Bacillus pumilus

By combining the predictions made by each of the bioinformatic tools described, a
nice overview of the main features of interest was obtained. The main results of this
section of the analysis were summarized and prepared for a genome announcement
publication (Chapter 6).

3.2.1 MS32 belongs to the B. pumilus species and is closely related to
DMS27

In order to characterize the novel B. pumilus MS32 in regards to other B. pumilus
strains, the bacterial genomes were analyzed with the bioinformatic tools previously
described. Integrating the output generated by the diverse software tools allowed a
characterization of the genomic features encoded by B. pumilus, as well as potential
optimization points of interest for industrial applications.

The genome of B. pumilus MS32 consists of single circular chromosome of 3,824,664
base-pairs (bp), and presents a G+C content of 41.6% with similar features to the
other B. pumilus strains (Table 3.1). No plasmids were identified during the genome
analysis.

TABLE 3.1: Comparison of genomic features of B. pumilus MS32 with
other B. pumilus strains and the closely related B. subtilis and B. licheni-

formis

Species Strain
Chromosome

size (bp)
G+C

content (%)
Genes CDSs

rRNAs
(5S, 16S, 23S)

tRNAs Pseudogenes

B. pumilus MS32 3824664 41.60 3,880 3,770 8, 8, 8 81 58
B. pumilus NCTC10337 3855667 41.71 3,969 3,859 8, 8, 8 81 61
B. pumilus 145 3937399 41.16 4,054 3,944 8, 8, 8 81 49
B. pumilus SH-B11 3860091 41.32 3,936 3,826 8, 8, 8 81 24
B. pumilus UAMX 3854893 41.71 3,961 3,851 8, 8, 8 81 72
B. pumilus BIM B-171 3814325 41.67 3,945 3,835 8, 8, 8 81 37
B. pumilus SH-B9 3787586 41.57 3,876 3,766 8, 8, 8 81 36
B. pumilus MTCC B6033 3763493 41.37 3,859 3,749 8, 8, 8 81 37
B. pumilus 150a 3747740 41.35 3,789 3,678 8, 8, 8 82 54
B. pumilus TUAT1 3723433 41.42 3,838 3,728 8, 8, 8 81 19
B. pumilus PDSLzg-1 3698973 41.96 3,778 3,668 8, 8, 8 81 43
B. pumilus AR03 3655835 41.83 3,718 3,608 8, 8, 8 81 54
B. pumilus ONU 554 3642544 41.93 3,708 3,598 8, 8, 8 81 54
B. pumilus ZB201701 3640542 41.86 3,701 3,591 8, 8, 8 81 43
B. pumilus SAFR-032 3704641 41.29 3,741 3,643 7, 7, 7 72 61
B. pumilus EB130 3614840 41.85 3,635 3,526 8, 8, 8 80 277
B. subtilis 168 4215606 43.51 4,407 4,286 10, 10, 10 86 42

B.licheniformis DMS13 4222645 46.19 4,329 4,231 7, 7, 7 72 67
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The average nucleotide identity (ANI) values calculated with PyANI [261] confi-
dently placed the strain MS32 within the B. pumilus species (Figure 3.1). As shown in
the heatmap, the strain BIM B-171 is the closest to the type strain DSM27 (NCTC10337),
with an ANI of 98.69%, however it was made public at NCBI only until late 2021,
and therefore was not available by the time of the fermentation experiments (the
first round of analysis was done with B. pumilus strains available at NCBI by 2019).
Nevertheless, the ANI between MS32 and DSM27 is 97.66%, being the second best
candidate to substitute DSM27 for the fermentation experiments.
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FIGURE 3.1: Average Nucleotide Identity (ANI) analysis by PyANI
[261] performed for B. pumilus strains. NCTC10337 corresponds to

the type strain DSM27.

Figure 3.2 presents the whole genome alignment of B. pumilus MS32 with the
type strain DSM27 and the close relative BIM B-171. This kind of visual inspection
of genomic data allows to identify genomic rearrangements associated to horizontal
gene transfer, duplication, recombination, translocation and deletion events, which
are relevant to compare genomes of interest and unveil its evolutionary story [71].
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FIGURE 3.2: Genomic alignment of B. pumilus MS32 with the type
strain DSM27 and the close relative BIM B-171, the comparison was
done with progressive Mauve [71]. Putative prophage region identi-

fied with PhiSpy [4] is indicated by an arrow.

Whole genome alignment of B. pumilus MS32 with its closest relatives evidences
a widespread co-linearity between strains (Figure 3.2). The exception being the lo-
cally collinear block from 2063898-2093164 nt in MS32, which has a different position
in the type strain DSM27 and is absent in BIM B-171. According to the PhiSpy [4]
analysis, this region is within a predicted prophage which ranges from 2053152nt to
2095050nt in MS32 while in DSM27 the prophage location is 2374962-2401515nt.

3.2.2 B. pumilus MS32 has a highly dynamic genome

The analysis done with ISEScan [351] identified 37 IS encoded by MS32, which rep-
resents a 1.32% of the genome. Sequences of the IS1182 and IS3 families were iden-
tified, with 11 and 26 members, respectively (Table 3.2). By this, MS32 is the strain
with more IS elements of the analyzed bacteria, followed by the strain UAMX (24 IS).
On the other hand, no IS were found for the BIM B-171, SH-B9, TUAT1, PDSLzg-1
and ARO3 strains, and one novel IS was predicted for the strain SAFR-032. How-
ever, this predictions must be taken cautiously, given the multi-copy and repetitive
nature of IS elements, these regions might not be solved properly in a genome as-
sembly that relies only in short read data, therefore the B. pumilus strains might carry
a different number of IS depending on the sequencing technology approach imple-
mented. As the MS32 genome was produced with an hybrid assembly combining
short and long read data, the IS elements and their copies could be accurately as-
signed within the genome.
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TABLE 3.2: Summary of predicted features within B. pumilus
genomes. Analysis of prophage content, Insertion Sequence el-
ements, CRISPR-Cas systems, and resistance determinants. CAT
stands for Type A chloramphenicol O-acetyltransferase and Beta-

lactamase refers to BPU-1 family class D beta-lactamase.

Insertion Sequence Elements CRISPR/Cas sytems Resistance Genes

B. pumilus
strain

No.
Prophages

IS1182 IS3
New

IS
Total

IS
CRISPR Cas CAT Beta-lactamase

MS32 2 11 26 0 37 1 0 + -
NCTC10337 2 2 1 0 3 0 0 + -
145 4 7 6 0 13 0 0 + -
SH-B11 3 14 4 0 18 1 0 + -
UAMX 4 18 6 0 24 0 0 + +
BIM B-171 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 + +
SH-B9 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 + +
MTCC B6033 2 4 6 0 10 0 0 + -
150a 2 5 9 0 14 0 0 + +
TUAT1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 + -
PDSLzg-1 3 0 0 0 0 5 1 + +
AR03 1 0 0 0 0 8 1 + +
ONU 554 1 4 0 0 4 1 0 + -
ZB201701 1 7 0 0 7 0 0 + +
SAFR-032 2 13 2 1 16 0 0 + +
EB130 1 3 0 0 3 0 0 - +

The table 3.2 also presents the prophage predictions done with PhiSpy [4] on the
B. pumilus genomes. One to four prophages were identified in the strains. MS32
carries two prophages, positioned from 2053152 to 2095050 and from 2839776 to
2885424, respectively.

Regarding CRISPR-Cas systems, there is one CRISPR array predicted for MS32
with no associated Cas gene identified. CRISPRCasFinder [64] assigns an evidence
level of 1 to this prediction, the lowest in their scoring system, which is usually as-
sociated to short candidates that likely do not correspond to CRISPRs. Based on the
analysis, CRISPR-Cas systems are scarce within the analyzed B. pumilus genomes
(Table 3.2) as they are absent in 11 of the strains or identified with a low confidence
level. There are two exceptions, the strains AR03 and PDSLzg-1, with some predic-
tions ranking as level 3 and 4, according to the CRISPRCasFinder documentation,
this rankings can be considered as highly likely candidates.

Concerning Restriction-Modification systems, a BLAST search against the RE-
BASE [274] database returned abundant matches across the B. pumilus genomes, par-
ticularly from the Type II category (Table 3.3).
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3.2.3 Specialized metabolites and antibiotic resistance in MS32

The analysis done with RGI [6] against the CARD database found a Type A chlo-
ramphenicol O-acetyltransferase (CAT) widely spread within the B. pumilus strains,
missing only in the EB130 genome. On the other hand, a beta-lactamase of the
BPU-1 family was absent in MS32, but found in nine of the other strains, the CARD
database [6] accession for this gene family is ARO:3004759 and it appears restricted
to B. pumilus strains (Table 3.2).

Next to antibiotic resistance determinants, the faculty to produce secondary metabo-
lites should also be assessed in strains of industrial interest. The tool antiSMASH [30]
predicted 13 putative biosynthetic gene clusters (BGC) for secondary metabolites en-
coded by the MS32 genome (Table 3.4). Seven of those BGCs show some similarity
degree to previously known clusters, while six appear to be novel.

TABLE 3.4: Biosynthetic gene clusters found in B. pumilus MS32

Region Type From To Most similar known cluster Similarity

1 NRPS 348933 431113 lichenysin (NRP) 85%
2 lanthipeptide-class-iii 544454 567141
3 NRPS,T1PKS 666747 746768 zwittermicin A (NRP + Polyketide) 18%
4 RRE-containing 930317 949691
5 terpene,siderophore 1099536 1128153 carotenoid (Terpene) 50%
6 RRE-containing,LAP 1638436 1661599 plantazolicin (RiPP:LAP) 100%
7 betalactone 1869668 1896496 fengycin (NRP) 53%
8 terpene 1959128 1981002
9 T3PKS 2019225 2060325

10 betalactone 2567250 2599699
11 RiPP-like 3424811 3435101
12 other 3467958 3509379 bacilysin (Other) 85%
13 NRPS 3760875 3808023 bacillibactin (NRP) 53%

3.2.4 Unique proteins of B. pumilus MS32

The genome of B. pumilus MS32 was predicted to encode 3712 proteins, 3382 with
annotation and 330 designated as "hypothetical protein". The analysis with Pro-
teinortho [188] showed that MS32 shares 3489 groups of orthologous proteins with
the type strain DSM27, once more confirming these two strains as very similar and
MS32 as a suitable candidate to replace the type strain DSM27 in fermentation and
transcriptomic experiments. Table 3.5 presents proteins unique to B. pumilus MS32.

TABLE 3.5: Set of proteins found in B. pumilus MS32 with no shared
orthology to proteins encoded by other B. pumilus genomes according

to Proteinortho [188] analysis.

LocusTag Product

BP32_000536 class III lanthipeptide
BP32_000537 class III lanthipeptide
BP32_000538 serine protease
BP32_000539 class III lanthionine synthetase LanKC
BP32_000540 class III lanthipeptide
BP32_000541 class III lanthipeptide
BP32_000542 class III lanthipeptide
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Table 3.5 continued from previous page
BP32_000543 class III lanthipeptide
BP32_000624 restriction endonuclease subunit S
BP32_000625 AAA family ATPase
BP32_000627 restriction endonuclease
BP32_001170 hypothetical protein
BP32_001171 hypothetical protein
BP32_001172 hypothetical protein
BP32_001173 hypothetical protein
BP32_001174 ETX/MTX2 family pore-forming toxin
BP32_001175 DUF3102 domain-containing protein
BP32_001179 hypothetical protein
BP32_001722 hypothetical protein
BP32_001736 collagen-like protein
BP32_001790 hypothetical protein
BP32_001791 hypothetical protein
BP32_001792 hypothetical protein
BP32_001793 hypothetical protein
BP32_001794 DGQHR domain-containing protein
BP32_001795 helix-turn-helix transcriptional regulator
BP32_001797 TniQ family protein
BP32_001798 ATP-binding protein
BP32_001799 DDE-type integrase/transposase/recombinase
BP32_001800 hypothetical protein
BP32_001801 DEAD/DEAH box helicase
BP32_001879 hypothetical protein
BP32_001880 hypothetical protein
BP32_001881 hypothetical protein
BP32_001882 hypothetical protein
BP32_001883 hypothetical protein
BP32_001884 hypothetical protein
BP32_001885 hypothetical protein
BP32_001886 hypothetical protein
BP32_002034 hypothetical protein
BP32_002035 hypothetical protein
BP32_002065 type II toxin-antitoxin system PemK/MazF family toxin
BP32_002068 XRE family transcriptional regulator
BP32_002069 hypothetical protein
BP32_002074 hypothetical protein
BP32_002084 hypothetical protein
BP32_002087 recombinase family protein
BP32_002227 hypothetical protein
BP32_002499 YjcZ family sporulation protein
BP32_002751 collagen-like protein
BP32_002763 YtxH domain-containing protein
BP32_002901 hypothetical protein
BP32_002971 hypothetical protein
BP32_002972 hypothetical protein
BP32_002973 hypothetical protein
BP32_003616 hypothetical protein
BP32_003618 hypothetical protein
BP32_003680 mannonate dehydratase
BP32_003719 MBL fold metallo-hydrolase
BP32_003748 acyltransferase family protein
BP32_003761 CDP-glycerol glycerophosphotransferase family protein
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3.2.5 Comparison of B. pumilus MS32 with B. subtilis and B. licheniformis

General Genomic Features

From the table 3.1 some inter-species differences between B. pumilus MS32, B. licheni-
formis DSM13 and B. subtilis 168 are already evident. Starting with chromosome size
and GC content, the comparison showed that genomes of B. pumilus are smaller
and elicit lower in GC% than the B.subtilis and B. licheniformis counterparts. The
GC content of B. pumilus (41.6%) is lower than that of B. subtilis 168 (43.51%) and B.
licheniformis DSM13 (46.19%). Other differences between the three Bacillus of interest
are the number of tRNAs and rRNAs. In these aspects, B. pumilus MS32 has inter-
mediate values between B. subtilis 168 and B. licheniformis DSM13 (Table 3.1).

Protein orthology

Regarding proteins encoded by the three Bacillus species of interest, Proteinortho
[188] was used to identify groups of orthologous proteins. Figure 3.3 presents a Venn
diagram comparing groups of orthologous proteins and singletons of B. pumilus
MS32, B. subtilis 168 and B. licheniformis DSM13.

B. pumilus MS32

3712 ORFs

B. licheniformis 
DSM13

B. subtilis 
168

2558

230231

540

646

837901

4164 ORFs4244 ORFs

FIGURE 3.3: Venn diagram comparing groups of orthologous pro-
teins and singletons of B. pumilus MS32, B. subtilis 168 and B. licheni-
formis DSM13. For purposes of this graph, orthologous groups are
treated as entities and depicted in overlapping areas. Total ORFs are

indicated in gray.
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The figure 3.3 shows 2558 groups shared between B. pumilus MS32, B. licheni-
formis DSM13 and B. subtilis 168. MS32 encodes 646 predicted proteins with no iden-
tified orthologous in the other species, while similar orthologous are found in pair-
wise comparisons with the other two species. Out of the unique sequences of MS32,
187 are annotated as hypothetical proteins.

Antibiotic resistance

Concerning antibiotic resistance determinants, B. subtilis 168 is predicted to encode
11 genes related to resistance mechanisms, mostly antibiotic efflux pumps of the
major facilitator superfamily (MFS) and small multidrug resistance types of trans-
porters. Whereas no match was found for B. licheniformis DSM13. However, a re-
cent study comparing more than 100 B. licheniformis and B. paralicheniformis genomes
identified putative cat (chloramphenicol), aph - aadK (streptomycin) and ermD (ery-
thromycin) resistance genes as part of an ancient resistome intrinsic to these Bacillus
and more distantly related to other characterized instances of these genes. [3].

KEGG functional Annotation

KofamScan [13] was used to assign K numbers to the proteins encoded by B. pumilus
MS32, in total 2565 K identifiers were assigned. The subset of locus_tags for proteins
uniquely encoded by MS32 together with their K numbers were uploaded to KEGG
mapper and summarized via the BRITE hierarchy (Table 3.6). The most abundant
elements of the set were enzymes related to metabolism. Among those, matches for
oxidoreductases, transferases, hydrolases, lyases, isomerases, ligases and translo-
cases were identified. Within the transcription factor category, several members of
families presenting a Helix-turn-helix signature were found, as well as members
for the BglG family of transcriptional antiterminators. Regarding transporters, pro-
teins for translocation of substrates such as osmoprotectants, glucose/mannose, L-
cystine, iron and galactitiol were identified, including ABC transporters, Major fa-
cilitator superfamily (MFS) and Phosphotransferase (PTS) systems.
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TABLE 3.6: BRITE functional hierarchy for proteins unique to B.
pumilus MS32 based on KEGG [163] functional assignment.

KEGG identifier, module descriptions and orthologs

ko00001 KEGG Orthology (KO) 179
Protein families: metabolism

ko01000 Enzymes 77
ko01001 Protein kinases 3
ko01009 Protein phosphatases and associated proteins 1
ko01002 Peptidases and inhibitors 6
ko01003 Glycosyltransferases 1
ko01011 Peptidoglycan biosynthesis and degradation proteins 5
ko01004 Lipid biosynthesis proteins 1
ko01008 Polyketide biosynthesis proteins 4
ko01007 Amino acid related enzymes 1

Protein families: genetic information processing
ko03000 Transcription factors 21
ko03021 Transcription machinery 1
ko03009 Ribosome biogenesis 1
ko03016 Transfer RNA biogenesis 2
ko03110 Chaperones and folding catalysts 1
ko03032 DNA replication proteins 2
ko03036 Chromosome and associated proteins 2
ko03400 DNA repair and recombination proteins 1

Protein families: signaling and cellular processes
ko02000 Transporters 45
ko02044 Secretion system 1
ko02022 Two-component system 5
ko02035 Bacterial motility proteins 1
ko04147 Exosome 2
ko02048 Prokaryotic defense system 7
ko01504 Antimicrobial resistance genes 2
ko00537 Glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI)-anchored proteins 1

To have a general overview of common and unique pathways present in the
three Bacillus species of interest, the K number identifiers for each genome were up-
loaded to KEGG mapper and a global map of metabolic pathways was generated.
Figure 3.4 and 3.5 represent a comparison of pathways identified in B. pumilus MS32
against B. subtilis 168 and B. licheniformis DSM13, respectively. In each image, com-
mon elements are represented in blue while green corresponds to features uniquely
identified in B. pumilus MS32. In both figures a clear overlap between the major parts
of the map is evidenced.
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FIGURE 3.4: KEGG [163] metabolic pathway map comparison be-
tween annotated features of B. pumilus and B. subtilis. Blue=common

elements, Green=unique to B. pumilus, Red=unique to B. subtilis.

FIGURE 3.5: KEGG [163] metabolic pathway map comparison
between annotated features of B. pumilus and B. licheniformis.
Blue=common elements, Green=unique to B. pumilus, Red=unique to

B. licheniformis.
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COG functional assignment

COGClassifier [295] was used to associate a functional category to the proteins en-
coded by the Bacillus genomes according to the Cluster of Orthologous Genes (COG)
database [311, 111, 310]. Table 3.7 presents the absolute counts and the correspond-
ing percentages (relative to the total protein sequences encoded per genome) for each
category. Figure 3.6 depicts a circular representation of B. pumilus and its genomic
features together with conserved CDS in B. licheniformis and B. subtilis and colorized
according to COG functional classification.

TABLE 3.7: COG functional classification for the proteins encoded by
B. pumilus, B. licheniformis and B. subtilis genomes. Absolute counts

and percentage relative to proteome size are presented.

B. pumilus MS32 B. licheniformis DSM13 B. subtilis 168

COG Category Count % Count % Count %

J Translation, ribosomal structure and biogenesis 248 6.68 250 6.00 247 5.82
A RNA processing and modification 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00
K Transcription 269 7.25 288 6.92 279 6.57
L Replication, recombination and repair 107 2.88 119 2.86 137 3.23
B Chromatin structure and dynamics 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00

D
Cell cycle control, cell division,
chromosome partitioning

72 1.94 77 1.85 80 1.89

Y Nuclear structure 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00
V Defense mechanisms 78 2.10 114 2.74 87 2.05
T Signal transduction mechanisms 162 4.36 171 4.11 177 4.17
M Cell wall/membrane/envelope biogenesis 173 4.66 184 4.42 211 4.97
N Cell motility 43 1.16 42 1.01 41 0.97
Z Cytoskeleton 0 0.00 2 0.05 2 0.05
W Extracellular structures 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00

U
Intracellular trafficking, secretion,
and vesicular transport

22 0.59 24 0.58 27 0.64

O
Posttranslational modification,
protein turnover, chaperones

109 2.94 124 2.98 120 2.83

X Mobilome: prophages, transposons 58 1.56 46 1.10 29 0.68
C Energy production and conversion 151 4.07 176 4.23 168 3.96
G Carbohydrate transport and metabolism 235 6.33 326 7.83 295 6.95
E Amino acid transport and metabolism 293 7.89 305 7.32 281 6.62
F Nucleotide transport and metabolism 87 2.34 94 2.26 103 2.43
H Coenzyme transport and metabolism 165 4.45 168 4.03 185 4.36
I Lipid transport and metabolism 130 3.50 138 3.31 141 3.32
P Inorganic ion transport and metabolism 138 3.72 161 3.87 167 3.93

Q
Secondary metabolites biosynthesis,
transport and catabolism

55 1.48 56 1.34 70 1.65

R General function prediction only 174 4.69 195 4.68 199 4.69
S Function unknown 142 3.83 170 4.08 166 3.91

Total sequences classified 2911 78.42 3230 77.57 3212 75.68
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FIGURE 3.6: Circular genome plot of B. pumilus MS32 and con-
served CDS features in B. licheniformis DSM13 and B. subtilis 168.
Inner to outer tracks: 1-GC skew, 2-GC content, 3-Forward and Re-
verse CDS 4-Conserved CDS of B. subtilis 168, 5-Conserved CDS of
B. licheniformis DSM13. COG functional categories colorized as fol-
lows: Information storage and processing (J,A,K,L,B) = red, Cellu-
lar processes and signaling (D,Y,V,T,M,N,Z,W,U,O,X) = limegreen,
Metabolism (C,G,E,F,H,I,P,Q) = deepskyblue, Poorly characterized
(R,S) = lightgrey, No COG classification = darkgrey. Created with
MGCplotter [296], which determines conserved CDS by MMseqs2

RBH method.
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For B. pumilus MS32 a functional category was assigned to 78.42% of the input
sequences, which is comparable to the 77.57% and 75.68% of coverage obtained for
B. licheniformis DSM13 and B. subtilis 168, respectively (Table 3.7). Despite the differ-
ences in genome size, the three species share fairly similar relative percentages of en-
coded proteins dedicated to each functional category. However, there are some dif-
ferences, for example the amount of proteins associated to translation, transcription
and replication functions (J, K, L categories) was higher in B. pumilus with 16.81%
than in B. licheniformis and B. subtilis with 15.78% and 15.62%, respectively.

Additionally, "T: Signal transduction" and "X: Mobilome" categories were also
slightly higher for B. pumilus (Table 3.7). The latter fits nicely to previous observa-
tions regarding the dynamic components found within the genome.

Notably, there is an interesting shift regarding transport and metabolism of nu-
trients between the species. B. pumilus showed a higher percentage of proteins as-
sociated to "E: Amino acid transport and metabolism" (7.89%) than B. subtilis and
B. licheniformis (Table 3.7). This value is also higher than the percentage assigned to
"G: Carbohydrate transport and metabolism" in B. pumilus. The trend is also true for
the other B. pumilus strains, and it is inverted in B. subtilis and B. licheniformis, were
category G is prevalent over E. Regarding the percentage of proteins dedicated to
"C: Energy production and conversion", B. pumilus has intermediate values between
B. licheniformis and B. subtilis.

The "E: Amino acid transport and metabolism" category, considering only pro-
teins without homology identified by Proteinortho [188] was further analyzed. Fig-
ure 3.7 depicts a tag cloud visualization with the more prominent terms associ-
ated to the COG annotation for these proteins (generated by the online tool https:
//www.freewordcloudgenerator.com/).

https://www.freewordcloudgenerator.com/
https://www.freewordcloudgenerator.com/
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FIGURE 3.7: Tag cloud representing the most abundant terms in the
COG annotation ("E: Amino acid transport and metabolism" cate-
gory) for proteins without detected homology between the Bacillus

genomes.

The Tag cloud for B. pumilus MS3 revealed that ABC-type transporters are en-
riched within this bacteria. Within the E category subset of sequences unique to
each species, twelve proteins with an "ABC-type" related annotation were identified
for MS32, whereas six for B. licheniformis and two for B. subtilis. At the genome scale
184, 201 and 188 proteins related to ABC systems were identified for B. pumilus, B.
licheniformis and B. subtilis, respectively. Considering the smaller genome size of
B. pumilus, this represents again a higher proportion of proteins dedicated to these
transport systems, such abundance could facilitate more efficient nutrient uptake for
B. pumilus.

Mobile genetic elements and CRISPRCas systems

Unlike B. pumilus MS32, there are no IS predicted for B. subtilis 168, while B. licheni-
formis DSM13 encodes 11 IS (9 from the IS3 family and 2 identified as new). Prophages
are more abundant in DSM13 and 168, with 4 and 3 predictions, respectively. No
CRISPR-Cas was detected in B. licheniformis, while three arrays were identified in B.
subtilis, however CRISPRCasFinder assigns a low level of confidence for this predic-
tion and no Cas protein was found.
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Secretory systems

Secretion capacity is one of the most valued features of Bacillus strains used as indus-
trial production platforms. Therefore, the list of genes related to this function in B.
subtilis was retrieved from SubtiWiki [250] (Category 3.3.5: Protein Secretion, Table
3.8) and Proteinortho [188] was used to identify orthologous products encoded by
the other Bacillus strains. The set consisted of 52 proteins, including elements from
the Sec and TAT secretory pathways, flagellar export apparatus, molecular chaper-
ons, signal peptidases and regulators. For every element in the list, the correspond-
ing ortholog was found in B. pumilus MS32 and in B. licheniformis DSM13. The se-
cretory machinery is a conserved feature of this bacteria and MS32 has the elements
present in closely related Bacillus already known for their superior secretion capabili-
ties, pointing B. pumilus as a good candidate for production of extracellular products.
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TABLE 3.8: Genes related to the secretory machinery in B. subtilis and
their functions. Retrieved from SubtiWiki [250]

Name Function

comC genetic competence
csaA protein secretion
dnaK protein quality control
ecsA regulation of the secretion apparatus and of intra-membrane proteolysis
ecsB regulation of the secretion apparatus and of intra-membrane proteolysis
ffh presecretory protein translocation
flhA flagellum and nanotube assembly
flhB flagellum and nanotube assembly
fliP flagellum and nanotube assembly
fliQ flagellum and nanotube assembly
fliR flagellum and nanotube assembly
fliZ flagellum and nanotube assembly
ftsY protein secretion
liaH resistance against oxidative stress and cell wall antibiotics, protein secretion
lspA protein secretion
mstX unknown
prsA protein folding
rasP control of cell division, and SigV and SigW activity
rnc processing and degradation of RNA molecules
scr presecretory protein translocation
secA protein secretion
secDF protein secretion
secE protein secretion
secG protein secretion
secY protein secretion
sipS protein secretion
sipT protein secretion
sipU protein secretion
sipV protein secretion
sipW biofilm formation
spoIIIAB activation of SigG
spoIIIAC activation of SigG
spoIIIAD activation of SigG
spoIIIAE activation of SigG
spoIIIAF activation of SigG
spoIIIAG activation of SigG
spoIIIAH activation of SigG, forespore encasement by the spore coat
tatAC TAT protein secretion
tatAD TAT protein secretion
tatAY TAT protein secretion
tatCD TAT protein secretion
tatCY TAT protein secretion
yhcS anchoring of proteins to the cell wall
yidC1 membrane insertion of proteins and protein secretion
yidC2 membrane insertion of proteins and protein secretion
ylxM presecretory protein translocation
yrbF protein secretion
yueB export of YukE
yueC export of YukE
yukB export of YukE
yukC export of YukE
yukD export of YukE
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Signal Peptides

Prediction of signal peptides was carried out by the updated version of SignalP soft-
ware [314]. Table 3.9 presents the identified signal peptides in B. pumilus MS32, B.
licheniformis DSM13 and B. subtilis 168.

TABLE 3.9: Signal Peptide predictions for B. pumilus, B. licheniformis
and B. subtilis

Type of Signal Peptide B. pumilus MS32 B. licheniformis DSM13 B.subtilis 168

SP 144 150 158
LIPO 98 109 112
TAT 2 3 4

PILIN 3 3 3

Total 247 265 277

The most abundant types of signal peptide for the Bacillus of interest were "SP"
and "LIPO", which target proteins to be exported by the Sec pathway 3.9. Even
though the amount of proteins predicted to carry an export signal in B. pumilus MS32
is lower than that of the other Bacillus, it represents a slightly higher percentage of
the total proteins produced by the strain (6.56%) in contrast to B. licheniformis and B.
subtilis with 6.36% and 6.53%, respectively.

Proteases

The MEROPS database [267, 266] was used to identify proteases encoded by the
Bacillus species of interest. Table 3.10 depicts the corresponding results grouped by
proteolytic enzyme family.

TABLE 3.10: Predicted proteases of Bacillus species according to the
MEROPS database [267, 266].

Proteolytic Enzyme Family B. pumilus MS32 B. licheniformis DSM13 B. subtilis 168

Aspartic 2 3 3
Cysteine 21 24 25

Glutamic 0 0 1
Metallo 41 48 56

Asparangine 1 1 1
Mixed 0 0 0
Serine 45 55 50

Threonine 3 4 4
Unknown 3 3 3

Total 116 138 143
Inhibitors 2 3 2

The most abundant predictions for the three species were members of the Ser-
ine protease family, with 55 proteins in B. licheniformis DSM13, 50 in B. subtilis 168,
and 45 in B. pumilus MS32. B. subtilis is predicted to encode the highest amount of
proteases, 143, while B. licheniformis and B. pumilus have 138 and 116, respectively.
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Despite these differences, the amount of secreted peptidases is similar for the three
species. Sec signal peptides were predicted for 28 proteases in B. subtilis, 27 in B.
licheniformis, and 26 for B. pumilus.

3.3 Fermentation sampling points

A set of small-scale fermentations in rich media supporting high-cell density were
implemented for B. pumilus MS32, B. licheniformis MW3 and B. subtilis 168 ∆ yqfD.
The aim of such experiments was to generate comparable samples from these three
species in order to proceed with comparative transcriptomic analysis. The selected
sampling points allowed a comparison between different growth phases in a close to
production fermentation environment. Samples from B. subtilis were not sequenced
but high-quality total RNA was prepared and could be used for additional compar-
ative studies. Figure 3.8 presents the carbon dioxide parameters during the fermen-
tations, this is taken to indirectly monitor and infer the culture growth status, as the
turbidity of the media does not allow accurate optical density measurements.

2,5 4 7 19
B. pumilus MS32

B. pumilus MS32

B. licheniformis MW3 ΔyqfD

B. licheniformis MW3 ΔyqfD

B. subtilis 168 ΔyqfD

B. subtilis 168 ΔyqfD

NA

NA

C
O

2
%

Time (hours)

FIGURE 3.8: Carbon dioxide measurements for the fermentation runs
of B. pumilus MS32 and B. licheniformis MW3 ∆ yqfD, B. subtilis 168 is

also included. Sampling points are depicted.
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3.4 RNA-seq Analysis

In this section, the results of processing the B. pumilus and B. licheniformis libraries is
described, with special focus on identification of small regulatory RNAs and expres-
sion profiles revealing the culture behavior of these Bacillus species during fermen-
tation conditions. These results complement and expand the comparative genomic
analysis presented in the previous section by adding the layer of transcriptional ac-
tivity across time points. This approach highlights species-specific differences in
regulation and transcription of genomic features which are relevant to consider for
selection, development, and optimization of industrial production hosts.

3.4.1 Quality assessment of RNA-seq libraries

In the manuscript "RNA of high yield, integrity and purity from industrial Bacillus,
an improved method" (Chapter 6) it was shown that the optimized RNA isolation
protocol successfully preserved the integrity of the RNA samples, which was re-
flected in the reported TIN and RIN values. Table 3.11 presents a more detailed
summary of quality metrics for each of the RNA-libraries generated for B. pumilus
MS32 and B. licheniformis MW3 ∆ yqfD at each sampling point.
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TABLE 3.11: Quality metrics for the RNA-seq raw data generated
from B. pumilus MS32 and B. licheniformis MW3 ∆ yqfD fermenta-
tion samples take at different time points after bioreactor inoculation.
Analysis was done with FastP [52], SortmeRNA [181], and RSEQC

[335] software packages.

Time (h) Sample ID Total Reads %passQC %rRNA TIN mean TIN median

B. pumilus MS32
2.5 SDIA_t_78 6,606,758 99.6 2.42 87.9 92.3
2.5 SDIA_t_82 5,935,764 99.6 0.24 87.5 92.0
2.5 SDIA_t_165 6,774,520 99.6 0.13 88.1 92.7
4 SDIA_t_87 5,901,122 99.6 2.20 88.1 92.1
4 SDIA_t_96 7,011,948 99.7 0.45 88.4 92.3
4 SDIA_t_118 7,618,086 99.6 0.14 88.3 92.6
7 SDIA_t_134 7,454,614 99.3 0.13 87.5 91.4
7 SDIA_t_135 7,097,390 99.2 0.32 87.4 91.0
7 SDIA_t_124 5,440,014 99.1 0.63 85.0 89.9
19 SDIA_t_166 6,522,936 99.5 63.06 87.0 91.6
19 SDIA_t_137 6,795,884 99.6 52.90 87.6 91.9
19 SDIA_t_139 5,824,424 99.2 0.35 88.2 92.0

B. licheniformis DSM13
2.5 SDIA_t_80 8,587,532 99.3 0.32 87.3 92.4
2.5 SDIA_t_84 9,914,484 99.5 43.81 86.6 92.1
2.5 SDIA_t_85 10,963,976 99.4 1.79 87.9 93.0
4 SDIA_t_89 9,300,750 99.4 0.84 85.4 91.5
4 SDIA_t_133 6,216,532 99.4 18.01 85.5 91.5
4 SDIA_t_120 5,992,058 99.5 0.46 84.9 91.1
7 SDIA_t_70 6,408,938 99.6 7.51 87.2 91.9
7 SDIA_t_122 6,833,640 99.1 58.99 85.3 90.9
7 SDIA_t_136 5,958,576 99.1 1.72 86.4 91.4
19 SDIA_t_18 6,780,438 99.7 62.44 85.0 90.5
19 SDIA_t_138 6,723,646 99.1 48.10 86.8 91.9
19 SDIA_t_76 7,955,478 99.0 70.57 77.2 82.6

In all cases more than 99% of the reads passed the QC filtering and all libraries
contained enough reads for further analysis. Regarding rRNAs, despite the use of
custom made probes for the rRNA depletion step of the cDNA library preparation,
some samples still had a high percentage of rRNA. Particularly, in the late sampling
points of B. licheniformis. The amount of reads remaining still allowed further analy-
sis.

Table 3.12 presents a summary of the sequencing data after read alignment to
the corresponding B. pumilus and B. licheniformis genomes, this is part of the report
generated by the READemption align subcommand [104].
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For most of the libraries more than 97% of the input reads mapped to the ref-
erence genomes, which indicates that the RNA-seq data was suitable for further
transcriptomic evaluation. Libraries with an inferior percentage of uniquely aligned
reads correspond to libraries in which rRNA derived reads were most abundant.

3.4.2 Predicted RNAs

The generated transcriptomic data was used to predict candidate active sRNAs us-
ing the Annogesic [363] software suite. Table 3.13 presents a summary of the candi-
date sRNAs found in B. pumilus and B. licheniformis MW3 ∆ yqfD, below each total,
other descriptors of the predicted sRNAs are given.

TABLE 3.13: Candidate sRNAs in B. pumilus MS32 and B. licheniformis
MW3 ∆ yqfD genomes. Below each total prediction a breakdown of

further characteristics is depicted.

B. pumilus B. licheniformis

Antisense Intergenic Total Antisense Intergenic Total
sRNA candidates 30 13 43 41 35 76

Normalized free energy change of the
secondary structure is below -0.05

30 13 43 41 35 76

Ends with terminator 1 5 6 1 18 19
No conflict with sORFs 19 6 25 28 24 52
Homology to sRNA database 5 5 10 4 7 11

Additionally, the sRNA prediction by Annogesic [363] was complemented by
the analysis against the covariance model collection of the RFAM database [121].
The analysis identified further non-conding RNAs within the Bacillus genomes. Ta-
ble 3.14 presents a summary of the matches obtained for B. pumilus MS32 and B.
licheniformis MW3, the results of B. subtilis 168 are included for broader comparison
purposes. The corresponding RFAM covariance model and Clan identifiers are de-
picted.
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TABLE 3.14: Identified RNAs in B. pumilus MS32, B. licheniformis
MW3 and B. subtilis 168 using Infernal [238] against the RFAM

database [121].

Description RFAM CLAN B. pumilus B. licheniformis B. subtilis

5S ribosomal RNA RF00001 CL00113 8 7 10
5’ ureB small RNA RF02514 - 0 0 1
6S / SsrS RNA RF00013 - 2 2 2
Bacillaceae-1 RNA RF01690 - 0 23 9
Bacillus asRNA 0872 RF02662 - 0 1 0
Bacillus-plasmid RNA RF01691 - 1 0 1
Bacillus SR6 antitoxin RF02892 - 0 0 1
Bacillus sRNA ncr1015 RF02449 - 0 1 1
Bacillus sRNA ncr1175 RF02450 - 0 0 1
Bacillus sRNA ncr1241 RF02451 - 0 1 1
Bacillus sRNA ncr1575 RF02452 - 0 0 1
Bacillus sRNA ncr952 RF02453 - 0 0 1
Bacillus sRNA ncr982 RF02454 - 1 0 1
Bacillus tryptophan operon leader RF02370 - 1 1 1
Bacterial large signal recognition particle RNA RF01854 CL00003 1 1 1
Bacterial large subunit ribosomal RNA RF02541 CL00112 8 7 10
Bacterial RNase P class B RF00011 CL00002 1 1 1
Bacterial small subunit ribosomal RNA RF00177 CL00111 8 7 10
BsrC RF01410 - 1 1 2
BsrF RF01411 - 1 0 1
BsrG RF01412 - 1 3 3
Cobalamin riboswitch RF00174 CL00101 1 1 1
cspA thermoregulator RF01766 - 3 1 1
Cyclic di-GMP-I riboswitch RF01051 CL00126 1 1 0
DicF RNA RF00039 - 0 0 1
DUF3800-VIII RNA RF03075 - 0 0 1
epsC RNA RF01735 - 1 1 1
FMN riboswitch (RFN element) RF00050 - 2 2 2
FsrA RF02273 - 1 1 1
glmS glucosamine-6-phosphate activated ribozyme RF00234 - 1 1 1
Glycine riboswitch RF00504 CL00125 2 1 1
Group I catalytic intron RF00028 - 0 0 1
Guanidine-I riboswitch RF00442 - 1 2 2
JUMPstart RNA RF01707 - 0 1 0
L31-Firmicutes ribosomal protein leader RF03156 CL00118 1 1 0
Listeria snRNA rli23 RF01458 - 19 0 0
Lysine riboswitch RF00168 - 2 2 2
M-box riboswitch (ykoK leader) RF00380 - 1 1 1
pan motif RF01749 - 1 1 1
PreQ1 riboswitch RF00522 - 1 1 1
Purine riboswitch RF00167 CL00123 4 4 5
PyrG leader RF02371 - 1 1 1
PyrR binding site RF00515 - 3 3 3
Ribosomal protein L10 leader RF00557 - 1 1 1
Ribosomal protein L13 leader RF00555 - 1 1 1
Ribosomal protein L19 leader RF00556 - 1 1 1
Ribosomal protein L20 leader RF00558 - 1 1 1
Ribosomal protein L21 leader RF00559 - 1 1 1
RNA Staph. aureus E (RoxS) RF01820 - 1 1 1
S10-Clostridia ribosomal protein leader RF03136 - 1 1 1
SAM riboswitch (S box leader) RF00162 CL00012 9 10 11
SR1 sRNA RF02376 - 1 1 1
SurA sRNA RF02377 - 0 1 1
SurC sRNA RF02378 - 0 0 1
T-box leader RF00230 - 15 14 15
TPP riboswitch (THI element) RF00059 - 4 4 5
transfer-messenger RNA RF00023 CL00001 1 1 1
tRNA RF00005 CL00001 81 72 86
ydaO/yuaA leader RF00379 - 2 2 2
yjdF RNA RF01764 - 0 0 1
ylbH leader RF00516 - 1 1 1
yybP-ykoY manganese riboswitch RF00080 - 1 0 0
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Annogesic [363] found for B. pumilus MS32 a total of 43 potential sRNAs, with
30 putative antisense sRNAs and 13 intergenic, their size ranged from 60 to 493 nu-
cleotides. More sRNAs were predicted for B. licheniformis MW3 ∆ yqfD, with a total
of 76; 41 antisense, 35 intergenic, and a size range of 60 to 451 nt.

3.4.3 Antisense activity of predicted sRNAs

The small RNAs predicted to be antisense by Annogesic were further investigated.
Tables 3.15 and 3.16 depicts the coordinates, strand, size, and feature encoded op-
posite to these candidate sRNAs. A Pearson correlation coefficient and the corre-
sponding p-value between the transcriptional trajectory of the putative sRNA and
the antisense feature are also presented. The maximum TPM activity of the sRNA
(triplicate mean) and the sampling time point at which it occurs are included.
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A total of 30 antisense RNAs (asRNAs) were predicted by Annogesic [363] for
B. pumilus MS32 and 41 for B. licheniformis MW3. Table 3.15 shows that the putative
asRNAs with higher transcriptional activities in B. pumilus MS32 were srna0 and
srna13. These candidates presented homology to Bpsr193 and Bpsr92, respectively
(previously identified sRNAs in B. altitudinis SC11 [353]). Bpsr193/srna0 matched
the transcriptional trajectory depicted by cluster 17 (Figure 3.11), with a more than
4-fold increased activity between 2.5 hours and the transition point, followed by
TPM values of 1650,3 and 1473,5 at 7 and 19 hours, respectively. The antisense
gene for this candidate sRNA is an uncharacterized protein presenting a DUF348
domain, and there was a negative correlation indicated between these features (Ta-
ble 3.15). The candidate Bpsr92/srna13 was also found within the cluster 17 (Fig-
ure 3.11) and it is encoded in the opposite strand of a LysM peptidoglycan-binding
domain-containing protein. In B. altitudinis SC11 Bpsr92 is 343 nt in length [353]
while the putative srna13 in B. pumilus MS32 is 339 nt, no further characterization
was reported for this sRNA.

In B. licheniformis two candidate asRNAs (srna54 and srna53) are encoded in
the opposite strand of a protein annotated as "NCS2 family permease" (Table 3.16).
According to the Proteinortho [188] analysis, this protein corresponds to hypoxan-
thineguanine permease PbuO in B. subtilis and it is also present in B. pumilus MS32.
Both candidate asRNAs reached maximum transcriptional activity at 4 hours and
presented a strong 11-fold induction with respect to the 2.5 hour sampling point,
transcription was afterwards down-regulated to initial values during the stationary
phase. This transcriptional trajectory is depicted in cluster 15 (Figure 3.13). Table
3.15 shows that the putative srna20 of MS32 was also located antisense of pbuO,
the clustering analysis assigned this asRNA to cluster 16 (Figure 3.10), which fol-
lows a similar trajectory to that of B. licheniformis, with the difference of not being
so strongly induced relative to 2.5 hours (1.6 fold increase in activity). From Table
3.16 it is shown that the asRNA with highest transcriptional activity in B. licheni-
formis was the candidate srna18, which corresponds to the previously characterized
AprAs asRNA which regulates the expression of the Apr protease [139].

3.4.4 Determination and clustering of transcriptional profiles across fer-
mentations

The transcriptional activities for B. pumilus MS32 and B. licheniformis MW3 have been
summarized in a catalog of different transcriptional profiles across the fermentation
sampling points. Figures 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11 represent the clusters determined for B.
pumilus by DP_GP_cluster[220]. For B. licheniformis the corresponding clusters are
presented in figures 3.12, 3.13, 3.14 and 3.15.
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FIGURE 3.9: Transcriptional activities of B. pumilus MS32 clustered
into profiles by DPGP analysis. Total CDS and sRNA features within
each cluster are depicted in a corner box. Distribution of COG func-
tional assignments is shown below every cluster. Blue lines= cluster
mean, red lines = individual trajectories and light blue = cluster mean

± 2 x std. deviation.
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FIGURE 3.10: Transcriptional activities of B. pumilus MS32 clustered
into profiles by DPGP analysis. Total CDS and sRNA features within
each cluster are depicted in a corner box. Distribution of COG func-
tional assignments is shown below every cluster. Blue lines= cluster
mean, red lines = individual trajectories and light blue = cluster mean

± 2 x std. deviation.
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FIGURE 3.11: Transcriptional activities of B. pumilus MS32 clustered
into profiles by DPGP analysis. Total CDS and sRNA features within
each cluster are depicted in a corner box. Distribution of COG func-
tional assignments is shown below every cluster. Blue lines= cluster
mean, red lines = individual trajectories and light blue = cluster mean

± 2 x std. deviation.
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FIGURE 3.12: Transcriptional activities of B. licheniformis MW3 ∆ yqfD
clustered into profiles by DPGP analysis. Total CDS and sRNA fea-
tures within each cluster are depicted in a corner box. Distribution
of COG functional assignments is shown below every cluster. Blue
lines= cluster mean, red lines = individual trajectories and light blue

= cluster mean ± 2 x std. deviation.
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FIGURE 3.13: Transcriptional activities of B. licheniformis MW3 ∆ yqfD
clustered into profiles by DPGP analysis. Total CDS and sRNA fea-
tures within each cluster are depicted in a corner box. Distribution
of COG functional assignments is shown below every cluster. Blue
lines= cluster mean, red lines = individual trajectories and light blue

= cluster mean ± 2 x std. deviation.
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FIGURE 3.14: Transcriptional activities of B. licheniformis MW3 ∆ yqfD
clustered into profiles by DPGP analysis. Total CDS and sRNA fea-
tures within each cluster are depicted in a corner box. Distribution
of COG functional assignments is shown below every cluster. Blue
lines= cluster mean, red lines = individual trajectories and light blue

= cluster mean ± 2 x std. deviation.
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FIGURE 3.15: Transcriptional activities of B. licheniformis MW3 ∆ yqfD
clustered into profiles by DPGP analysis. Total CDS and sRNA fea-
tures within each cluster are depicted in a corner box. Distribution
of COG functional assignments is shown below every cluster. Blue
lines= cluster mean, red lines = individual trajectories and light blue

= cluster mean ± 2 x std. deviation.

The DP_GP_cluster[220] analysis determined 18 clusters of features with similar
transcriptional profiles for B. pumilus MS32 and 25 for B. licheniformis MW3 ∆ yqfD.
This could be related to B. licheniformis having a bigger genome encoding more pro-
teins than B. pumilus (4164 and 3712 ORFs, respectively, Table 3.1).

For B. pumilus MS32 each cluster contained in average 213 features, with clusters
10 and 8 showing the maximum (426) and minimum (79), respectively. Cluster 10
also presented the most predicted sRNAs, while clusters 6, 3, 7, 12, and 15 had no
sRNA following the corresponding trajectories. For cluster 10, 156 genes could be as-
sociated with a GO term, being "Cell Differentiation" the most abundant Biological
Process (16) and "Hydrolase activity" the most abundant Molecular Function (24).
COG assignment revealed that categories: "Amino acid transport and metabolism",
"Carbohydrate transport and metabolism", and "Transcription" were the categories
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with the highest counts, in that order. Further inspection of cluster elements showed
that key elements such as secE, sigH, spo0A, abbA, dppA and aprE followed the tran-
scriptional trajectory described by cluster 10 members. Which started with low tran-
scription at 2.5h gradually increasing at 4 and 7 hours to finally peaked at the final
sampling point.

In the case of B. licheniformis, the average number of members per cluster was
173.24. Cluster 11 grouped the most proteins (320) while cluster 19 had the fewest
(45), no predicted sRNA was found within these clusters. Cluster 1 presented the
most predicted sRNAs (10) and the major Biological Process associated with it was
"Cellular amino acid metabolic process". Similarly to cluster 10 of B. pumilus, the
most abundant Biological Process and Molecular Function categories in cluster 11
were "Cell Differentiation" (38) and "Hydrolase activity" (25). The top three COGs
in this cluster were: "Amino acid transport and metabolism", "Carbohydrate trans-
port and metabolism" and "Cell wall/membrane/envelope biogenesis". Unlike in B.
pumilus, the transcriptomic trajectory of cluster 11 is rather stable and below average
at the first three time points and peaks at 19 hours. Members of cluster 11 include:
degQ, aprE, and cspC.

3.4.5 Diferentially Expressed Genes

From the quantification step READemption [104] generated raw counts, which were
then processed by DESeq package for Differential Gene Expression Analysis. The
analysis is useful to contrast between the sampling points and revealed which genes
are significantly up and down regulated during the different phases of the fermenta-
tion. These genes can be linked to cell status and their response to the fermentation
conditions. Table 3.16 depicts volcano plots of B. pumilus MS32 and B. licheniformis
MW3 ∆ yqfD for every time point comparison.
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FIGURE 3.16: Volcano plots representing the DEG analysis for B.
pumilus MS32 and B. licheniformis MW3 ∆ yqfD at different fermenta-
tion timepoints comparisons. The cutoffs for p-value and log2FC are
10e-6 and 2, respectively. Genes passing both thresholds are depicted

in red.
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These comparisons highlight genes with relevant roles associated to the differ-
ent stages of the fermentation. For example, in B. pumilus MS32 at the transition
phase (4 hours) several genes are significantly regulated in comparison to the first
sampling point (2.5 hours). The top most significantly regulated genes include those
coding for: oligoendopeptidase F, WD40 repeat domain-containing protein, and a
stress protein.

3.4.6 Specialized products

Insights from the comparative genomic analysis by Proteinortho [188], Antismash
[30] and COGClassifier [295] were complemented by the transcriptional information
generated by DP_GP_cluster and Annogesic [363]. For example Table 3.17 presents
the combined results regarding the third BGC region identified by Antismash [30].
According to Proteinortho [188], these biosynthetic genes are absent in B. subtilis
and B. licheniformis. The transcriptional profiles of the core and accessory biosyn-
thetic genes are depicted together with the cluster and putative target sRNAs.

TABLE 3.17: Characterization of the biosynthetic gene cluster for the
synthesis of a NRP-Polyketide in B. pumilus MS32. TPM corresponds

to triplicate mean.

Locus Tag Product Cluster TPM 2.5 TPM 4 TPM 7 TPM 19 Interacting srna

BP32_000675
amino acid adenylation
domain-containing protein

16 98.2 958.5 408.4 143.31 NA

BP32_000676 beta-lactamase family protein 16 127.7 1274.0 458.4 121.68
srna2, srna21, srna32,
srna33

BP32_000677 C39 family peptidase 16 104.9 953.1 323.9 80.52 srna29
BP32_000678 alpha/beta fold hydrolase 16 109.7 1064.6 332.0 91.88 srna16, srna 25, srna35

BP32_000679
3-hydroxyacyl-CoA dehydrogenase
family protein

7 146.1 1457.5 488.0 116.91
srna4, srna20, srna29,
srna32, srna34

BP32_000680 HAD-IIIC family phosphatase 16 141.2 1400.8 380.7 113.37 srna24, srna25, srna33
BP32_000681 acyl carrier protein 16 113.5 1269.4 400.1 96.49 NA

BP32_000682
acyl-CoA dehydrogenase
family protein

16 111.3 1376.6 431.2 106.77 srna13

BP32_000683
amino acid adenylation
domain-containing protein

7 64.9 1504.8 465.2 100.07 NA

BP32_000684
amino acid adenylation
domain-containing protein

7 49.4 1254.4 339.8 51.62
srna3, srna9, srna29,
srna32, srna33

BP32_000685
SDR family NAD(P)-dependent
oxidoreductase

16 51.1 1247.2 319.6 62.83
srna1, srna3, srna8,
srna15, srna17, srna24,
srna30, srna31

BP32_000686
SDR family NAD(P)-dependent
oxidoreductase

16 50.1 1226.9 371.1 75.36 srna4

BP32_000687 HAD-IIIC family phosphatase 9 50.1 1169.4 407.1 97.31 srna4

BP32_000688
phosphotransferase enzyme
family protein

9 117.4 1456.3 897.6 635.43 NA

Most of the BGS genes for the region 3 identified by Antismash [30] follow the
transcriptional activity depicted by clusters 16 and 7, moreover these transcripts are
remarkably abundant at the transition point (4 hours) and are potentially regulated
by several candidate sRNAs. Some of these sRNAs were identified as similar to
those identified in B. altitudinis SCU11, specifically srna32, srna13, srna3 and srna17
which correspond to Bpsr1, Bpsr92, Bpsr178, and Bpsr70, respectively.

Similarly, a characterization for the genes encoding proteins related to Iron trans-
port are presented in Table 3.18. Those proteins were identified in B. pumilus MS32
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but not in B. subtilis 168 or B. licheniformis according to the Proteinortho [188] analy-
sis.

TABLE 3.18: Characterization of Iron transporters unique to B.
pumilus MS32. TPM corresponds to triplicate mean.

Locus Tag Cluster Product TPM 2.5 TPM 4 TPM 7 TPM 19 Interacting sRNA

BP32_003238 2
iron-hydroxamate ABC transporter
substrate-binding protein

240.58 277.31 96.54 120.23 srna9, srna12

BP32_003239 2 iron ABC transporter permease 167.31 236.29 116.55 120.55 NA
BP32_003240 16 iron ABC transporter permease 117.19 161.22 117.57 120.31 NA
BP32_003244 9 ABC transporter substrate-binding protein 37.36 115.20 69.78 49.91 srna38
BP32_003660 7 heme oxygenase 190.16 586.83 357.71 48.04 srna7, srna11, srna36
BP32_003662 7 ABC transporter substrate-binding protein 208.27 750.70 443.83 68.63 srna0
BP32_003664 7 ABC transporter ATP-binding protein 196.40 634.23 388.76 67.84 srna4
BP32_003665 7 iron ABC transporter permease 195.29 799.20 559.15 65.92 srna3

BP32_003666 7
heme ABC transporter substrate-
binding protein IsdE

222.35 715.47 510.60 61.89 NA

BP32_003667 7 NEAT domain-containing protein 434.42 1409.99 1311.95 157.86 NA
BP32_003668 7 heme uptake protein IsdC 401.29 1289.50 1292.56 165.32 NA
BP32_003669 7 NEAT domain-containing protein 481.50 1443.38 1540.26 199.17 NA

Table 3.18 shows the genes coding for two NEAT domain-containing, and heme
uptake proteins are highly transcribed at the 4 and 7 hours sampling points, these
transcripts do not appear to be targeted by any of the candidate sRNAs. Most of
the genes presented in the table are members of the DP_GP_cluster 7 and reached
maximal transcriptional activity at the transition point. Potential interacting sRNAs
include srna0 and srna3, which seem related Bpsr193 and Bpsr178 of B. altitudinis
SCU11.

3.4.7 Proteases and protein secretion

Tables 3.19 and 3.20 provide a detailed characterization of the transcriptional activ-
ities of the main proteases of B. pumilus and B. licheniformis. Cluster membership,
putative interacting sRNAs and triplicate mean TPM values are presented.

TABLE 3.19: Characterization of B. pumilus proteases. Transcrip-
tional activities per time point, corresponding DP_GP cluster, cellu-
lar location, and predicted interacting sRNAs for some relevant pro-
teases of B. pumilus MS32. TPM=Transcripts per million, reported
as triplicate mean. E=Extracellular, EC=Extracellular wall associated,

C=Cytosolic, M=Membrane.

Protease LocusTag Location Cluster TPM 2.5 TPM 4 TPM 7 TPM 19 Interacting sRNA

AprE BP32_001020 E 10 2.5 111.1 370.3 1950.2 srna12
Bpr BP32_001477 E 10 10.7 14.3 321.4 1144.9 srna28
Epr BP32_000293 E 4 157.3 159.1 111.5 104.8 srna6
Mpr BP32_001755 E 10 31.0 146.6 234.0 649.4 srna12
Vpr BP32_003595 E 17 114.2 263.1 231.5 314.2 srna2, srna28
Wrpa BP32_001270 EC 10 18.8 163.6 743.6 4378.1 NA
AprX BP32_001682 C 14 0.4 1.0 1.1 221.1 srna18, srna20
Isp BP32_002298 C 4 160.7 160.7 75.5 76.4 srna8, srna20, srna34
FtsH BP32_000085 C 2 1504.1 1949.4 864.1 873.0 NA
MlpA BP32_001640 C 3 142.6 122.6 45.8 88.7 NA
SppA BP32_002723 M 16 279.5 601.2 233.3 171.3 srna2, srna15, srna23, srna41
CtpA BP32_001959 M 13 243.9 177.0 127.3 111.7 srna37
CtpB BP32_003304 M 14 5.1 4.9 4.9 48.6 srna24
HtpX BP32_001295 M 18 353.5 398.3 360.2 164.7 srna19, srna20
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TABLE 3.20: Characterization of B. licheniformis proteases. Transcrip-
tional activities per time point, corresponding DP_GP cluster, cellu-
lar location, and predicted interacting sRNAs for some relevant pro-
teases of B. licheniformis MW3. TPM=Transcripts per million, reported
as triplicate mean. E=Extracellular, EC=Extracellular wall associated,

C=Cytosolic, M=Membrane.

Protease LocusTag Location Cluster TPM 2.5 TPM 4 TPM 7 TPM 19 Interacting sRNA

AprE BLICH_001097 E 11 1.7 0.2 2.6 3175.2 NA

Bpr BLICH_001738 E 16 5.1 16.4 622.2 4198.1
srna0, srna1, srna3, srna26,
srna31, srna62

Epr BLICH_001111 E 17 600.4 1031.6 230.3 32.2 NA
Mpr BLICH_000338 E 10 97.8 23.5 261.0 3447.5 srna37
Vpr BLICH_003976 E 10 96.4 19.8 453.7 1138.1 NA
Wrpa BLICH_002831 EC 10 51.7 19.9 129.1 503.9 srna23, srna44, srna74
AprX BLICH_002170 C 11 2.3 1.9 1.9 4.1 srna70
Isp BLICH_002583 C 2 197.9 67.7 140.7 113.8 srna27
FtsH BLICH_000087 C 5 1449.9 772.1 1085.6 685.1 NA
MlpA BLICH_001885 C 1 365.0 87.0 153.9 137.3 NA
SppA BLICH_003074 M 1 237.2 98.2 84.2 86.9 srna55, srna58
CtpA BLICH_002266 M 22 262.7 133.6 302.7 225.8 Na
CtpB BLICH_003724 M 20 4.3 39.6 22.1 42.9 srna50
HtpX BLICH_001495 M 15 297.7 1171.9 224.5 152.3 srna62

Regarding the extracellular proteases, as expected, most of them reached peak
transcriptional activity at the late stages of the fermentation (Tables 3.19 and 3.20).
The exception was epr, which for both Bacillus was most transcribed during the tran-
sition point. In B. subtilis, Epr is part of SinR, ScoC, Spo0A, DegU and SigD regulons
and plays a role in cell-to-cell communication and regulation of swarming mediated
by DegU [132]. Therefore, it makes sense to find it highly active at 4 hours in the
fermentation, when coordination of the cell culture and determination of cell fates
occurs.

There are eight extracellular proteases encoded by B. subtilis. Homologous genes
encoding those proteins were found in B. pumilus MS32 and B. licheniformis MW3,
except for NprB and NprE. In B. subtilis, AprE together with NprE are the major
proteases and are accounted for around 95% of the extracellular proteolytic activity
[132]. In contrast, according to the transcriptional activities during the fermentation
runs, AprE and Wpra appeared as the major extracellular proteases for B. pumilus
MS32 (Table 3.19), while Bpr and Mpr are the most prominently transcribed pro-
teases of B. licheniformis, followed closely by AprE (Table 3.20).

Interestingly, transcripts for the wall associated WprA were highly abundant for
B. pumilus MS32, with 2.2 times more TPM than AprE (Table 3.19). No sRNA candi-
date was predicted to interact with wrpA mRNA in B. pumilus, while three putative
sRNAs might target it in B. licheniformis (Tables 3.19 and 3.20). It is worth of notice
that despite identification of the known aprAs sRNA in B. licheniformis [139], the
known interaction with AprE was not identified. True biological targets with low
scoring by prediction algorithms is a known issue of computational methods [245],
it is possible that the interaction between aprE mRNA and the corresponding anti-
sense sRNA ranked below the scoring threshold used in Annogesic.

Tables 3.19 and 3.20 show divergences in the transcriptional profiles of the main
proteases of B. pumilus and B. licheniformis, the putative interacting sRNAs for ech
of them also differ. The biological roles of these proteases and differences will be
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further discussed in the following chapter.

The transcriptional profiles of main Bacillus secretory elements and their poten-
tial regulators were compared in order to gain understanding on when and how
these features are active and interacting during the course of a fermentation. Ta-
bles 3.21 and 3.22 present a characterization of main secretory components and the
putative interacting sRNAs of B. pumilus MS32 and B. licheniformis MW3.

TABLE 3.21: Characterization of secretory machinery and accessory
components of B. pumilus MS32. Transcriptional activities per time
point, corresponding DP_GP cluster and predicted interacting sR-

NAs. TPM=Transcripts per million, reported as triplicate mean.

Gene LocusTag Cluster TPM 2.5 TPM 4 TPM 7 TPM 19 Interacting sRNA

secA BP32_003315 9 439.1 733.7 616.1 548.1 srna5, srna21
secE BP32_000131 10 1264.8 1404.1 1530.9 1812.2 NA
secDF BP32_002549 2 367.0 580.7 276.6 280.2 srna30, srna31
secG BP32_003186 5 355.8 494.7 363.3 450.1 srna28, srna37
secY BP32_000167 1 8534.7 3273.8 562.4 426.8 NA
ftsY BP32_001548 4 233.8 187.4 118.5 94.1 srna27, srna33
dnaK BP32_002420 4 1788.2 2015.5 356.8 334.7 NA
psrA BP32_000989 16 692.0 1075.7 654.1 685.3 NA
groEL BP32_000606 4 3281.4 5233.4 1152.7 915.2 srna34
grpES BP32_000605 4 3721.7 5280.6 872.1 739.1 NA
floA BP32_002411 8 384.6 260.2 169.0 103.9 srna27
floT BP32_002894 8 175.7 102.4 66.5 23.4 srna39
tatC BP32_000601 6 380.6 967.2 3014.5 1767.5 srna14, srna42

tatAE BP32_000600 17 364.0 770.4 2140.8 2118.2
srna1, srna2, srna14, srna15,
srna30, srna31, srna35, srna42

TABLE 3.22: Characterization of secretory machinery and accessory
components of B. licheniformis MW3. Transcriptional activities per
time point, corresponding DP_GP cluster and predicted interacting

sRNAs. TPM=Transcripts per million, reported as triplicate mean.

Gene LocusTag Cluster TPM 2.5 TPM 4 TPM 7 TPM 19 Interacting sRNA

secA BLICH_003732 15 560.8 2671.1 826.5 468.0 srna18, srna43
secE BLICH_000121 10 398.8 164.3 423.8 823.5 NA
secDF BLICH_002875 2 373.0 119.4 235.7 207.9 srna1
secG BLICH_003609 13 699.6 208.9 526.3 917.0 srna12
secY BLICH_000156 6 3976.6 1718.0 542.1 398.0 NA
ftsY BLICH_001805 17 176.1 135.3 172.4 99.7 srna1
dnaK BLICH_002720 18 1025.0 1485.2 616.2 401.4 NA
psrA BLICH_001061 22 631.1 420.4 695.1 641.1 srna48
groEL BLICH_000621 5 3097.1 1747.4 1913.1 1385.8 srna29, srna49
groES BLICH_000620 5 2397.9 972.8 1289.2 777.2 srna67, srna72
floA BLICH_002710 15 410.5 3178.6 539.3 216.5 srna68
floT - - - - - - -

tatC BLICH_000617 8 432.9 2528.0 1532.6 1542.0
srna25, srna32, srna35, srna51,
srna54, srna61

tatAE BLICH_000616 8 536.0 4507.5 2358.9 2919.6 srna32, srna35, srna51, srna61

According to the predictions by Annogesic [363], several candidate sRNAs tar-
get the different components of the secretory machinery in both B. pumilus and B.
licheniformis. Regarding the Sec apparatus, no sRNA seem to target mRNAs of secE
and secY in the strains studied. This could point to regulation occurring a at different
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layer or by so far unidentified interaction partners missed by the detection parame-
ters of this analysis.

Tables 3.21 and 3.22 depict similarities for B. pumilus and B. licheniformis regard-
ing secretory components. For example in both species maximal transcriptional ac-
tivity for secA and secE occurred at 4 and 19 hours, respectively, while secY and ftsY
transcripts were more abundant at 2.5 hours. In contrast some genes showed dif-
ferences in their transcription profiles, for B. pumilus secDF and secG showed maxi-
mum transcription at the transition point, whereas in B. licheniformis secDF and secG
reached peak activities at 2.5 and 19 hours, respectively. Additionally, B. pumilus
tatC and tatAE transcripts were more abundant at 7 hours, while in B. licheniformis
these genes were most transcribed at the 4 hours. This points to some inter-species
differences regarding transcription and regulation of secretory components.

Interestingly, tatC and tatAE mRNAs shared potential interacting sRNAs in both
Bacillus species (Tables 3.21 and 3.22). In B. pumilus the candidates srna14 and srna42
were predicted to interact with these two transcripts. For B. licheniformis, the puta-
tive sRNAs targeting both tatC and tatAE are even more (srna32, srna35, srna51 and
srna1).

3.4.8 Transcriptional activities of key regulators

Several master regulators coordinating global bacterial responses and key metabolic
processes have been identified in B. subtilis and collected in resources such as Sub-
tiWiki [250]. These regulatory elements were also identified in B. pumilus MS32 and
B. licheniformis MW3 by PGAP [312] annotations and Proteinortho [188] analysis.
Tables 3.23 and 3.24 present some crutial regulators, their assigned transcriptional
profile by DP_GP cluster [220], transcriptional activities and putative interacting sR-
NAs.
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TABLE 3.23: Characterization of key regulators in B. pumilus MS32.
Transcriptional activities per time point, corresponding DP_GP clus-
ter and predicted interacting sRNAs. TPM=Transcripts per million,

reported as triplicate mean.

Gene LocusTag Cluster TPM 2.5 TPM 4 TPM 7 TPM 19 Interacting sRNA

abbA BP32_001362 10 283.7 317.5 610.6 1056.2 NA
abrB BP32_000051 4 237.9 310.1 44.2 25.3 NA
ccpA BP32_002760 6 127.7 224.5 563.8 253.7 srna13
codY BP32_001569 4 456.5 438.9 189.0 208.1 NA
csrA BP32_003323 9 101.3 354.9 445.1 306.8 NA
scoC BP32_000994 7 101.3 164.1 318.0 91.8 NA

spo0A BP32_002292 10 241.8 480.8 1104.0 1066.9
srna20, srna23, srna29,
srna30, srna31, srna40

swrA BP32_003303 17 108.3 826.3 1617.5 1130.3 srna30, srna31
swrB BP32_001601 18 205.2 242.6 187.7 103.6 srna12, srna39, srna42
degU BP32_003335 9 1608.6 2588.2 2535.7 2211.4 srna18
degS BP32_003336 5 238.0 330.1 193.4 406.3 srna1, srna17
degQ BP32_003016 10 149.6 333.9 410.8 822.5 NA
sinR BP32_002331 17 215.2 326.4 402.5 450.0 srna36
sinI BP32_002330 17 26.5 115.7 140.2 146.0 srna10
slrR BP32_003236 6 8.1 9.1 11.1 8.6 NA
slrA BP32_003611 14 60.6 62.9 73.2 140.5 srna19
comA BP32_003012 11 179.6 220.7 159.3 300.9 srna0, srna3, srna17

TABLE 3.24: Characterization key regulators in B. licheniformis MW3.
Transcriptional activities per time point, corresponding DP_GP clus-
ter and predicted interacting sRNAs. TPM=Transcripts per million,

reported as triplicate mean.

Gene LocusTag Cluster TPM 2.5 TPM 4 TPM 7 TPM 19 Interacting sRNA

abbA BLICH_001618 10 87.4 74.2 433.3 705.2 srna13, srna25
abrB BLICH_000053 18 793.0 1211.7 145.3 114.2 srna34, srna43
ccpA BLICH_003103 13 178.6 79.0 140.4 162.4 srna22, srna46
codY BLICH_001826 14 448.8 166.0 145.9 211.3 NA
csrA BLICH_003740 17 362.6 379.6 232.3 36.6 NA
scoC BLICH_001067 4 785.6 525.9 982.8 500.3 NA
spo0A BLICH_002577 16 263.8 506.3 632.5 1232.9 srna24, srna33, srna68
swrA BLICH_003723 17 271.7 195.7 81.1 22.5 srna28, srna71
swrB BLICH_001858 6 334.1 86.4 52.0 28.1 NA

degU BLICH_003752 20 333.5 815.8 970.6 1086.1
srna8, srna39, srna40,
srna45, srna50, srna65,
srna68

degS BLICH_003753 7 137.5 176.9 192.8 140.6
srna19, srna32, srna65,
srna70

degQ BLICH_003329 11 32.6 42.5 27.0 73.1 srna31
sinR BLICH_002619 16 96.0 115.4 159.7 311.9 srna51, srna61

sinI BLICH_002618 3 4.3 12.6 10.5 44.6
srna40, srna47, srna51,
srna61

slrR BLICH_003658 17 29.9 23.9 25.0 0.0 srna62
slrA BLICH_003998 25 47.1 96.2 50.5 14.7 srna43, srna64
comA BLICH_003323 15 72.4 83.4 71.3 72.4 srna12, srna29
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Tables 3.24 and 3.23 allow a comparison between components of essential regu-
latory networks of B. pumilus MS32 and B. licheniformis MW3. For both species, no
candidate sRNA seem to target codY, csrA, scoC mRNAs while spo0A transcripts ap-
pear as highly targeted for regulation by sRNAs. A remarkable difference regarding
the two component system response regulator DegS-DegU was observed. The tran-
scriptional activity of degU is notably higher than any other regulator within the set
in B. pumilus MS32, and seems targeted only by srna18. In contrast, B. licheniformis
degU appears as highly regulated by seven candidate sRNAs and its transcription
levels were in a comparable range with the other regulators analyzed. The functions
and relevance of these regulators will be further explored in the following chapter.
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Chapter 4

Discussion

A multi layer comparative systems analysis study was performed to assess the po-
tential of B. pumilus, a close relative to B. licheniformis and B. subtilis, as an emerging
industrial production host. The first stage of the study entailed a comprehensive
genomic characterization of the novel isolate B. pumilus MS32 in regards to other
described B. pumilus strains, and a detailed inter-species genomic comparison with
B. licheniformis and B. subtilis, two species known to offer excellent workhorses for
biotechnological applications. Once the genomic potential of B. pumilus was inves-
tigated, the next step consisted in creating a collection of germination deficient mu-
tants to be run in small scale fermentations. Samples from relevant time points of
the process were collected, which opened the door to characterization at different
growth stages. A RNA isolation protocol was optimized for this type of samples and
high-quality RNA was purified. The RNA was further processed to create RNA-seq
libraries from which transcriptomic studies were conducted. Transcriptional activity
data was interrogated from multiple perspectives, including differential expression
analysis, transcription profiling across time points and prediction of potential regu-
latory small RNAs and their putative interacting partners. The analysis was focused
on features impacting cell responses and key process of interest such as protein secre-
tion and RNA-mediated regulation. Such investigations facilitate and complement
the understanding of these Bacillus species biology, and the discovery and character-
ization of targets for optimization of microbial cell factories.

4.1 Germination deficient mutants, a case of genetic accessi-
bility

Spore-forming bacteria in an industrial set up involves higher sterilization costs and
potential risk of contamination, as some spores from Bacillus species are known to
be particularly resilient [169, 325]. Furthermore, the production of spores is an en-
ergy demanding process for the cell, and when triggered, it consumes resources that
otherwise could be used for production and secretion. As spores are metabolically
dormant, their presence decreases productivity. Therefore, sporulation is a feature
commonly engineered out of Bacillus strains used in industry [236, 373]. In order to
perform small scale fermentations at the research and development facilities of the
industrial partner, one of the first goals of this project was to generate a collection of
B. pumilus, B. licheniformis and B. subtilis mutants unable to produce viable spores.

As shown in the previous chapter, while transformation of B. subtilis 168 to pro-
duce a germination negative mutant was simple and straightforward to achieve, the
same could not be accomplished for the type strain B. pumilus DMS27. Protocols
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designed and optimized for Bacillus licheniformis and B. subtilis were not suitable for
DSM27. This relates to species and even strain specific properties of each bacteria.
Generally, to transform a wild-type strain represents a bigger challenge than mod-
ification of a domesticated laboratory bacterium, and entails many rounds of opti-
mization and labor-intense experiments. However, it is necessary in order to gain
access to their promising characteristics and enable genetic engineering for produc-
tion optimization.

4.1.1 Barriers to genetic accessibility

There are previous reports already indicating that certain B. pumilus strains are re-
calcitrant in matters of genetic manipulations. Research shows that a method de-
veloped for one strain might not be suitable for another one [291, 344, 70, 50]. The
experiments here described for the type strain B. pumilus DSM27 add to these ob-
servations. A study on the strain Jo2 reported that protoplast transformation was
hardly achievable and not possible when PCR fragments were used [344]. Recently,
a stable resistance to accept foreign DNA was also observed for the strain 3-19, even
when an electroporation protocol successfully optimized for the strain DX01 was
applied; it was only after testing different parameters that transformation could be
achieved [70]. Similarly, the method described for the DX01 strain failed to generate
knock-out mutants for the strain SAFR-032 [50].

The thick cell wall of Gram positive bacteria constitutes one physical barrier for
transformation. The composition and arrangement of the cell wall varies among
species, strains, and even physiological conditions, which complicates to make gen-
eralizations on the best approach to overcome the barrier. For example, it has been
reported that glycine and DL-threonine used as cell-wall-weakening agents can en-
hance the transformation efficiency in electro-competent cells [361]. By replacing the
L and D-alanine bridges, the incorporation of these amino acids reduce the cross-
linking of the peptidoglycan layer, which in turn makes the cell wall more loose and
DNA entrance easier [367, 361]. Nevertheless, while this approach increased elec-
troporation efficiency in B. subtilis and B. amyloliquefaciens, for B. cereus it had the
opposite effect, differences in cell wall compositions were offered as a possible ex-
planation.

Each transformation method provides a different approach to deliver DNA into
the cell. While protoplast transformation relies on enzymatic digestion of the cell
wall, electroporation produces transient pores due to cell exposure to high-voltage
pulses. On the other hand tribos transformation applies "nano-needles" to pierce the
bacteria, and conjugation makes use of a sophisticated mating apparatus which re-
sults in a pore through which DNA is transported [15]. These different techniques,
which turned successful in many other bacteria, failed to produced the desired B.
pumilus DSM27 germination negative mutant, therefore, other barriers must be in
play.

Assuming that all tested methods successfully delivered DNA into B. pumilus
DSM27, the next hurdle for efficient incorporation of DNA into the host genome
must be within the cell. RM systems are widespread among Bacteria and Archea
organisms, and represent a major barrier to genetic manipulation [339], particularly
when the bacterium of interest carries multiple RM-systems [368]. According to the
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analysis against the REBASE database [274], that is the case for several B. pumilus
strains (Table 3.3).

The failed transformations suggest that B. pumilus DSM27 carry very active RM
systems, by which the deletion cassette designed for yqfD is degraded before recom-
bination events can occur. If active degradation of the DNA material by DSM27
endonucleases is the main obstacle for genetic accessibility, there are a couple of
strategies to circumvent the problem, either by changing the methylation pattern of
the exogenous DNA or by reducing the restriction activity of targeted bacteria [15].

In some cases a heat-shock step allows to temporarily inactivate the cell’s RM
systems, such was the objective of the incubation at 55 °C step in the tribos protocol.
Inactivation of host RM systems by heat treatment was reported to increase trans-
formation efficiency in recalcitrant B. amyloliquefaciens strains [367], however another
study showed that in B. subtilis ZK the heat-shock decreased the transformation ef-
ficiency [371]. Since heat sensitivity of the restriction enzymes can vary between
organisms, the step must be tailored in a case-basis.

Another approach to evade the activity of host endonucleases is by altering the
methylated state of the incoming DNA. A simple method could be incubation of the
DNA with crude cell extracts of the host, so the methyltransferases could modify
it prior to transformation [123], with the drawback of endonucleases also present
that might act before methylation occurs. Alternatively, DNA can be transformed
into an intermediate bacteria with a different methylation profile, producing a sig-
nature that evades the host restriction enzymes [185]. Another option is to engineer
the intermediate bacteria to mimic the methylation of the targeted organism [358].
Finally, commercially available methyltransferases can be used to treat the trans-
forming DNA [185, 309]. The latter was reported as an effective strategy for the
transformation of the a-amylase producing B. amyloliquefaciens Z3 [309].

Tackling out the RM systems does not guarantee optimal transformability for
the bacteria under study. Acquisition, processing and incorporation of exogenous
DNA is a multi-layer process under sophisticated regulation, and therefore, other
barriers could interfere with transformation efficiency. For example, in the devel-
opment of B. licheniformis MW3, even after the deletion of genes encoding type 1
restriction enzymes, the strain still presented low transformation efficiency [140], as
the study describes, elements and regulators of competence and quorum sensing
processes might render low transformation efficiencies when they are poorly inter-
linked. Even more, activity of mobile genetic elements can also relate to the ability
of bacteria to uptake DNA [140].

Systematic optimization is labor-intensive given the wide array of parameters to
consider, some of which interact between each other adding another level of com-
plexity to the experiments. To try those alternatives and more variations of the
methods described in literature would have been time consuming. Moreover, com-
parative genomic analysis of B. pumilus revealed an unusually high number of RM
systems present in the strain DSM27 (Table 3.3), which offers a possible explanation
for its resistance to transformation. The analysis also pointed to B. pumilus MS32 (a
strain already genetically accessible) as a close strain to DSM27 and suitable candi-
date to substitute it for downstream experiments.
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4.2 Comparative genomic insights

One crucial step in comparative genomic experiments is annotation, for this project
PGAP [312] was selected for this task. There are some alternatives for bacterial whole
genome annotation, such as Prokka [290] and RAST [16], which offer a good bal-
ance between quality and speed of annotation, achieved by using smaller curated
databases. A potential drawback of those approaches is that proteins from diver-
gent or novel genomes might be left without annotation [279]. In contrast, tools like
PGAP [312] make use of extensive and interconnected databases supported by Inter-
national Nucleotide Sequence Database Collaboration (INSDC), which is more time
and memory intensive, but achieves a superior annotation quality.

Average Nucleotide Identity. According to general convention, two genomes
of the same species tend to share more than 95% identity of ANI [118]. Notably,
the ANI values for the B. pumilus strains SH B11, MTCC B6033, and TUAT1 fall be-
low 89%, which is under the boundary delimiting a bacterial species Figure (3.1).
This is not surprising, as species delimitation within closely related Bacillus often
requires careful evaluation beyond 16S rRNA sequences; more comprehensive ap-
proaches include MLST (MultiLocus Sequence Typing) [157, 208] and full genomic
comparisons. A study characterizing B. pumilus isolates from terrestrial and marine
environments found those strains to be closer to the B. altitudinis a species closely
related to B. pumilus. [108].

A recent study introduced B. pumilus HM-7, which is associated to bacterial soft
rot in melon [337]. The authors delineated evolutionary relationships among 21
Bacillus pumilus strains and found that HM-7 belongs to a clade which included the
strains MTCC-B6033, TUAT1, C4, SH-B11, and GR8, some of which were found dis-
tant to MS32 and the type strain DSM27 by this study. B. pumilus GR8 has known
pathogenic effects to ginger [253]. These observations are important to assess the bio
safety of bacterial organisms used for industrial applications, particularly to recog-
nize potential risks and keep track of origin, acquisition, and evolution of pathogenic
traits within a group of interest.

Insertion Sequence Elements. Despite the contributing role of IS to rapid evo-
lution, genome plasticity, and trait acquisition; activation of these elements can re-
sult detrimental for a productive process [235, 252]. Within a fermentation, several
aspects can induce IS activation (temperature, oxidative stress, host factors, antibi-
otics). Once active, IS elements can mediate gene (in)activation and mobilization,
alter the expression of adjacent genes, and produce topological changes in DNA,
these changes might impact productivity features of an industrial strain [328, 53].
Genetic instability can cause a bacterial population to loose desirable morphologi-
cal and biosynthetic characteristics, this is known as strain degeneration, and is an
issue of concern for industrial production [252]. For example, in B. subtilis natto, a
strain synthesizing poly-γ-glutamic acid (γPGA) during natto (fermented soybean)
production, it was reported that translocation of the IS4Bsu1 element into the swrA
gene impaired the γPGA synthesis capability of the strain [172, 235]. Moreover, en-
gineering of IS-element free bacteria has been proposed as an alternative to generate
stable and efficient host strains for both laboratory and industrial applications [252,
53]. Detection of IS within B. pumilus genomes might aid in identification of poten-
tial optimization targets.
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Prophages. Interactions of phages with their host bacteria are subjected to co-
evolution forces and can lead to emergence of advantageous features, for example:
immunity-related proteins could protect the host from further foreign phage infec-
tions [7]. Phages can also encode features related to competitive advantage and re-
sistance mechanisms that enhance host survival [283]. However, the phage-host in-
teractions can also have detrimental effects, for example in food industry the phage
infection of a starter bacterial culture, such as B. subtilis, represents a serious contam-
ination concern [273]. When a prophage adopts a lysogenic lifestyle, the genes re-
lated to cell lysis are repressed and the prophage replicates within the host genome,
but upon prophage induction they become active and induce lysis of the host cell
[46]. If a prophage changes to a lytic lifestyle during a fermentation, the total cell
biomass is affected, this reduction in cell density might lead to a negative effect on
product yield, not only by the decrease in productive cells but also due the proteases
released by the cell lysis, which could degrade the secreted products [338]. A study
on B. subtilis showed that by deletion of genes associated with cell lysis (one of them
the xpf from the PBSX prophage) increased in biomass and in production of recom-
binant enzymes was obtained. Prophages represent another optimization point for
development of microbial cell factories.

CRISPR-Cas systems. Interestingly, a recent study on 1871 genomes from the
B. cereus group, observed that inactivation of CRISPR-Cas systems correlates with
higher acquisition of mobile genetic elements (MGEs) [372]. When the authors com-
pared genomes with and without active CRISPR-Cas systems, they observed that
bacteria with functional CRISPR-Cas were limited to more specific niches, had less
MGEs and less unique genes. For these bacteria, CRISPR-Cas systems seem to act as
a barrier to horizontal gene transfer, limiting the acquisition of genetic traits that
could be beneficial for adaptation to diverse environments. Alternative defense
mechanisms, like Restriction-Modification systems, might takeover the role to pro-
tect the cells against phage infections when CRISPR-Cas systems are inactive [372].
Considering the metabolic versatility and wide range distribution of B. pumilus, the
abundance of prophages and IS elements in the analyzed genomes, together with
the seldom CRISPR-Cas predictions (Table 3.2), it appears that the observations of
the study could also apply to B. pumilus, of course the analysis should be expanded
to more genomes and to identification of more MGEs before giving a conclusion.

Additionally, it is relevant to consider that the role of CRISPR-Cas systems in
limiting gene flow remains under debate [117, 372, 276]. For example, it has been
proposed as well that an active CRISPR-Cas could facilitate gene flow during trans-
duction events. In such cases, a bacterial cell would be protected by the CRISPR-Cas
system targeting the phage, but at the same time it would receive additional exoge-
nous DNA also packed within the viral particle[276, 340].

Restriction Modification systems. As discussed previously, bacterial RM sys-
tems constitute a significant barrier against genetic manipulation. Their protective
role against invading phages in absence of active CRISPR-Cas was also highlighted.
Nevertheless, there is increasing evidence pointing to additional roles of RM sys-
tems in bacteria which could also be in play for the studied Bacillus.

Functions beyond defense have been proposed as an explanation for the high
abundance, wide distribution, large specificity range, and independent evolution
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of endonucleases regarding methyltransferases [329, 154], as they represent char-
acteristics difficult to explain if RM systems are limited only to cell defense. For
instance, RM systems have been described as selfish genetic elements [176], they
have also been associated to stabilization of genomic islands, reallocation of deoxyri-
bonucleotides for viral DNA production, and to generation of additional substrates
for the recombination machinery [329]. Furthermore, the presence of multiple RM
systems with different recognition patterns within members of a species, also points
to a mechanism for genetic isolation and maintenance of species identity. Accord-
ing to this, bacteria from the same species carry distinctive signatures (almost like a
barcode) produced by RM systems, separating them into strains that would not in-
terchange genetic material, over evolutionary time, new species could emerge from
such variants [154].

Overall, it is necessary to consider these highly dynamic elements within an
actively evolving network, where a mobile element might be interacting with a
bacterial host as well as with other MGEs (both resident and incoming). The at-
tack/defense mechanisms, both from the bacterial or the selfish element side are
co-evolving as complex multilayered systems in a ever going battle for survival. As
recently pointed, novel strategies, systems and mechanisms are just being discov-
ered, and there is vast landscape open for exploration [276].

Secondary metabolites. The production and characterization of the secondary
metabolites identified in B. pumilus MS32 (Table 3.4) remain to be confirmed by ex-
perimental approaches. Among the known clusters, MS32 could potentially synthe-
size compounds similar to lichenisyn, bacilysin, bacillibactin, fengycin and planta-
zolicin, which have been already characterized in related Bacillus species.

For example, produced by B. licheniformis, the highly stable surfactant lichenysin
is an amphiphilic lipopeptide with applications such as biocontrol in agricultural
industry, oil emulsifier, and foaming agent in cosmetics. Moreover it shows good
ion chelating properties and antibiotic activity. Despite its applications, production
of lichenysin is of concern in food processing [205, 262]. In a recent study it was
found that lichenysin synthesis capacity by 11 strains of B. licheniformis up to 5log10
viable cells/ml in liquid food was unlikely to constitute a risk, nevertheless, upon fa-
vorable conditions cell density might rise and production of lichenysin could reach
concentrations that trigger foodborne intoxication, therefore, it was recommended
to monitor and prevent the production of this compound along the food chain [359].

Bacilysin is a 270 Da dipeptide antibiotic non-ribosomally produced by many
Bacillus species. Despite its simple structure, bacilysin presents antagonistic activity
against a broad spectrum of fungi, algae and bacteria, and therefore, is of biotech-
nological interest due to its antimicrobial applications in bio-preservation [237, 150].
For B. pumilus, the antimicrobial peptide was early named as tetaine, but it was later
found to be chemically and physically identical to bacilysin [244, 160]. A recent
study characterizing the bacilysin gene cluster within the B. subtilis group, found
that it was incomplete for B. pumilus isolates, missing a gene coding for a respon-
sible for export and intrinsic resistance [237]. The authors suggested that a yet un-
known permease or detoxifying mechanism could exist in B. pumilus. In the case of
MS32, there is a MFS transporter encoded directly upstream of bacA, the first biosyn-
thetic gene of the cluster, perhaps this transporter takes over the function of the bacE
permease. A similar BGC for bacilysin was also reported in B. pumilus 64-1, a strain
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with antimicrobial activity against pathogenic and drug resistant Gram-positive and
Gram-negative bacteria. [105] Moreover, there is evidence in B. subtilis that bacilysin
has a pleiotropic role as a signaling molecule, impacting protein expression levels
and linked to late growth stage processes such as sporulation [244].

"Secondary metabolites have
multiple functions [73]:

• Competitive weapons used
against other bacteria, fungi,
amoebae, plants, insects, and
large animals.

• Metal transporting agents.

• Agents of symbiosis between
microbes and plants, nema-
todes, insects, and higher ani-
mals.

• Sexual hormones.

• Differentiation effectors."

While the BGCs regions 1 and 12 of MS32 showed
similarity to known clusters for lichenysin and
bacilysin, respectively; the region 2 is a candidate for
production of a lanthipeptide of the class III 3.4. Lan-
thipeptides correspond to ribosomally synthesized
and post-translationally modified peptides (RiPPs).
There are five types of lanthipeptides, all presenting
a (methyl)-lanthionine ring as a distinctive feature,
which also confers them stability. Lanthipeptides
are classified according to the biosynthetic enzymes.
A wide range of bioactivities have been associated
to lanthipeptides, such as antimicrobial, antifungal,
antiviral and antinociceptive [14, 354, 352]. Classes
I and II are the most studied ones, while III-V are
the least characterized with only a handful of known
compounds [122], meaning that there is a great un-
explored potential around these products.

Class III lanthipetides synthesis is mediated by a multifunctional LanKC en-
zyme, which carries out dehydration and cyclization steps. B. pumilus MS32 presents
the characteristic LanKC, a serine protease, and an ABC transporter ATP-binding
protein/permease in its BGC. Recently described, the andalusicin A represents a
new family of class III lanthipeptides in Firmicutes, it was isolated from B. thuringien-
sis and presents antagonistic activity against other Gram-positive bacteria (S. aureus,
B. cereus and B. mycoides) [122]. Interestingly, antibacterial functions have been as-
sociated mostly with class I and II lanthipeptides, and for class III absent or weak
activity has been reported. Morphogenic functions have been described for class III
lantipeptides in Streptomyces, but other functions such as antiallodynic, strong anti
MRSA, antiviral activity against Herpes simplex, Dengue and Zika virus were also
reported [135]. Moreover, lanthipeptides might have a signaling role in Bacillus, and
despite their wide distribution and prominence, which points to a significant func-
tion in the genus, this BGC is understudied [124].

Remarkably, pumilacidin, a common lipopeptide among B. pumilus strains was
absent from the predictions obtained for MS32 (Table 3.4). Similarly, it was reported
that the type strain DSM27 is also deficient for production of this compound [233].
Activity against the phytopathogens R. solani, P. aphanidermatum and S. rolfsii was
reported for the pumilacidin produced by the endophytic B. pumilus MAIIIM4a iso-
lated from cassava collected in Brazil [223]. On the other hand, pumilacidin has also
been linked as a probable cause to a small food poisoning incident due to contami-
nated rice that was improperly stored [107].

In a large scale bioinformatic study on 1566 genomes from Bacillus species, it was
found that by far the most abundant BGC was the one dedicated to the synthesis of
bacillibactin [124]. This catecholic siderophore is a nonribosomal peptide that con-
stitutes the main iron scavenger for many Bacillus, it binds Fe 3+ with high affinity
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[224, 257]. It was shown for B. subtilis that bacillibactin is part of the Fur (ferric up-
take regulator) regulon, responsible for iron homeostasis [257]. Besides bacillibactin,
an additional BGC for siderophore synthesis was identified in MS32 3.4, this region
was also reported in B. pumilus SF-4 [149].

Plantazolicin (PZN) was first described in B. velezensis FZB42 (previously classi-
fied as B. amyloliquefaciens [79, 288]). Plantazolicin is ribosomally synthesized and
post-translationally modified, resulting in a highly condensed Thiazole/Ozazole
Modified Microcin (TOMM) with remarkable antibiotic specificity against B. an-
thracis, the causative agent of anthrax [228, 227]. Experiments based on crude cell
extracts suggested nematocidal activity for PZN [200], however, no significant effect
was found with purified PZN [227]. PZN production has been reported for some
B. pumilus strains surface extracts, including DSM27, and for B. subtilis DSM32873
[233]. The BGC for synthesis of PZN was identified in B. pumilus MS32 and shows
100% similarity to that of DSM27 (MIBiG accession:BGC0001173), therefore it is
likely that MS32 could be able to produce plantazolicin.

Regarding novel BGCs, table 3.17 showed that the third BGC predicted by anti-
SMASH in B. pumilus MS32 (Table 3.4) has remarkably high transcriptional activity
at the transition point, and remains high at 7 hours. These genes appear as highly
targeted for regulation by candidate sRNAs. No much characterization is available
regarding this BGC with the potential to produce a NRP+Polyketide type of prod-
uct. Within antiSMASH candidate BGCs are compared with a database of known
biosynthetic gene clusters, for this case, similarity to paenilamicin and zwittermicin
A was reported, however it is rather small, 18% and 21% of the BGC genes show
similarity. The high transcript abundance observed at the transition point points to
possible differentiation effector functions for this BGC product rather than a prod-
uct for competitiveness. Nevertheless, identification of corresponding product is
required, furthermore, characterization could lead to potential biotechnological ap-
plications.

All together, evaluation of the biosynthetic potential of B. pumilus not only en-
ables the discovery of promising secondary metabolites, but also of their correspond-
ing synthesizing enzymes, which could be exploited in areas such as drug engineer-
ing.

Unique proteins in B.pumilus MS32. There were 61 proteins encoded by the
MS32 genome with no homologous counterparts among the remaining B. pumilus
strains (Table 3.5), 31 of those are annotated as "hypothetical protein" but within the
remaining annotated ones there are some interesting features:

• Novel lanthipeptide. The BGC for a class III lanthipeptide predicted by an-
tiSMASH [30] is unique to MS32. As previously mentioned, little is known
about class III lanthipeptides and therefore, there is unexplored potential around
these compounds. Moreover, within this cluster there is a serine protease
which could also serve for biotechnological applications.

• An RM system. There is a specificity subunit S from a type I RM-system unique
to MS32, accordingly, the gene is preceded by a methyltransferase and fol-
lowed by an ATPase and the corresponding type I restriction enzyme. This
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RM-system might be part of the strain-specific signature of MS32. Interest-
ingly, there is a second restriction enzyme downstream these genes which is
also unique to MS32, however it was not recognized by the analysis against
the REBASE [275, 274] database but it matched the protein family model for
restriction endonuclease of the PGAP [312] annotation pipeline (HMM ID:
NF016362), the protein is rather short (239 aa), and is probably a partial match
(which also highlights the relevance of manual evaluation and curation of au-
tomatically generated annotations).

• Potential toxin. Similarly, the annotation for this sequence is based on a PGAP
[312] model (HMM ID:NF015288) describing ETX/MTX2 family pore-forming
toxins. Members of this group include mosquitocidal proteins usually found
in B. thuringiensis and Lysinibacillus sphaericus. A more detailed look utiliz-
ing IDOPS [75] (See Chapter 6), a tool with high-quality and manually cu-
rated models for bacterial pesticidal toxins, revealed that this protein is not
likely a true member of the MPP family (Beta pore-forming pesticidal proteins
[65]). Nevertheless, the analysis of this protein with InterProScan [158] shows
a match for Aerolysin-like toxin (ID:IPR004991 / PFAM 3318), a known mem-
ber of this family is the Clostridium epsilon toxin ETX [54]. Even though the
protein is not a pesticidal protein, the InterProScan match does not rule out
potential pore-forming activity and therefore, it represents an optimization tar-
get to ensure safety for industrial applications. Additionally, the gene coding
for this protein is part of a cluster of 6 proteins which seem unique to MS32,
however, the surrounding genes only encode hypothetical or uncharacterized
proteins, which leaves the open questions about its function and acquisition
by B. pumilus MS32.

• Prophage related proteins. A type II toxin-antitoxin system PemK/MazF fam-
ily toxin, a XRE family transcriptional regulator and a hypothetical protein are
encoded by a region predicted as prophage by PhiSpy [4].

• Transposition and genetic mobility. Within the set of proteins unique to MS32,
4 sequences relate to genetic exchange. 1) DGQHR domain-containing protein,
which is uncharacterized but the InterPro signature (ID:IPR017601) describes
proteins with this match occur in contexts that suggest extensive lateral gene
transfer. 2) TniQ family protein, similarly, tni genes seem involved in dis-
semination of integrons (Interpro ID IPR009492). 3) DDE-type integrase and
4) Recombinase family protein. Highlighting again that MS32 has a dynamic
genome.

• RNA related. A DEAD/DEAH box helicase is predicted to be unique in MS32,
proteins with this domain are involved in RNA metabolism, with roles such as
modulation of RNA structures and transcriptional regulation. In B. subtilis the
role of four DEAD-box helicases (CshA, CshB, DeaD, and YfmL) was studied,
the authors found that different helicases have distinct roles in the physiology
of the bacteria, with ribosome biogenesis and RNA degration being the major
tasks [190]. In total, MS32 encodes 8 DEAD/DEAH box helicases.

• Carbon metabolism. MS32 encodes a mannonate dehydratase that mediates
the reaction of D-mannonate to 2-dehydro-3-deoxy-D-gluconate + H2O, which
can be directed to the penthose phosphate pathway [163]. This enzyme is
part of the pentose and glucoronate interconversion pathway (KEGG orthol-
ogy K01686). The protein is encoded by uxuA, which in B. subtilis is part of
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an operon involved in D-fructuronate degradation (Subtiwiki [250]). How-
ever, MS32 seems to lack the accompanying fructuronate reductase encoded
by uxuB, meaning that this catabolic pathway is incomplete. Instead, uxuA in
MS32 is co-located with elements of the PTS sugar transporter system.

• An hydrolase. Also particular to MS32 is a MBL fold metallo-hydrolase. Pro-
teins presenting the MBL fold structure constitute a superfamily of enzymes
with great diversity of sequences and functions, with more than 81700 mem-
bers registered at Pfam [23] (ID:PF00753). Enzymes of this superfamily tend
to be promiscuous, participating in average of 1.5 reactions additionally to
their native one [19]. DNA repair, RNA processing, detoxification, quorum-
quenching, binding and transport are some of the functions elicited by mem-
bers of this superfamily [19, 234]. The genome of B. pumilus MS32 encodes in
total 10 proteins annotated as MBL fold metallo-hydrolases.

A recent comparative genomics study focused on the B. pumilus group (which
includes the species B. safensis, B. altitudinis and B. pumilus), pointed out that the
species B. pumilus exhibits the highest amount of non-core and strain-specific genes,
which relates to the wide distribution and high genetic diversity of B. pumilus [108].

Comparison of B. pumilus with B. subtilis and B. licheniformis

Broadening the scope, it is relevant to compare B. pumilus also against other Bacil-
lus species, specially those which are more extensively characterized and already
established as microbial cell factories. Such insight allows to recognize features rel-
evant for productivity, optimization targets, and differentiating aspects that would
facilitate the implementation of B. pumilus as a productive platform in setups where
other species are not optimal. Strain optimization based on knowledge gained from
a pre-existing production host as a guide is a strategy themed Production Strain
Blueprinting (PSB) [184]. PBS was previously applied in the development of another
B. pumilus using B. licheniformis as reference, and resulted in promising protease pro-
duction without complex process modifications [184].

General genomic features. Table 3.1 presented a characterization of B. pumilus,
B. subtilis and B. licheniformis genomes. B. pumilus were smaller and described with
a lower GC% than the other species. Genome size relates to complex aspects of
bacteria such as generation time, replication rate, as well as physical space within
a cell and energy supply [28]. Moreover, less redundancy is expected in smaller
genomes, which in turn allows a more straightforward engineering and control of
desired metabolic features [284].

Larger genomes are associated with bacteria occupying more complex and vari-
able environments (such as soil or rizosphere), since they offer a bigger repertoire
of genes to use as part of adaptation responses [366]. On the other hand, it is gen-
erally accepted that reduced and minimal genomes belong to bacteria limited to
more stable niches, such as a host organism [28]. However, smaller genomes in free
living bacteria also offer a competitive advantage in terms of energy saving and re-
productive efficiency, as faster growth rates could be achieved when less resources
are devoted to DNA, RNA, and protein synthesis and maintenance [182, 216, 28].
Following this idea, limited amounts of DNA can be stored in smaller cells, accord-
ingly, since early descriptions it has been recognized that cells of B. pumilus tend to
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be smaller than those of B. subtilis [299], studies reported a mean cell width of 0,7
µm for B. pumilus and 0,8 µm for B. licheniformis and B. subtilis [202]. Additionally,
it has been observed that the percentage of regulatory genes seems to increase with
genome size, as gene expression must be regulated according to the available energy
supply [28, 284]. Therefore, smaller genomes observed in B. pumilus could facilitate
a more straight forward engineering by having less redundant elements [284].

The GC content of a given organism, and even a microbial community, is af-
fected by external environmental factors [93]. Moreover, it can be associated to the
lifestyle and the energetic context of a microorganism, as well as to the genetic and
biochemical properties of genomes [28, 212]. Lower GC percentages relate to less
requirement of phosphorus and nitrogen for DNA synthesis, additionally GTP and
CTP nucleotides are energetically more expensive than ATP and UTP, therefore syn-
thesis costs can be saved in organisms with lower GC content [216, 93, 28]. The lower
GC content observed in B. pumilus (Table 3.1) genomes could confer the species this
kind of advantages.

The number of rRNA copies correlates to the number of tRNA genes in order
to support efficient protein synthesis [162]. The tRNA translation machinery in fast
growing bacteria is better optimized to codon usage than in slow-growing ones, and
duplication of tRNA genes allows to increase transcript amounts for rapid growth
and replication [343]. Rapid growth and efficient protein synthesis are, of course,
desirable features in productive strains.

The amount of copies of rRNA operons is related to bacterial adaptations to
cope with fluctuating resource availability [57, 174, 277, 357]. A study analyzed
soil bacteria and their response when exposed to highly nutritious medium. The
bacteria able to adapt faster and rapidly form colonies carried in average 5.5 copies,
while in contrast, the genomes of slow responding bacteria contained an average
of 1.4. [174]. Generally, bacteria with more operon copies have a higher supply
of ribosomes, which in turn allows them to support better growth rates and adapt
to changing environmental conditions [174, 357]. More recently, a study proposed
multiplicity of rRNA operons as a strategy to ensure genome stability by prevent-
ing over-saturation of these operons by RNA polymerases. Such saturation induces
DNA replication blockage and breakage events that could be lethal to the cell [92].
For B. subtilis, it was shown that varying numbers of rRNA operon copies impacted
not only growth rates, but also sporulation frequency, competence development,
and motility processes [357]. B. pumilus genomes presented more rRNA operons
than B. licheniformis and less than B. subtilis, pointing to good adaptation capabilities
regarding protein synthesis and growth.

Further particular features of B. pumilus MS32. Among the elements unique
to B. pumilus MS32, proteins related to carotenoid biosynthesis pathway were iden-
tified. Carotenoids in bacteria function as photoprotective agents, conferring resis-
tance against damage caused by UV radiation [226]. This protection is not only
important for the vegetative cell, but also for the spores, as it contributes to their en-
durance of environmental conditions. A wide range of pigmentation such as pink,
red, yellow and orange have been reported in spore forming colonies of several Bacil-
lus species [171].
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Melanins and carotenoids are common photoprotective pigments. For example
a melanin-like compound is found in the coat layer of B. subtilis spores as protec-
tion against solar radiation [272]. Pigment production is related to growth condi-
tions. For example, colonies of the marine isolate B. pumilus SF214, showed a strong
orange-red pigmentation when grown at 25 °C in contrast to the white colonies ob-
served at 42 °C [171]. Another study on the same isolate observed that high pig-
ment synthesis is under strict regulation and takes place during late stages of sta-
tionary growth [213]. Interestingly, the authors observed that only a portion of the
cell population was able to generate the pigment, and that proportion increased at
late stationary phase. However, pigment production and sporulation appear to be
mutually exclusive developmental fates for a given cell. In the case of B. pumilus
SF214, pigment production confers resistance against oxidative stress for vegetative
cells and spore protection could be attributed to pigment-independent mechanisms
[213]. Perhaps carotenoid compounds also benefit B. pumilus MS32 regarding stress
endurance.

Another unique feature of B. pumilus MS32 is a protein annotated as "carbon-
nitrogen hydrolase family protein", KofamScan [13] assigned the identifiers K01501:
nitrilase [EC:3.5.5.1] and K18282: cyanide dihydratase [EC:3.5.5.-] to this sequence.
Interestingly, this cyanide dehydrogenase, which catalyzes the reaction of Hydrogen
cyanide + 2 H2O <=> Ammonia + Formate, has been reported only in few bacteria,
with the most characterized ones described in B. pumilus and Pseudomonas stutzeri
[66]. It was observed that cynD, the gene coding for this enzyme, is associated ex-
clusively to some land isolates of B. pumilus, while it is absent from strains of marine
environments [108]. Cyanide degrading nitrilases from B. pumilus are of interest for
detoxification of industrial wastewaters contaminated with cyanide. An advantage
of this type of enzymes is that they do not require cofactors or secondary substrates,
therefore, research is conducted to improve the catalytic properties of CynD from B.
pumilus [66].

Biosynthetic Gene Clusters. The analysis done with antiSMASH [30] predicted
13 BGCs for B. pumilus MS32, 14 for B. subtilis and 11 for B. licheniformis, common
products included: bacillibactin and fengycin. Bacilysin is shared with B. subtilis
and lichenysin with B. licheniformis (Table 3.4). The abundance and types of BGCs
can also reveal insights about interactions between species and their evolutionary
relationships. According to a recent study profiling BGCs in 4268 Bacillus genomes
[350], distribution of BGCs is correlated with phylogeny in Bacillus. Closely related
species present more similar BGCs than distantly related ones. This observation has
also consequences for antagonistic interactions, as BGCs usually encode some sort
of resistance mechanism to protect the host cell, and therefore bacteria with similar
BGCs would exhibit lower inhibition between each other. In microbial communi-
ties where these bacteria co-exist, they could adapt a cooperation strategy in which
common goods are shared by closely related species, while more distant ones are
antagonized by the products of the BGCs [350]. The authors found that in average
11.6 BGCs could be identified per genome. Interestingly members of the B. subtilis
clade, presented the most BGCs, 13.1 per genome (other clades such as B. cereus and
B. megaterium had 11.7 and 7.4 BGCs per genome, respectively), which could be an
adaptation to competitive environments such as plant rizosphere. Moreover, the
study revealed a positive correlation between antagonism and phylogeny, specially
in antagonistic strains with abundant BGCs, for example, B. pumilus ACCC04450
showed weak antagonism against B. amyloliquefaciens ACCC19745, as both belong to
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the subtilis clade.

Signal Peptides. Notably, a study in 2004 characterizing the genome of B. licheni-
formis DSM13 found 689 proteins with predicted signal peptides by SignalP [271].
During earlier developments of this kind of software, accurate discrimination be-
tween real signal peptides and N-terminal transmembrane helices was problematic,
therefore false positive predictions were abundant, and complementary analysis
with tools like TMHMM were necessary to filter the results. This issue was tackled
since the release of SignalP version 4.0, which implements a neural network based
approach trained to discern sequences with transmembrane regions [254]. Compara-
ble amounts relative to proteome size were identified for B. pumilus MS32, B. licheni-
formis DSM13 and B. subtilus 168 (Table 3.9), with B. pumilus depicting a slightly
higher percentage.

Identification and characterization of the set of signal peptides of a production
host is relevant for optimization of heterologous protein secretion. Libraries of dif-
ferent signal peptides accompanying a target protein are screened in search for op-
timal secretion partners [106, 77]. A study on a large library of signal peptides (173
from B. subtilis and 220 from B. licheniformis) for production of protease BPN’ from B.
amyloliquefaciens in three expression hosts (B. subtilis TEB103, B. licheniformis strains
DSM13 and H402), observed a similar relative performance of the majority of signal
peptides in the three Bacillus [72], pointing to some secretion conserved properties
shared by these organisms. Prediction of the optimal "signal peptide - target protein"
combination is almost impossible to achieve (currently), nevertheless, some insight
could be gained by transferring the knowledge of a certain host to a closely related
one, at least during first rounds of screening.

Functional annotation. The assignment of COG categories identified a higher
amount of proteins related to translation, transcription and replication functions in
B. pumilus MS32 than in B. licheniformis DSM13 and B. subtilis 168 (Table 3.7). This
could be indicative of higher metabolic capacity to sustain (faster) growth and re-
productive functions in B. pumilus. Similarly, signal transduction associated pro-
teins were slightly higher for B. pumilus. Signal transduction systems allow the bac-
teria to sense changes in environmental and intracellular conditions, so adaptive
metabolic, behavior and/or physiological responses are triggered [110]. Improved
capacity to sense and adjust to (perhaps a wider/more specific) set of signals could
give B. pumilus an self fine-tuning advantage when facing challenging conditions,
for example the diverse stress sources within a bioreactor (See Chapter 1).

There were also differences identified regarding the COG category of "P:Inorganic
ion transport and metabolism" (Table 3.7). Notably, within this category, transport
systems dedicated to iron acquisition were highly abundant in the B. pumilus MS32
protein set with no homologous counterpart in the other species. Out of 20 se-
quences, 12 were related to iron transport, mostly putative ABC-type systems associ-
ated to siderophore mobilization. Interestingly, there was also a cluster of three con-
secutive proteins annotated as "Heme-binding NEAT domain protein". The NEAT
(NEAr-iron Transporter) domain has been previously associated to pathogenic bac-
teria, as it facilitates the acquisition of heme-iron from host hemoglobin during infec-
tion [10, 142]. However, more recent research revealed the NEAT domain distributed
within Firmicutes and also present in non-pathogenic species associated with soil and
plant environments, such as Paenibacillus polymyxa and other strains of B. pumilus
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[142].

Moreover, by complementing these results with transcriptomic data, it is evi-
denced that dedicated Iron transport systems are not only more abundant in B.
pumilus MS32 than in B. subtilis 168 and B. licheniformis DSM13 genomes, but these
elements are also highly transcribed, particularly at 4 and 7 hours of the fermenta-
tion (Table 3.18).

Iron is essential to support growth, bacteria evolved high-affinity iron uptake
strategies, such as siderophores and ABC-type transporters with specific surface
receptors to facilitate the incorporation of complex and non-complex iron sources
[134, 38]. Limited iron availability has great impact over central carbon and nitro-
gen metabolism, as it is required as a cofactor for many proteins (metalloenzymes,
respiratory proteins and cytochromes for example). In B. subtilis the TCA (tricar-
boxylic acid cycle) was observed to be significantly repressed during iron limitation,
which has broader consequences since many of its intermediate products are also
precursors for several other metabolites [298]. In many natural environments, low
solubility and bioavailability of the Fe3+ ion make of iron a limited resource, diverse
acquisition mechanisms benefit bacterial fitness and adaptation capacity [134]. For
B. pumilus, its abundant iron transport systems (NEAT proteins, siderophores, ABC
transporters) could represent a competitive advantage in such environments, par-
ticularly the NEAT proteins, which offer potential access to additional iron sources
that might not be accessible for B. subtilis or B. licheniformis.

Another noteworthy difference was observed regarding transport and metabolism
of nutrients between the studied Bacillus species (Table 3.7). The higher percent-
age of proteins related to "E: Amino acid transport and metabolism" in B. pumilus
MS32 could be related to inter-species differences in substrate utilization capacities.
This is useful when considering initiatives aimed to minimize and make use of sub-
strates otherwise regarded as waste, such as agro-food by-products (peels, soybean
residues, sugarcane bagasse and wheat bran for example) [207, 313]. An advantage
for B. pumilus might come by superior importing of amino acids from the extracellu-
lar environment, consequently reducing the need for amino acid synthesis proteins
which represent a higher metabolic cost for the bacteria [218].

The COG analysis suggests that B. pumilus might prefer and (given optimized
conditions) outperform in presence of proteinaceous rich substrates, which together
with the identified protease content and secretory machinery, profiles B. pumilus as
a good candidate with potential for biotechnological application processes.

Comparative genomic analysis, such as those here presented, benefit from the
study of which of those features are active and interacting at a given condition of
interest, for example a productive process. The environment within a bioreactor is
drastically different from a lab-scale culture. Consequently, it has been long recog-
nized that most bacterial strains exhibit different performances between such con-
ditions [342]. Even though multiple studies characterize Bacillus species from per-
spectives such as transcriptomics, proteomics and metabolomics, many of them are
performed at laboratory scales. Therefore, some findings are not directly applicable
for biotechnological engineering directed to optimize strains of industrial interest
[125]. To overcome this gap, a set of small-scale fermentations were performed on B.
pumilus MS32, B. licheniformis MW3 ∆ yqfD and B. subtilis ∆ yqfD.
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4.3 Optimized RNA isolation protocol

RNA samples were obtained from small scale fermentations in order to conduct
comparative transcriptomic analysis to further explore the potential of B, pumilus
to be developed as a microbial cell factory. A critical step in such investigations is
the adequate processing of the samples in order to purify RNA of enough quality for
RNA-seq applications. This is necessary for reproducible results and achievement
of biologically significant conclusions [287]. However, purification of RNA of high
quality is often not a trivial task. Common challenges include: incomplete cell ly-
sis, poor RNA precipitation efficiency, isolation out of complex media, and highly
active RNases, which are a threat to RNA integrity. These challenges are of notable
consideration when working with non-domesticated strains. A RNA isolation pro-
tocol optimized for Bacillus samples of industrial relevance was developed for this
project. Such method was highly needed since standard approaches failed to deliver
RNA of high quality from the samples of interest. The improved protocol overcomes
common challenges of RNA isolation and presents modifications resulting in higher
RNA yield, purity and integrity. The optimized protocol and the rationale behind it
was prepared as a manuscript and submitted for publication (Chapter 6).

4.4 Observations from RNA-seq analysis

Once high quality RNA was purified and libraries sequenced, the comparative tran-
scriptomic analysis contrasting B. pumilus and B. licheniformis species could take
place. According to the literature reviewed for this work, this appears to be the
first report of the tools Annogesic [363] and DP_GP_cluster [220] implemented for
the analysis of B. licheniformis and B. pumilus transcriptomes.

Transcriptome sequencing. High abundance of rRNA derived reads is a com-
mon challenge in RNA-seq studies [327]. The rRNA can constitute more than 85% of
the total RNA present in a prokaryotic sample [255, 68]. Without depletion or selec-
tive procedures, most of the reads would map to rRNA, which hinders the detection
and study of other RNA species, such as mRNA and sRNAs, which are the often the
focus of investigations. For eukaryotic samples, which have polyadenylated mR-
NAs, selection methods for polyA transcripts using oligo (dT) primers are available
[327, 255]. However, most bacterial transcripts lack polyA tails, therefore, selective
enrichment is not an option.

Subtractive hybridization has become the method of choice for bacterial rRNA
depletion [255, 68]. This is the approach of kits such as the Ribo-Zero, which uses bi-
otinylated rRNA capture probes which hybridize rRNAs and are removed from the
sample using magnetic beads. This kit was reported to outperform the Ambion MI-
CROBExpress™ Bacterial mRNA Enrichment and the Life Technologies RiboMinus
Transcriptome Isolation kits, particularly impacting the detection of low abundant
ncRNAs [255]. The Ribo-Zero Plus kit was used for this study, the succesfully rRNA
depleted samples confirm the kit is suitable for the Bacillus of interest (Table 3.11),
and the failed depletions could be attributed to other factors.

It is also relevant to report the TIN (Transcript Integrity Number) values, as RNA
integrity is crucial for successful analysis of RNA-seq data. Calculation of TIN scores
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is recommended for quality assessment of RNA-seq data, moreover, since it can be
determined at individual transcript level, TIN values are useful to correct biases
arising from differentially degraded transcripts [300] [336]. The obtained TIN (Ta-
ble 3.11) correspond to high-quality transcripts and reflect the previously generated
RIN (RNA Integrity Number) values, which together indicate the successful imple-
mentation of the optimized RNA isolation protocol.

Predicted sRNAs. Another transcriptomic study on B. pumilus SCU11 (recently
reassigned as B. altitudinis [85, 198]), found 84 putative sRNAs with sizes between
50 to 1058 nucleotides [353]. The custom-made sRNA database for B. pumilus used
by Annogesic [363] included sRNAs from the SCU11 publication. The Blast+ search
against the sRNA database step within Annogesic [363] found 7 sRNAs with homol-
ogy to previously reported sRNAs in B. altitudinis SCU11, which point to conserved
sRNAs within closely related Bacillus. Those include: Bpsr1, Bpsr34, Bpsr70, Bpsr92,
Bpsr139, Bpsr178 and Bpsr193. When Bpsr139 was deleted from the SCU11 strain,
cell growth decreased in M9 medium but not in LB [353]. Bpsr34 also matched the
RFAM entry RF00168, which corresponds a Lysine riboswitch, a sensor for lysine
that modulates expression of genes involved in lysine biosynthesis, transport and
catabolism [159, 121].

Three more candidate sRNAs of B. pumilus MS32 predicted by Annogesic [363]
were found to match RFAM [121] entries (Table 3.14). The predicted sRNA1 matched
RFAM:RF00379, which describes a cyclic di-AMP riboswitch (previously known as
YdaO/YuA leader). In B. subtilis there are two instances of this riboswitch, one as-
sociated with kimA and another with the ktrA-ktrB operon [250], these genes encode
high affinity potassium transporters which are under sophisticated control mecha-
nisms in order to keep potassium homeostasis [305, 126]. Potassium is essential for
growth, pH maintenance, ribosomal and enzymatic functions [126]. The riboswitch
has been associated to sporulation, osmotic stress and cell wall metabolism [268].

According to the Proteinortho [188] analysis, a KtrA homolog protein was not
found in B. pumilus MS32, but it is present in B. licheniformis MW3, while KimA
is present in the three Bacillus species. Moreover, for MS32 the genomic location
of the candidate sRNA1 is not upstream KimA, like in B. subtilis, but rather it is
found in association with a dicarboxylate/amino acid:cation symporter. According
to the Transporter Classification Database (TCDB) [281], this transporter belongs to
the DAACS family, which "catalize the Na+ and/or H+ symport together with (a) a
Krebs cycle dicarboxylate (malate, succinate, or fumarate), (b) a dicarboxylic amino
acid (glutamate or aspartate), (c) a small, semipolar, neutral amino acid (Ala, Ser,
Cys, Thr), (d) both neutral and acidic amino acids or (e) most zwitterionic and diba-
sic amino acids" [281].

The remaining RFAM [121] matches within the Annogesic [363] prediction for
B. pumilus MS32 corresponded to candidates sRNA30 and sRNA31, both match-
ing RFAM:RF00023 describing Transfer-messenger RNA (tmRNA), also called SsrA.
SsrA is also found in B. subtilis and B. licheniformis (Table 3.14). This RNA has func-
tional and structural properties from both tRNA and mRNA, it is highly versatile
and has a key role in ribosomal recycling by rescuing it from stalled processing of
defective mRNAs (e.g. those without/with poorly efficient stop codon or when the
corresponding tRNA is scarce)[323]. SsrA adds a peptide tag to the abnormal prod-
uct targeting it for proteolytic degradation [168, 153]. This quality control function
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is relevant for production platforms. Often protease-negative strains are used as
industrial production hosts; but without the corresponding protease degrading the
SsrA-tagged molecules, the product of interest might become contaminated with
nonfunctional proteins [179]. In B. subtilis a reduction in amylase yield was reported
in knockout ssrA mutants [113]. SsrA has also been described as necessary for effi-
cient growth under stress conditions and for spore formation [1].

For B. pumilus MS32 the candidates sRNA30 and sRNA31, predicted by Anno-
gesic [363], were both identified as SsrA (RFAM:RF00023), they are 261 and 67 nt,
respectively and separated by 10 basepairs. Most bacterial tmRNA molecules have
a size between 325 and 400 nucleotides [153]. It is possible that sRNA30 and sRNA31
actually correspond to a single RNA and were predicted as two due to its coverage
pattern.

From the putative sRNAs detected in B. pumilus MS32 by Annogesic [363], the
top three transcriptional activities were observed for Bpsr139, Bpsr193 and Bpsr92.
Bpsr139 belongs to the cluster 14 (Figure 3.10), its transcription was downshifted at
2.5 and 4h, then increased to a maximum TPM (replicate mean) of 2741.7 at 19 hours.
Members of cluster 14 also include SlrA, CtpB and CspC. Bpsr193 and Bpsr92 follow
the pattern described in cluster 17 (Figure 3.11), with maximum TPM values of 951.7
and 1650.3 at 7h for Bpsr92 and Bpsr193, respectively. Interestingly, key regulators
such as KinA, SinR, SinI, SigB and SwrA are also found within this cluster (Table
3.23).

Regarding the scan against the RFAM [121] database of the genomes of interest,
Table 3.14 suggests that several of the RNAs known in B. subtilis (and functionally
characterized) are also present in B. pumilus and B. licheniformis, which points to
shared regulatory mechanisms. Examples include FsrA, BsrC, BsrG, SR1, RoxS and
several riboswitches; further research could confirm if they play similar regulatory
roles within these related Bacillus species.

BsrF (RFAM:RF01411) seems to be present in B. pumilus and B. subtilis but not in
B. licheniformis (Table 3.14). Research in B. subtilis characterized BsrF as a probably
noncoding sRNA located in the intergenic region between yobO and csaA, and its ter-
minator region overlaps by 30 bp with that of csaA [260]. CsaA has been described as
a secretion dedicated chaperone, which was significantly induced in response to se-
cretory stress in B. subtilis [318, 148]. Expression of bsrF was reported in B. subtilis at
all growth phases and decreased during sporulation, the authors proposed BsrF as
implicated in fine-tuning of gene expression since major growth defect phenotypes
were not observed in deletion or over expression mutants [260], the study searched
for BsrF homologues in other Gram-positive bacteria and only B. amyloliquefaciens
presented a highly homologous sequence. The search using RFAM covariance mod-
els suggests that BsrF is also distributed within B. pumilus, as it was detected not
only for MS32, but also in all the other B. pumilus strains analyzed.

Table 3.14 also depicts a total of 19 matches for RFAM:RF01458 identified in B.
pumilus, this RNA was not predicted in B. subtilis or B. licheniformis. The RFAM entry
corresponds to rli23, a sRNA initially described in the Gram-positive Listeria mono-
cytogenes, were it is located antisense to the transposase gene lmo0172 [289]. For B.
pumilus MS32, every instance of this RNA was located in the opposite strand of an
IS3 family transposase. Therefore, this sRNA candidate could be involved in mobile
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genetic element regulation. According to the RFAM database [121], the rli23 model
also matches sequences found in other Gram-positives, including: B. amyloliquefa-
ciens FZB42, Lactobacillus dextrinicus DSM20335, Lysinibacillus sphaericus OT4b.31 and
Bacillus nakamurai.

The stringent filtering parameters applied, such as the cutoff for the secondary
folding energy change and the condition of being found in all replicates helped to
keep only high-quality candidates with the drawback of reduced total sRNAs iden-
tified. The Annogesic settings used the default size limits of 30 to 500 nt for the pre-
diction, therefore, it is possible that longer sRNAs were missed. A limitation for the
prediction of sRNAs is the lack of dRNA-Seq data. Annogesic has a functionality to
process dRNA-Seq data (TEX +/-) to produce TSS (Transcript Start Site) predictions
and that information is used to identify UTR-derived sRNAs. By complementing
the conventional dataset with dRNA-Seq, the detection could be improved.

Antisense activity of predicted sRNAs. For B. pumilus MS32 the candidate
sRNA Bpsr193/srna0 was found encoded in the complementary strand of an un-
characterized protein presenting a DUF348 domain and elicited high transcriptional
activity (Table 3.15). Its transcription profile matched that of cluster 17 (Figure 3.11).
It was proposed that a protein family in firmicutes containing the DUF348 signa-
ture could be functionally equivalent to the Resuscitation-Promoting Factors of acti-
nobacteria, which play a role in cell wall modifications that take place during restora-
tion of active growth in dormant cells [265].

In B. pumilus MS32 and B. licheniformis MW3 sRNAs candidates were found op-
posite to a "NCS2 family permease" encoding gene (Tables 3.15, 3.16), which in B.
subtilis corresponds to a hypoxan-thineguanine permease PbuO. In B. subtilis this
protein is repressed in the presence of purine nucleotides and it is regulated by PurR
[250]. The difference in transcriptional activity of the candidate sRNAs targeting this
mRNA could implicate that the potential regulatory function is required only dur-
ing the transition point, but is perhaps stronger for B. licheniformis.

This study presented a catalog of candidate regulatory anstisense sRNAs for B.
pumilus MS32 and B. licheniformis MW3. The interaction of those sRNAs presented
in Tables 3.15 and 3.16 with their putative antisense targets remain to be experimen-
tally confirmed. One advantage of these prediction is that they are based on tran-
scriptomic data rather than just genomic sequences, which allows the identification
of transcriptionally active elements. This is relevant to generate a narrower list of
candidates for further experimental validation.

Clustering of transcriptional profiles. An useful way to reveal regulatory mech-
anisms behind response and adaptation to environmental changes is to summarize
transcriptome-wide data into groups of features with similar transcriptional dynam-
ics across a time series [220]. Genomic features with similar transcriptional trajecto-
ries tend to share biological functions [83]. This approach is also helpful in the char-
acterization of genes with unknown functions, as association with a particular set of
functionally characterized genes gives an indication of potential annotations [220].
The software DP_GP_cluster was selected for this task and returned 18 clusters for
B. pumilus MS32 and 25 for B. licheniformis MW3 ∆ yqfD (Figures 3.9, 3.10, 3.11), 3.12,
3.13, 3.14 and 3.15).
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To prepare the data for DP_GP_cluster, mean TPM values were normalized us-
ing the hyperbolic arcsine transformation (asinh). Other approaches to stabilize the
variance across mean values in RNA-seq data analysis include normalization by log
transforming gene counts. The issue of zero values is circumvented by adding a
pseudocount, for example of 1, to every gene count. However, there is a detrimen-
tal effect in proceeding like this, as low counts are disproportionately increased in
comparison to genes with higher gene counts [156]. By using the asinh function the
need for a pseudocount is eliminated, as the function deals with zero values and has
a similar normalizing effect as the natural log function. Asinh transformation has
been described as outperforming other methods and is recommended as the trans-
formation of choice for coexpression analysis [156].

These kind of analysis open the door for further investigations, for example,
by searching common sequence motifs within a cluster of interest, recognition se-
quences of key regulators can be identified and regulatory networks behind specific
cluster trajectories revealed.

Differential transcriptional activity analysis. According to the DEG analysis
implemented within READemption [104] the top most significantly regulated genes
in B. pumilus MS32 at the transition point of the fermentation were those encod-
ing for: oligoendopeptidase F, WD40 repeat domain-containing protein, and a stress
protein.

The Proteinortho [188] analysis revealed that the oligoendopeptidase F is homol-
ogous to a protein encoded by pepF in B. subtilis. The PepF peptidase is located
at the cytoplasm and has been investigated for its role in inhibition of sporulation.
The PhrA peptide has been proposed as a target of this oliegoendopeptidase [161].
PhrA is part of the phosphorelay signal transduction system that orchestrates the
initiation of sporulation in B. subtilis [155]. The PhrA pentapeptide has a specific in-
hibitory role over the phosphatase RapA, which in turn affects the phosphorylation
levels of the response regulator Spo0F. Derepression of Rap phosphatases by Phr
peptides leads to sporulation inhibition [161, 155].

This regulatory mechanism is essential for communication and coordination of
the bacterial population in order to determine whether the cells remain in a vege-
tative growth state or if developmental differentiation processes such as those for
growth, competence, and sporulation physiological states should take place. There-
fore, it makes sense that this endopeptidase has a differential transcriptional activity
at the transition phase of the culture, when many regulatory mechanisms are active
and contribute to determine the cells fates. Moreover, a study of competent and
non-competent subpopulations of B. subtilis found a higher abundance of PepF in
the competent subpopulation [32]. As sporulation and cellular competence are mu-
tually exclusive physiological states, it is reasonable to found this peptidase enriched
in the competent subpopulation.

The endopeptidase was found to follow a similar transcriptional profile as re-
ported for B. subtilis, where pepF is transcribed at a low level during the exponential
growth phase and a two fold increase was detected at the transition to stationary
phase [161]. For B. pumilus MS32 the expression profile was similar, showing a peak
at the transition point and then down regulated during the stationary phase (cluster
16, Figure 3.10). For B. licheniformis it was found as member of the cluster 20 (3.14),
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which depicts a similar pattern until the transition point, but afterwards remains up
regulated during the stationary phase.

Delay or inhibition of sporulation is an attractive target for optimization of in-
dustrial production platforms, since cells devoted to the production of spores do not
contribute to the fermentation productivity. For B. subtilis there is a paralogue to
PepF, called YusY. In B. subtilis JH642 it seems like yusY and the neighboring yusX
correspond to a single ORF, which product is truncated and inactive [161]. However,
for other Bacillus, mutation or reduced expression of YusX (the putative YusXY) or
YusZ has been described as a method to optimize heterologous protein secretion.
When deleted, secretion of heterologous AmyQ in B. subtilis was reported to increase
over 200%, similarly, when the corresponding homologs in B. licheniformis were mu-
tated, secretion of an heterologous protease also increased [240]. Even though there
is still characterization pending for these proteins, it is clear that these endopepti-
dases have key functions impacting the yield of secreted proteins and offer a promis-
ing target for strain optimization.

Another significantly up-regulated feature in B. pumilus MS32 is a WD40 repeat
domain containing protein. The transcriptional activity is low at 2.5h, increases at
4h, peaks at 7h and remains high until the last sampling point. Therefore, this pro-
tein could have an important role during the productive phase of the fermentation.
Interestingly, there is no homologous WD40 repeat domain containing protein found
in B. subtilis 168 or B. licheniformis MW3, according to the Proteinortho [188] analy-
sis. The PGAP annotation of this protein in B. pumilus was derived from detected
homology to the RefSeq entry WP_012009237. This protein is found in B. pumilus
SAFR-032, a strain famous for its tolerance to environmental stresses [317]. Pro-
teinortho [188] also revealed that this protein is present in every B. pumilus strain
analyzed, meaning that this could be a protein particular to the B. pumilus group.

There is no much characterization available for this WD40 repeat domain con-
taining protein. However, KofamScan [13] assigned the KEGG [163] entry K20332 to
the protein. The KEGG entry is associated to Quorum sensing pathways (ko02024).
In particular, K20332 has been characterized as part of the toxoflavin biosynthesis
pathway in Burkholderia glumae. In eukaryotes, the WD40 proteins are abundant
and usually function as scaffolds for the assembly of complexes with roles on sig-
nal transduction, transcriptional regulation, and ubiquitin-dependent protein degra-
dation [145]. The prokaryotic counterparts have been less characterized and seem
less abundant, nevertheless, involvement in signal transduction, protein folding and
transcription has been suggested [145].

A stress protein was also found in the top most significantly up-regulated fea-
tures of B. pumilus MS32. Homologous proteins are present in B. licheniformis and
B. subtilis and are encoded by yvgO. No COG, KEGG or GO term assignment was
found for this product. The YvgO protein in B. subtilis is secreted and has been de-
scribed as a general stress protein associated to survival in ethanol stress conditions
[250]. The expression of YvgO is under control of the alternative SigB sigma factor
and was found to be induced under phosphate starvation conditions [259]. After
the significant up-regulation of this protein at 4 hours, the transcriptional activity
further increased at 7 and 19 hours, reaching a maximum of 80564 TPM at 7 hours.
The transcriptional profile was assigned to Cluster 17 of figure 3.11, in which SigB is
also found. This stress protein in B. licheniformis MW3 has a different transcriptional
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profile and did not reached such high TPM values. For B. licheniformis the maximum
transcriptional activity of the stress protein happens at 19 hours reaching 475 TPM,
while the previous sampling points presented TPM values below 55.

Proteases and protein secretion

Besides the biotechnological and commercial relevance of Bacillus proteases, these
enzymes also play a key role in posttranslational regulation and maintaining pro-
tein homeostasis within the cell. Therefore, proteases of B. pumilus MS32 and B.
licheniformis MW3 were further analyzed and compared.

The wall associated WprA was highly transcribed by B. pumilus MS32 (Table
3.19). WrpA degrades misfolded or slowly folding secretory proteins, making it a
relevant quality control system. Without this function, defective proteins can ac-
cumulate and aggregate at the cell wall, which interferes with cell elongation and
cell wall synthesis, this can result in cell lysis [132]. In a productive fermentation,
proteases released by cell lysis can affect product yield, moreover, production of
properly folded proteins with the desired specificity might become affected if this
kind of quality control is absent. It was reported that WrpA enhanced pullulanase
production and specificity in B. subtilis [369]. This quality control function might
contribute as well in B. pumilus productive systems.

Regarding the Isp protease, the transcriptional profiles were different for B. pumilus
and B. licheniformis (Tables 3.19 and 3.20). For B. pumilus isp was more actively tran-
scribed in early time points and then a downshift was observed at 7 and 19 hours.
While for B. licheniformis the maximal activity was detected at 2.5 hours followed by
a downshift at the transition point and subsequent increase in transcription during
stationary growth. A role in protein processing during stationary phase has been
described for Isp, and it has not been linked to improved product production [132].
Expression of this intracellular protease is repressed during growth in presence of
branched chain amino acids [132], which seems to be the case for B. pumilus MS32.

AprX protease is non essential for growth or sporulation, it is a member of the
LexA regulon involved in the SOS response. Deletion of its encoding gene has been
associated to reduced secreted product degradation by AprX released by cell lysis at
late growth phase [132]. aprX showed high transcriptional activity at 19 hours for B.
pumilus while for B. licheniformis the maximum TPM was 4.1. This could represent
another optimization target.

MlpA activity has been reported to antagonize AprE expression, as it is involved
in regulation of extracellular proteases without DegU mediation, potentially by degra-
dation of a transcriptional regulator of aprE [132]. For B. pumilus maximal transcrip-
tional activity of mlpA occurred at 2.5 hours and then it decreased as the fermentation
advanced (Table 3.19). In the case of B. licheniformis the maximal activity also was
observed at 2.5 hours, however a second increase was detected at 7 hours followed
by a small decrease (Table 3.20). Membership to a particular regulon for this pro-
tease has not been determined [132], deeper examination of the clusters describing
the transcriptional profile of the encoding gene could be associated to potential reg-
ulon.
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Transcriptional profiles of ftsH differs between B. pumilus and B. licheniformis (Ta-
bles 3.19 and 3.20). While the highest TPM for ftsH for B. pumilus occurred at the
transition phase (1949.4), in B. licheniformis a two-fold downshift was observed at
this point, followed by a second activity peak at 7 hours. In B. subtilis, the mem-
brane protease FtsH participates in sporulation, protein quality control, secretion,
cell division, cell envelope stress and biofilm formation. The divergence in the ob-
served transcriptional profiles suggests different requirements of this protease by
these Bacillus species, perhaps according to the subpopulations defined during the
fermentation and groth phase. The peak at 7 hours in B. licheniformis contrasting to
the stable levels in B. pumilus could be related to initiation of sporulation processes,
as known targets of FtsH are Spo0E and Spo0M, [250]. Alternatively, it could be re-
lated to competence development functions of FtsH, as it was observed in B. subtilis
that FtsH is involved in competence, although the exact mechanisms is still to be elu-
cidated, lost of competence was reported in ftsH mutants [27]. Moreover, it has been
observed that the SigW regulon is induced in ftsH knockout strains of Bacillus sub-
tilis, however the mechanism behind is unknown. It was postulated that FtsH could
be involved in degradation of SigW or that FtsH absence leads to the accumulation
of products which trigger the SigW regulon [365]. The high TPM values observed
at early growth stages could be associated to the role of FtsH during cell division,
as it has been reported that FtsH locates at the septum in exponentially growing B.
subtilis [360]. In E. coli, FtsH has a role keeping balance between Sec translocase com-
ponents by degrading excess of SecY that is not in complex with SecE, however this
function has not been confirmed in Bacillus. Interestingly, FtsH has been proposed
as a target to inhibit biofilm formation [360].

It is of notice the different transcription profiles of htpX encoding the membrane
metalloprotease HtpX (Tables 3.19 and 3.20). While for both Bacillus the encoding
gene reached maximal TPM at the transition point, for B. pumilus the transcriptional
activity of this gene is high since the first sampling point and remains relatively high
until a down shift at 19 hours. In contrast, for B. licheniformis a strong 3.9 fold up
shift was observed a the transition point. followed by decreasing TPM levels. This
protease is involved in membrane quality control and in response to stress [132],
particularly that associated with growth at high temperatures [195]. In B. subtilis it
has been proposed that FtsH and HtpX have partially overlapping functionalities,
as growth under heat stress is impaired when both are absent but not if one of them
is present [195]. Perhaps the up shift at the transition point in B. licheniformis means
that this organism relies more on HtpX than in FtsH as response to the stress associ-
ated to the fermentation conditions.

Another difference between B. pumilus and B. licheniformis was found regarding
the SppA serine protease(Tables 3.19 and 3.20). This protein presented maximal tran-
scriptional activity at 4 hours in B. pumilus and remained relatively high during the
rest of the fermentation. In contrast, for B. licheniformis this protease reached peak
activity at 2.5 hours and remained down shifted until the end of the fermentation.
SppA has a role for optimal translocation and processing of secretory proteins, as it
cleaves signal peptide remnants and contributes to keep the membrane and secre-
tory machinery clear. It was shown in B. licheniformis that heterologous production
of nattokinase and α-amylase was increased by over expression of SppA [42]. The
naturally higher and more stable levels of sppA transcripts detected in B. pumilus
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MS32 during the fermentation could confer it an advantage over B. licheniformis re-
garding efficient secretory capacity. There are four candidate sRNAs predicted to in-
teract with sppA mRNA in B. pumilus (Table 3.19) which could contribute to its tran-
scriptional activity, for example, a strong positive correlation of 0.953 (pval=0.047)
was found for the putative srna2 and sppA mRNA, Annogesic [363] predicted en-
ergies for this interaction to be -19.12, -10.49 and -16.449 as determined by RNAup,
RNAplex and IntaRNA, respectively.

The protein secretion apparatus of Bacillus species has been subject of intensive
study. Development of industrial production platforms often require optimization
around bottlenecks that emerge due to the increased demand on the secretory ma-
chinery [240]. The potential regulatory sRNAs candidates proposed by the Anno-
gesic [363] analysis could be further investigated, and if regulatory activity is con-
firmed, such insight could be used in fine-tuning and optimization of productive
strains, which could help to overcome bottlenecks associated to the high demand on
the secretory apparatus and secretion related stress in bacteria.

For example, in B. subtilis overexpression of the signal recognition particle ftsY
has been associated to increased secretion of heterologous proteins [240]. The can-
didate regulatory sRNAs proposed by this study could be of aid regarding this mat-
ter, since for both B. pumilus and B. licheniformis the transcriptional activity of ftsY
showed a decrease during the productive phase (Tables 3.21 and 3.22).

The twin-arginine (Tat) translocation pathway of Bacillus remains as a less char-
acterized and exploited resource in comparison to the Sec pathway [77]. However
it has tremendous potential, as it offers the capability to export fully folded pro-
teins (even enzyme complexes and proteins associated with cofactors) [76, 258]. Ta-
bles 3.21 and 3.22 showed that maximal transcriptional activity of tatC and tatAE
occurred at 7 hours for B. pumilus MS32 and at 4 hours for B. licheniformis MW3. Sev-
eral potentially regulatory sRNAs were proposed as interacting partners for these
mRNAs. The transcriptional profile in MW3 is similar to the previous report of the
Tat system being more actively transcribed during the transition phase in B. alti-
tudinis BA06. This study contributes to the characterization of the Tat pathway in
biotechnologically relevant Bacillus species, which could aid to unlock its potential
for industrial application purposes.

Flotillins are protein chaperones associated to the membrane and contribute to
the organization of lipid rafts in eukaryotes. B. subtilis produces two flotillin-like
proteins, FloA and FloT, which have been suggested to have similar roles as eukary-
otic flotillins, being involved in the organization of membrane micro domains with
functions related to signal transduction, transport, and protein secretion [34]. floA
and floT were identified in B. pumilus MS32, and presented higher transcriptional ac-
tivity in early stages of the fermentation (Table 3.21). While in B. licheniformis MW3
transcription for FloA peaked at the transition point and transcripts remained abun-
dant during the rest of the fermentation. Interestingly, the Proteinortho [188] anal-
ysis, neither the PGAP based annotation, could identify an homologous protein to
FloT in B. licheniformis. It might be the case that its sequence diverges and is below
detection parameters of the software employed, given that it has been reported that
B. licheniformis and other close relatives of B. subtilis encode both floA and floT [34].
In B. subtilis it has been reported that flotillins contribute to organize the membrane
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environment for the proper functionality of the Sec machinery and secretion func-
tions were altered and reduced its absence [17].

4.4.1 Comparative analysis of key regulatory systems and potential inter-
acting sRNAs

To further characterize B. pumilus and understand its potential in comparison with
other established production platforms, it is useful to examine known key regulators
that determine, regulate and control the gene expression behind major metabolic
events. Some examples were presented in Tables 3.23 and 3.24 and are discussed
below.

DegS-DegU

The two component system response regulator DegU-DegS has a key role in syn-
thesis of degradative enzymes (such as aprE), competence development, biofilm
formation and capsule biosynthesis [204, 194]. The sensor kinase DegS phosphory-
lates DegU. Phosphorylated DegU (DegU-P) negatively impacts competence devel-
opment and swarming motility, while enhancing its own activity in a autoregulatory
loop. DegU-P induces production of extracellular degradative enzymes and poly-γ-
glutamic acid [204]. The small protein DegQ stimulates DegS activity over DegU
and is required for complete activation of DegU [194].

In B. pumilus degU presented high transcriptional activity since the first mea-
surement (1608.6 TPM), then peaked at the transition point with 2588.2 TPM and
remained high until the end of the fermentation (2211.4 TPM at 19 hours). The tra-
jectory of degU belongs to cluster 9 (Figure 3.10). The profile for degS corresponded
to that in cluster 5 (Figure 3.9), the activity had two peaks, one of 330 TPM at the
transition point and a maximum of 406.3 at 19 hours. In the case of degQ the tran-
scriptional activity gradually increased from 149.5 TPM until a maximum of 822.4
TPM at the last sampling point (Figure 3.10 and Table 3.23).

For B. licheniformis degU did not peak at the transition point like in B. pumilus,
rather the transcriptional activity showed a strong up shift at 4 hours but reached
the maximal TPM of 1086.2 at 19 hours (cluster 20, Figure 3.14). degS followed the
pattern described by cluster 7 (Figure 3.12) in which transcriptional activity increases
to a maximum TPM of 192.8 at 7 hours and then decreased. Another difference with
B. pumilus is the low abundance of degQ transcripts in regards to those of degS and
degU. In B. licheniformis, degQ trajectory corresponds to cluster 11 (Figure 3.13), in
which the transcriptional activity is downshifted for the first three sampling points
with TPM values below 50, and then increments at 19 hours reaching 73.1 TPM (Ta-
ble 3.24).

Transcriptional profiling points to DegU being more stimulated in B. pumilus
than in B. licheniformis (Tables 3.23 and 3.24). In the case of B. pumilus there is a two-
fold abundance of degQ transcripts in relation of degS at 7 and 19 hours, this could
result in higher phosphorylation of DegU, which in turn might lead to more cells
differentiating into the so-called "miner" type (producer of extracellular enzymes)
[204]. In contrast, for B. licheniformis degS transcripts were more abundant at those
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time points, exceeding degQ by 7.1 and 1.9 ratios.

Regarding potential sRNAs targeting components of this regulatory system, three
candidates were predicted for B. pumilus MS32 (Table 3.23). degU mRNA seem tar-
geted by srna18 and its transcriptional activity presented a strong positive correla-
tion, however it was not significant (0.873, pval=0.127). Two sRNAs were predicted
to interact with degS transcripts, srna1 and srna17. The candidate sRNA17 corre-
sponds to the Bpsr70 sRNA predicted for B. altitudinis, and it shows a positive but
not significant correlation with degS of 0.722 (pval=0.278). No interacting sRNA part-
ners were predicted for degQ mRNA.

For B. licheniformis there were seven sRNAs predicted to target degU mRNA
(srna8, srna39, srna40, srna45, srna50, srna65, srna68), four for degS mRNA (srna19,
srna32, srna65, srna70) and one for degQ (srna31) (Table 3.24). Most of the predicted
sRNAs had a negative correlation with its target, except srna8, srna50 and srna31.
The candidate srna8 had a correlation of 0.954 with degU transcriptional activity
(pval=0.046), with both depicting maximal TPM at 19 hours. In the case of srna39
there was a strong negative correlation is -0.993 (pval=0.007). The candidate srna39
appears to be relevant only at the start of the fermentation, as the maximum TPM
activity 114 was detected at 2.5 hours and then decreased to values below 5 TPM for
the remaining sampling points.

Given the influence of the Deg system in the production of extracellular enzymes,
it has caught the attention as an optimization target for industrially relevant strains.
Hypersecretion mutants (with mutations known as hy), for example degU32, pro-
duce artificially high DegU-P levels in the cells, which result in higher protease se-
cretion [33]. Upregulation of degU-degS has also been associated with higher pro-
tease yield in B. altitudinis [199]. Additionally, DegQ has been used as an enhancer
of pullulanase production in B. subtilis WB800 [74]. Moreover, the system also im-
pacts lipopetide production, knock out of degU had a positive effect on bacillomycin
D and fengycin synthesis in B. amyloliquefaciens fmbj [307]. Further detailed exami-
nation of the transcriptional profiles of members of the DegU regulon could revealed
the impact of the differences observed between B. pumilus MS32 and B. licheniformis
MW3 and such insight might be used for strain optimization.

Spo0A

Another well characterized regulator in B. subtilis is Spo0A, the master regulator for
sporulation initiation. Spo0A directly interacts with 143 genes according to Subti-
wiki [250] but its modulating impact reaches around 500 genes [319]. Phosphoryla-
tion of Spo0A (Spo0A-P) is the result of quorum sensing signals and phosphorelay
activation in which several histidine kinases and phosphatases interplay. The acti-
vated Spo0A-P binds to its target sequences which result in transcription activation
or repression. SpooA represses the transition state regulator AbrB, moreover its ac-
tivity impacts biofilm formation, cannibalism and competence development [319].

In B. pumilus spo0A transcriptional activity is represented by cluster 10 (Figure
3.10), which is down shifted at 2.5 and 4 hours, reaches a maximal TPM of 1033.9 at
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7 hours and remains high until the end of fermentation (1066.9 TPM). For B. licheni-
formis the pattern of increasing transcription is similar (cluster 16, Figure 3.13), how-
ever the maximal activity is reached until 19 hours (1232.8) with a two-fold increase
from the previous sampling point (632.5 TPM). Which points to differences in tran-
scription and regulation, even in such a conserved system between these two closely
related Bacillus species and how the development of spores might be timely different
for them.

From the predicted candidate sRNAs in B. pumilus, six could potentially target
spo0A transcripts (srna20, srna23, srna29, srna30, srna31 and srna40). A positive cor-
relation of 0.835 (pval 0.165) was found between srna29 and spo0A transcriptional
activities with both features reaching peak transcription at 7 hours (Table 3.23). In
the case of B. licheniformis, three sRNA candidates (srna24, srna33 and srna68) are
potential interaction partners of spo0A mRNA (Table 3.24). From those, srna68 had
a negative correlation of -0.854 (pval 0.146) with the putative target, which seem to
have a stronger impact during early time points of the fermentation as the sRNA
was not detected anymore at 7 and 19 hours.

Given the impact of Spo0A in regulatory circuits and developmental changes
mainly associated with stationary growth, it has been investigated for its effect in
the production of industrially relevant products that take place during this phase.
For example, it was described that deletion of spo0A resulted in loss of AprE syn-
thesis capacity, while its overexpression lead to increased AprE transcription and
activity in B. licheniformis 2709 [373, 374].

ComA

The master regulator ComA is a transcription factor that coordinates the regula-
tion and development of the competence program in B. subtilis. The kinase ComP
phosporylates ComA, phosphorylated ComA-P promotes the differentiation into
surfacting-producing and competent cells [204].

For B. pumilus MS32 comA and comP followed the transcriptional trajectories de-
picted in clusters 11 and 9 respectively (Figure 3.10 and Table 3.23). While comA
reached maximal transcription of 300.9 TPM at 19 hours with a peak of 220.6 TPM at
the transition point, comP transcripts were more abundant at 4 hours (254.1 TPM).

Three sRNA candidates potentially target comA transcripts in B. pumilus MS32,
srna0, srna3 and srna17 (Table 3.23). These three sRNAs respectively correspond
to Bpsr193, Bpsr178 and Bpsr70 previously reported in B. altitudinis [353], although
their physiological role remains to be elucidated. Both srna3 and srna17 showed
peak activity at 19 hours, and a positive but not significant correlation with comA.
The candidate srna5 seemed to target comP with a positive correlation and maximal
TPM of 282.8 at 7 hours.

Interestingly, a comP homologue was not identified in B. licheniformis MW3 by
the Proteinortho [188] analysis. The profile for comA corresponds to that in clus-
ter 15 (Figure 3.13, Table 3.24), which reached maximal transcription activity at the
transition point (83.4 TPM) and remained lower for the remaining time points. Two
candidate sRNAs appear as possible interaction partners for comA mRNA, srna12
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and srna29.

A significant increase in yield of iturin A was reported in B. subtilis ZK0 when
comA and sigA were overexpressed, with the additional benefit of inhibiting biofilm
formation [370]. If the regulatory roles of the candidate sRNAs are confirmed, they
could contribute in similar optimization strategies for B. pumilus strains of industrial
interest.

AbrA-Abba

The global transition state regulator AbrB interacts with genes determining differ-
ent cell fates such as sporulation, competence, motility, degradative enzyme produc-
tion, and biofilm formation. There are around 250 genes repressed by AbrB, which
are negatively regulated during growth in favorable conditions [356, 321]. AbbA
functions as an anti-repressor by mimicking the DNA phosphate backbone which
prevents AbrB from binding to their DNA targets [321].

In B. pumilus MS32 AbrB follows the transcriptomic trajectory depicted in clus-
ter 4 (Figure 3.9, Table 3.23), which describes an up-shift during exponential growth
followed by down regulation after the transition point. For B. licheniformis AbrB is
found in cluster 18 (Figure 3.14, Table 3.24) which follows a similar trajectory. In
both cases the maximum transcriptional activity is reached at 4 hours, with 310 and
1211 TPM (triplicate mean) for B. pumilus and B. licheniformis, respectively.

Regarding Abba, it belongs to cluster 10 for both Bacillus (Figures 3.10 and 3.13).
These clusters differ, for B. pumilus the trajectory increases gradually until the max-
imum transcriptional activity at 19. In the case of B. licheniformis, Abba is down-
shifted from the 2.5 time point to 4 hours and then it increases more sharply. More
interestingly, the ratio between AbrB and Abba also differ for these two Bacillus, par-
ticularly at the first two sampling points. While B. pumilus has a AbrB/AbbA ratio
of 0.84 and 0.98, B. licheniformis presents a ratio of 9.07 and 16.34, at 2.5 and 4 hours,
respectively. This could point to differences in the regulatory pathways of this mas-
ter regulator.

Actually, such an important regulator is under sophisticated controls systems
that fine-tune its activity. AbrB is also repressed by Spo0A [356], and more recently
it was found that three kinases can phosphorylate AbrB to prevent its DNA bind-
ing function [178]. Perhaps sRNAs also play a role in this regulatory system. In B.
pumilus none of the putative sRNA had a predicted interaction either with AbrB or
AbbA. However, in B. licheniformis two sRNA candidates (srna34 and srna43) could
potentially target AbrB and other two other (srna13 and srna25) AbbA. The pre-
dicted srna25 has a correlation of 0.976 (pval 0.024) with abbA transcriptional activ-
ity, and the calculated energies for this interaction are -15.99, -15.46 and -134.694 by
RNAplex, RNAup, IntaRNA as implemented within Annogesic [363], respectively.

AbrB has been used as a production optimization target. In the genome-reduced
B. subtilis MGB874 the constitutive expression of AbrB released the cell from the
burden of expressing the AbrB-regulated genes that lead to differentiated cell types
[356]. By maintaining the cell population in a undifferentiated state the bioproduc-
tivity was increased, as well as the metabolic flux of glycolysis and other pathways
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associated to a growth defect of the strain. Production of poly-γ-glutamic acid im-
proved, as well as the extension of the productive phase of cellulase compared to the
168 strain [356].

ScoC

The transition state regulator ScoC has a high impact on Bacillus physiology. It is
involved in motility, competence, membrane transport, oxidative stress response,
sporulation and motility [43], Subtiwiki [250] indicates 39 genes regulated by ScoC.
Moreover, it has been reported to negatively regulate the transcription of the pro-
tease encoding aprE [20, 43].

Transcriptional activity of scoC follows different patterns in B. pumilus and B.
licheniformis (Tables 3.23 and 3.24). For B. pumilus scoC transcription gradually in-
creases from 100.3 TPM until a maximum of 317.9 at 7 hours followed by a three
fold downshift at 19 hours (cluster 7, Figure 3.9). scoC was reported to have peak ac-
tivity during exponential growth and then declined in B. pumilus BA06 [129], which
is different from the observed data. In B. licheniformis scoC starts with high activity
at 2.5h, a sharp decrease at the transition point, reaching a maximal transcription
at 7 hours with 982.8 TPM and then it is down shifted at 19 hours, although not as
strongly as in MS32 (cluster 4, Figure 3.12). This points to interspecies differences
in regulation and adaptation to the fermentation environment, particularly at earlier
time points.

Higher levels of ScoC in the middle of the productive phase could have detrimen-
tal effects on the yield of industrial bioprocesses. However, the intricate regulatory
networks with often redundant systems in place, complicate the scenario. In B. sub-
tilis, ScoC is activated by AbrB and SenS (no SenS homologue was found in B. pumilus
MS32 or B. licheniformis MW3 by the ProteinOrtho [188] analysis) and repressed by
CodY and SalA (both present in the studied Bacillus strains). A study on regulators
of extracellular proteases in B. subtilis found that increased expression of aprE was
only achievable in a triple mutant with inactive CodY, ScoC and AbrB [20]. In con-
trast, higher extracellular protease activity was found for a B. pumilus BA06 mutant
with disrupted scoC [128]. None of the predicted sRNAs seem to interact with ScoC
transcripts in both of the Bacillus species studied.

CodY

CodY is another major transcriptional regulator, sensing levels of branched chain
amino acids (BCAAs) and GTP molecules. When their concentration decreases in
nutrition limiting conditions, derepression of CodY targets occur (for example rapA,
phrA, kinB, phrF, rapF [36]). This derepression activates systems leading to bacte-
rial adaptations to regulate nutrients and energy metabolism [319]. CodY also inter-
acts with TnrA (a regulator of nitrogen metabolism) and CcpA (regulator of carbon
metabolism) and has an indirect effect on synthesis of extracellular proteases by in-
teracting with ScoC [20, 319].

In B. pumilus MS32 CodY transcripts were highly abundant at 2.4 and 4 hours,
then they decreased at 7h, followed by a slight up shift at 19 hours (cluster 4, Figure
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3.9, Table 3.23). In contrast, for B. licheniformis CodY transcriptional activity peaked
at the first time point with a stronger down shift occurring at 4 hours, and a simi-
lar up shift towards the final sampling point cluster 14, Figure 3.13, Table 3.24. The
regulatory impact of opposite CodY transcriptional activities between these Bacilli at
the transition point is to be determined, and it requires careful evaluation given the
multiple interacting regulators associated with its effect. The earlier downregulation
of CodY in B. licheniformis could point to a more rapid exhaustion of nutrients and
earlier activation of adaptive responses, such as activation of alternative metabolic
pathways. An additional layer of regulation mediated by sRNAs could not be iden-
tified for the studied Bacilli species.

CsrA

The carbon storage regulator A CsrA has a post-transcriptional regulatory function
impacting flagellar morphogenesis. In B. subtilis CsrA binds to the flagellin hag tran-
script and occludes the Shine-Dalgarno sequence, impeding hag translation [231].
Additionally, a RNA chaperone role has been described for CsrA, in which it facil-
itates the interaction of the sRNA SR1 with its ahrC target mRNA, a transcriptional
regulator involved in arginine metabolism [232, 323].

The transcriptional profile of csrA differs between B. pumilus MS32 (cluster 9, Fig-
ure 3.10, Table 3.23) and B. licheniformis MW3 (cluster 17, Figure 3.14. Table 3.24) dur-
ing the fermentation. For MS32 transcriptional activity is down-shifted at 2.5 hours
and then increases reaching a TPM peak of 445 at 7 hours maintaining the up-shift
until 19 hours. On the other hand, for B. licheniformis it starts with high abundance
from the start of fermentation and reaches its maximum of 379 TPM at 4 hours fol-
lowed by a strong decrease instead. There was no sRNA candidate predicted by
Annogesic [363] with homology to SR1. However, according to the detection based
on the highly sensitive covariance models of RFAM both B. pumilus MS32and B.
licheniformis MW3 genomes could encode a RNA candidate with homology to SR1
(Table 3.14), which could be further examined in regards with their regulatory role.

Synthesis and assembly of flagellar components is a energy-expensive process, it
has been reported as particularly high for B. subtilis which can synthesize around 20
flagella per cell [231]. If the transcriptomic profile of csrA in B. pumilus MS32 related
to less energy invested in flagellar production, this could allow the cells to direct
resources to growth and probably to synthesis of proteins of industrial interest. In
fact, when the fla operon in B. subtilis was knocked out by CRISPR-dCas9 methods,
the production of amylase was significantly increased [89].

SwrA-SwrB

SwrA is known as the master activator of flagellar synthesis, it impacts the fla-che
operon by interacting with DegU-P. Within the operon sigD and swrB are also found.
More recently the regulatory functions of SwrA were extended beyond motility, as
it affects other DegU targets with important consequences for competence and pro-
tease production [84]. SwrB is required for SigD activity and has a key function in
the activation of the flagellar type III secretion export apparatus, mutants without
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SwrB were found defective in swarming [256].

SwrA follows contrasting transcriptional trajectories in B. pumilus and B. licheni-
formis (cluster 17 in Figure 3.11, Table 3.23 and Figure 3.14, Table 3.24 respectively).
For B. pumilus SwrA starts down-shifted at 2.5 hours, followed by an eight fold up-
shift at 4 hours and a peak activity of 1617 TPM at 7h, and remains abundant until
the last time point. In contrast, for B. licheniformis the maximal TPM of 271.7 was
detected at 2.5 hours and then the transcriptional activity was gradually decreased
to 22 TPM at 19 hours.

The transcriptional profile of swrB was also different. For B. pumilus the tran-
scriptional activity started high, peaked at the transition point (242.6 TPM) and then
was decreased (cluster 18, Figure 3.11). While in B. licheniformis the peak occurred
at 2.5 hours (334.08 TPM) followed by a strong three-fold down shift at 4 hours and
continued to decrease until the end of the fermentation (cluster 6, Figure 3.12).

The evidence points to these Bacilli eliciting different responses to the fermenta-
tion environment which triggered the regulatory and developmental changes asso-
ciated to motility in different time points. A recent report expanded the interaction
network of SwrA, and found that it also modules DegSU, which lead to a reduced
transcription of aprE as well as decreased secretion of cellulases and xylanases in B.
subtilis [84]. Here, swrA transcripts were highly abundant at 7 hours for B. pumilus,
if the negative effect observed for B. subtilis also applies for MS32, this could point
to a potential optimization target.

An additional level of regulation could take place regarding swrA and swrB ac-
tivities. For B. pumilus 2 candidate sRNAs potentially interact with swrA transcripts
(srna30 and srna31, the putative SsrA) and 3 with swrB mRNA (srna12, srna 39 and
srna42) (Table 3.23). The candidate srna39 was found to have a correlation of -0.905
(p-val 0.095) with swrB, the interacting energies predicted by RNAplex, RNAup, In-
taRNA were -17.36, -7.99 and -919.545, respectively. In B. licheniformis no candidate
sRNA was predicted to interact with swrB, while srna28 and srna71 could poten-
tially target swrA (Table 3.24).

SinR/I SlrA/R

In B. subtilis SinR is the primary transcriptional regulator coordinating biofilm for-
mation. During growth favorable conditions, it exerts negative regulation over the
epsA-O and tapA-sipW-tasA operons, which are essential for matrix production [225,
165]. Upon environmental changes to unfavorable conditions, quorum sensing sig-
naling triggers the production of SinI. SinI forms an heterodimer complex with SinR
which prevents its DNA binding function and leads to derepression of SinR targets
[165]. SinR also represses degU [242]. More recently, SlrR and SlrA were discovered
as paralogues of SinR and SinI, respectively, SlrA is a small peptide antagonist to
SinR. SinR represses the expression of slrR [177].

In B. pumilus sinR and sinI transcriptional activities follow cluster 17 (Figure 3.11).
However the abundance of sinR transcripts is 8 times higher than sinI at 2.5 hours
and remains three fold increased during the remaining time points. Both genes
reached maximal TPM of 450 and 146, respectively, at 19 hours. Transcription of
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slrA was rather down shifted during the first three sampling points and only peaked
with 140.5 TPM at 19 hours. Interestingly, slrR transcripts were very scarce during
the fermentation, the maximal detected TPM was 11 at 7 hours, TPM values were
below 10 for the rest time points (Table 3.23).

From the candidate sRNAs, srna36, srna10 and srna19 were predicted to interact
with sinR, SinI and SlrA, respectively. No interacting partner was found for slrR.
srna10 corresponds to the previously proposed Bpsr139 and a positive correlation
(0.544, pval 0.456) with SinI is suggested, although it has low significance, the inter-
action is supported by independent RNAplex, RNAup and IntaRNA analysis within
Annogesic [363], with an interaction energy of -221.331 predicted by IntaRNA. Ad-
ditional experiments are required to confirm the potential targets of these sRNAs
and their putative role within this regulatory circuit.

For B. licheniformis, sinR also reached peak activity at 19 hours with 311.8 TPM
and follows the trajectory described by cluster 16 (Figure 3.13) in which transcrip-
tion is downshifted until 7h. sinI was found in cluster 3 (Figure 3.12) and unlike B.
pumilus the transcriptional activity was rather low with a maximal TPM of 44.6 at 19
hours and activity below 15 TPM in the remaining time points. Similar to B. pumilus
sinR transcripts were found in excess compared to sinI, however SinR seems even
more abundant for B. licheniformis, with a SinR/SinI ratio of 22.3 at 2.5 hours and
between 7 and 15.2 at the other time points. slrR appeared also low and was not
detected at 19 hours, slrA reached a peak at 4 hours with 96.2 TPM (Table 3.24).

More candidate sRNAs could potentially interact with these regulators in B.
licheniformis. srna51 and srna61 (both matching RFAM:RF00168) are predicted part-
ners of sinR, while sinI was potentially targeted by: srna40, srna47, srna51 and
srna61. For slrA srna43 and srna64 are proposed as interacting sRNAs, as well as
srna62 for slrR. The putative srna40, matched the RFAM:RF00011 entry, which de-
scribes the ribozyme Ribonuclease P (RNase P). In B. subtilis the only reported tar-
gets of RNase P are precursor tRNAs, for which RNase P has a role in maturation.
However, due to RNase P ability to associate with 30S ribosomal subunits, it has
been suggested that it could cleave regulatory regions in mRNAs in order to induce
translation [25]. If the predicted interaction is confirmed experimentally this report
could expand the target range of RNase P.

Further analysis opportunities. The generated genomic and transcriptomic data
could be additionally interrogated and combined to generate significant biological
insights. For example, a pipeline integrating identification, inter-species compari-
son, and analysis of candidate sRNAs and their potential targets within an inter-
active visualization interface for easier interpretation was devised as a master the-
sis project. The pipeline was developed and implemented by Anton Robert Georg
Farr using this project’s data [87]. Figure 4.1 presents an overview of the resulting
pipeline, which is currently under further development.
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FIGURE 4.1: Overview of a bioinformatic pipeline for identifica-
tion and comparison of transcriptionally active sRNAs and their tar-
get mRNAs [87]. The pipeline processes RNA-seq data with Anno-
gesic [363] and READemption [104], identifies sRNAs, mRNA tar-
gets, scans closely related genomes for homologous sequences, per-
forms functional enrichment, and integrates the results in an interac-
tive report for exploratory analysis [87]. Figure provided by Anton

Farr.
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4.5 Conclusions and Outlook

The metabolically versatile genus Bacillus offers promising hosts for biotechnology
industry applications. Many of their natural adaptations can be exploited for in-
creased productivity. At the same time, some of their innate features (for exam-
ple, sporulation and Restriction-Modification systems) can also hinder the transition
from wild strains to productive industrial workhorses. By having good genetic ac-
cessibility, a strain of interest can be studied and modified for indsutrial purposes.
Several methods for bacterial transformation have been developed, but adapting the
protocols for recalcitrant strains is still challenging. This was evidenced by the dif-
ferent failed attempts to transform B. pumilus DSM27.

This work presented a comparative genomic analysis of B. pumilus strains, to-
gether with two B. subtilis and B. licheniformis representatives. The first portion of
analysis showed that the novel isolate MS32 corresponds to the B. pumilus species,
and it is close to the type strain DSM27. Therefore it was a suitable candidate for
fermentation experiments and further transcriptomic studies.

A comprehensive characterization of Bacillus genomes in terms of prophages, In-
sertion Sequence elements, CRISPR-Cas systems, antibiotic resistance determinants,
Restriction Modification systems, proteases, secretion machinery, and clusters for
biosynthesis of secondary metabolites was presented. This provided an overview
relevant features of interest during the development and optimization of productive
hosts. For instance, the identified RM systems offered an explanation for DSM27
limited genetic accessibility. Moreover, unexplored potential in B. pumilus regard-
ing bioactive compounds was highlighted. For example the putative novel class III
lanthipeptide and the NRP-Polyketide type of product which seemed highly active,
but remains to be characterized. Similarly, there is a repertoire of enzymes with
promising applications, such as the cyanide dihydratase which could be used for
detoxification purposes.

Bacillus species have the capacity to exploit a diverse range substrates. Their ro-
bust and versatile metabolism allows the processing of cheap carbon and nitrogen
sources such as agro-waste materials, which is in line with sustainable production
goals. The comparison of metabolic maps indicated that the main pathways ob-
served in B. licheniformis and B. subtilis are also present in B. pumilus, which points to
similar metabolic capacities. Nevertheless, B. pumilus transport systems, particularly
related to amino acid transport and metabolism were more abundant. Furthermore,
regarding iron acquisition mechanisms, B. pumilus appears to be able to exploit ad-
ditional iron sources, and genes for those transporters were highly transcribed.

Comparative genomic analysis could be expanded to add more genomes of B.
pumilus and other Bacillus species. Additional analysis could include determination
of: core and pangenomes, genomic islands, carbohydrate active enzymes, and de-
termination of virulence factors against specialized databases.

An optimized protocol for RNA isolation from industrially relevant Bacillus sam-
ples was developed. The modifications generated RNA of high quality, purity and
integrity which translated into high quality RNA-seq libraries. Moreover, the pro-
tocol could be transferred to other bacteria of biotechnological interest from which
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standard isolation methods fail to deliver RNA of optimal quality.

By studying Bacillus organisms in fermentation conditions, not only we gain in-
sight of the biological traits that allows them evolutionary success in a wide range of
environments, but we also generate knowledge that aids in bioprocess engineering
strategies. A collection of clusters describing the transcriptional profiles of genomic
features of B. pumilus and B. licheniformis across the fermentation time points was
generated. This could be integrated with the DEG analysis output to identify signif-
icant changes in those transcriptional profiles. This would point to which elements
are most (significantly) relevant at different growth phases and potentially form part
of shared regulatory networks. Additional analysis could include identification of
regulatory recognition motifs within clusters to further elucidate these networks.

The comparative transcriptomic analysis allowed to investigate B. pumilus and
B. licheniformis responses in conditions similar to industrial fermentation processes.
A catalog of transcriptionally active sRNAs (including known and putative novel
ones) was identified for B. pumilus and B. licheniformis. They were characterized and
their transcriptional profiles were determined. Moreover, candidate mRNA targets
were proposed. These results could be used for global coexpression analysis and in-
ference of regulatory networks showing the full range of targets of a given candidate
sRNA and its potential regulatory effect.

Proteases and the secretory machinery of B. pumilus and B. licheniformis were
characterized by determining and comparing their temporal expression profiles and
putative interacting sRNAs. Knowledge on such elements is beneficial to solve bot-
tlenecks in productive processes. This work also elucidated potential interactions
with regulatory effects at different phases of the fermentation, particularly regard-
ing known global regulators coordinating major cellular processes, metabolism and
features of industrial interest like production of degradative enzymes. For example,
it was discovered that DegU was the most actively transcribed regulator (from the
studied set) in B. pumilus, and sRNAs interacting with degU transcripts were sug-
gested. The proposed interactions need to be experimentally validated, by Northern
Blot, for example. Once characterized, novel sRNAs could be integrated in the cre-
ation of covariance models and submitted to resources like RFAM, which in turn
would aid in the identification of more sRNAs in other bacterial genomes.

By generation of cDNA libraries from the isolated RNA of B. subtilis (which were
collected from parallel fermentation runs and processed in the same way as the B.
pumilus and B. licheniformis samples), the comparative transcriptomic analysis could
also be expanded. Another interesting line of study could be the determination of
methylation profiles for these Bacillus species. This could add another relevant layer
of regulation with impact for biotechnological applications.

In conclusion, investigation on Bacillus organisms as microbial cell factories is
required for a transition towards a circular bioeconomy. This study characterized
B. pumilus from comparative genomics and transcriptomics perspectives. The data
integration from the selected approaches demonstrated to be useful to generate rele-
vant insights. Therefore, does B. pumilus represent a bacteria with potential as a high
performance expression platform? B. pumilus shares many relevant and desirable
features with species offering established cell factories, such a secretion machinery,
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versatile metabolism, fast growth, and robustness in fermentation conditions. Addi-
tionally, it appears superior in amino acid and iron transport systems. It also offers
novel compounds for yet uncharacterized applications. Transcriptomic data con-
tributed to identify major regulatory nodes impacting cell performance, particularly
sRNA regulators. B. pumilus offers a good candidate for biotechnological applica-
tions. This study not only contributed to the understanding of Bacillus biology, but
also promises to support the development and optimization of B. pumilus as a high-
performance expression platform.
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Chapter 5

Science communication, "secreting"
discoveries outside academia

Chapter 1 contextualized investigations on Bacillus industrial production platforms
as part of a bioeconomy-oriented society framework. Therefore, there is an addi-
tional aspect to explore regarding the research presented so far: science communi-
cation. This is an element often overlooked in research, however it has profound
impacts for society in general. This chapter presents a brief commentary on science
communication, its diverse functions, challenges, benefits, and overall relevance.
As a small application case, perception indicators about Bacillus and biotechnology
were collected from internet and a graphic communication product is proposed as a
way to address those impressions.
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5.1 Sharing the passion

Despite some perceptions of science as impersonal, objective and evidence-oriented,
scientific work involves passion and curiosity. The amount of hours, weekends,
years, and resources devoted to the investigation of an organism, a question, or
method, reflects it. Passion fuels daily efforts and creativity, while promoting re-
silience in the face of adversity [147]. For a scientist, sharing that passion can go
beyond publications in specialized journals, conference presentations, and lecture
halls. There is a whole world of possibilities for science communication with broader
and diverse audiences.

There are discussions around the definition of science communication (SciCom)
and how it relates to other concepts (often used interchangeably), such as: public
understanding of science, scientific culture, public engagement, scientific literacy,
research communication, public communication of science and technology (PCST),
public awareness of science and science journalism [40, 166, 246]. For the purposes of
this chapter, which is not meant as an exhaustive review on the topic or a technical
discussion into communication paradigms, science communication can be under-
stood as an umbrella term. This therm, depending on the balance of factors such
as: the target audience, goal, media, message, and communication strategy, could be
narrowed to more specific terminologies.

Figure 5.1 presents general aspects of what can be understood as science com-
munication based on the so-called journalistic questions. The figure was produced
at the Guild Summer School 2021, hosted by the University of Glasgow. The school
was promoted by the Guild of European Research-Intensive Universities and was
aimed at PhD candidates from multiple disciplines and from across Europe. The
graphic product was created by non-experts in communication, rather by future re-
searchers from different areas, and therefore lacks some of the nuances that would
allow a more thorough description. A comprehensive definition is presented in the
following box.

"Science communication (SciCom) may be defined as the use of appropriate skills,
media, activities and dialogue to produce one or more of the following personal
responses to science (the vowel analogy)

• Awareness, including familiarity with new aspects of science

• Enjoyment or other affective responses, e.g. appreciating science as entertain-
ment or art

• Interest, as evidenced by voluntary involvement with science or its communi-
cation

• Opinions, the forming, reforming, or confirming of science-related attitudes

• Understanding of science, its content, processes, and social factors

Science communication may involve science practitioners, mediators, and other
members of the general public, either peer-to-peer or between groups" [40].
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FIGURE 5.1: Infographic presenting an overview of research commu-
nication as produced within the 2021 Summer School of the Guild of

European-Research-Intensive Universities.
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As shown in figure 5.1, there are many reasons to engage in SciCom activities.
For example, given the amount of public funding dedicated to research, accountabil-
ity is one of the functions of SciCom. As scientists, it is part of our responsibilities to
share with the public the results (and impacts for society) of the investigations that
are funded, otherwise from the public’s perspective, the investment lacks justifica-
tion, interest is lost, and funding decreases.

Moreover, science communication is necessary for key actors to make informed
decisions. From the general public in day to day interactions, to policy makers,
stakeholders, investors, companies, and institutions, these are all agents who con-
tribute in the creation of a society agenda of priorities. The relevance of taking sci-
entific knowledge out of the ivory tower is increasingly recognized, notably from
academia itself. For instance, a recent publication [316] made an urgent call for mi-
crobiology literacy in society. Given the pervasive and profound impact of microbes
in our lives (from the human microbiome and industrial activities, to the entire bio-
sphere scale), the authors proposed to include microbiology in the public education
curricula and envision a Microbiology literacy framework [316].

To inform and inspire, that is another reason to participate in SciCom. As evi-
denced by several surveys and studies, there is a great appetite and increasing inter-
est in science by society in general. For instance, a 2015 report by the Welcome Trust
found 63% of the people surveyed interested in hearing about scientific discover-
ies directly from researchers [56]. Moreover, as scientists, there is a responsibility,
an ethical compromise, to engage and nurture the next generation of scientists, this
can take place even before they arrive to university campuses. By participating in
SciCom activities, we can inspire young individuals to pursue STEAM paths. For
example young girls, and consequently contribute to increased female representa-
tion in scientific areas.

The recent COVID-19 pandemic is a great example evidencing the need and the
importance to inform about science. Suddenly, there was a high demand to know
about viruses and the immune system by general public and audiences who needed
the information but lacked specialized training. Information about everyday sci-
entific methods, such as PCR and sequencing, was necessary for people outside
academia in order to make informed decisions that had deep repercussions on pub-
lic health policies. Conversely, the pandemic also highlighted the risks and con-
sequences of misinformation, which lead to conspiracy theories and the spread of
non-scientific views. Institutions, like the World Health Organization, made a call
for scientist to serve as communicators and help combat misinformation trends [5,
24]. Were scientists ready to answer the call? Will we be prepared enough for the
next time?

Undoubtedly, research is labor-intensive, demanding, and time-consuming. Sci-
entists joggle between teaching, supervision, operative maintenance of research fa-
cilities, writing, presentations, grant applications and research itself. Barriers to Sci-
Com by researchers include limitations regarding: time, funding, opportunity, and
training, as well as lack of value recognition for SciCom engagement [56]. Therefore,
formal incentives and acknowledgments are required if researchers are expected to
add SciCom to their activities. Fortunately, this has been recognized, and nowadays
research funding agencies are shifting to encourage SciCom elements in grant ap-
plications. For example, The European Union’s Seventh Framework Program for
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Research and Technological development promotes participants to "communicate
and engage with actors beyond the research community" [246].

“We are, as a species, addicted to story.
Even when the body goes to sleep, the
mind stays up all night, telling itself
stories.”
— Jonathan Gottschall, The story-
telling animal: How stories make us
human [120].

Even though the SciCom task might ap-
pear as challenging for scientists, there are in-
tersections between SciCom and specialized
scientific communication. After all, communi-
cation skills are also required within research,
where scientist also assume storytelling roles.
This ability is exercised when choosing the
story frame of an article or a conference pre-
sentation, and Why? Because stories are en-
gaging and a natural aspect of human interactions. Stories facilitate understanding
and help to consolidate knowledge. Further elements of this intersection between
SciCom and technical communication include: clarity, defined messages, coherence,
and awareness of the target audience.

Moreover, there are direct benefits for researchers who engage in SciCom activi-
ties. Those include [56]:

• Development and improvement of communication skills.

• Appreciation of the research value from a non-academic perspective (which
can impact study designs and aims).

• Satisfaction and fulfillment by interaction and exchange with the public.

• Expanded research impact (and visibility) by reaching broader audiences. This
is of particular interest in a context moving from the "publish or perish" view
to a "be visible or vanish" perspective. [22]

• Further exchange with specialists from different areas, which starts conversa-
tions with the potential to develop into exciting multidisciplinary projects.

SciCom can take many forms: science café, pint of science, science slams, science
festivals, exhibitions, school visits, blogs, newsletters, videos, podcasts, infograph-
ics, magazine articles, comics, art, music, social media posts, games etc.

5.2 Case of study: Bacillus and biotechnology

As discussed in Chapter 1 the transition towards a circular bioeconomy is of great
relevance to face current day challenges. Biotechnology strategies, like production,
optimization, and implementation of enzymes produced by microorganisms play
a key role within this transition. Therefore the study of microbial cell factories,
such as Bacillus species, is of special interest. Nevertheless for a successful social
transformation to a more sustainable model, this knowledge must be spread out of
academia and reach policy makers, stakeholders, consumers, and society in general
[170], therefore, science communication strategies are needed.

There are SciCom strategies already promoting Bacillus species. They are mostly
focused on B. subtilis. For example, the microbe of the 2023 year by VAAM (Associ-
ation for General and Applied Microbiology) is B. subtilis. The "Microbe of the Year"
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is an initiative to highlight the role that microorganisms play in ecology, health, nu-
trition, and economy. Similarly, a recent publication introduced B. subtilis natto ap-
plications for plant protection and in the production of natto (fermented soybean)
[186]. The twist, the article was addressed to children instead of researchers. It was
published in the journal Frontiers for Young Minds, which aims to make scientific
discoveries available to younger audiences. They do so by encouraging scientists
to write shorter and easy-to-comprehend versions of their usual manuscripts, these
articles are freely available to educators around the world.

5.2.1 Perceptions around Bacillus

Creation of a novel environmentally friendly product or technology is not enough if
the public, policy makers, and specially potentially consumers are not taken into ac-
count [170]. Communication in general is a two-way road, SciCom is not only about
researchers telling broader audiences about their investigations and their impact,
but it is also an opportunity for dialogue. There has been a shift from the "deficit
model", a linear perspective that considers the public’s knowledge as inadequate
and their role as passive, towards a "contextual or participative model", in which
there symmetry in the flow between science and its publics [40].

There are online tools to collect and summarized data about the most related
search terms and questions associated with query words. This is helpful to gain
understanding of public’s perceptions, gaps, and attitudes around a given topic.
By doing so, communication strategies can take place and be tailored to the target
audience and its needs. Of course there are more focused tools aimed to specific
groups of interest, for example targeted surveys and focus groups. Regarding gen-
eral online inquiries, AlsoAsked https://alsoasked.com/ gathers the information
from the "People also ask" section of Google search results. And AnswerThePub-
lic https://answerthepublic.com/ collects data from Google’s auto-suggest field.
As a brief example, the prompts "Bacillus" and "Biotechnology" were given to Al-
soAsked and "Bacillus" and "pumilus" were passed to AnswerThePublic. The Fig-
ures 5.2 and 5.3 present the result of those inquiries.

https://alsoasked.com/
https://answerthepublic.com/
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FIGURE 5.2: Diagram summarizing the most common questions as-
sociated to the terms "Bacillus" and "Biotechnology" as generated by

AlsoAsked https://alsoasked.com/

https://alsoasked.com/
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FIGURE 5.3: Summary of the most related questions around
"Bacillus" and "pumilus" as collected by AnswerThePublic https://

answerthepublic.com/

From the Figures 5.2 and 5.3 it is shown that some concerns around B. pumilus,
and Bacillus in industry in general, are regarding biosafety, particularly pathogenic
potential. For example in both figures variants of "Is Bacillus (pumilus) pathogenic?"
and "Is Bacillus harmful or helpful?" are often found.

Noticeably, the figures also evidence interest ("How does Bacillus affect humans?"
and "Why is Bacillus important to humans?"), and maybe a gap to very fundamental
questions, such as "Where is Bacillus commonly found?". Interestingly, by searching

https://answerthepublic.com/
https://answerthepublic.com/
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the term "Bacillus" particular species were frequently found, for example: B. subtilis,
B. anthracis, B. megaterium and B. thuringiensis. Perhaps those species already form
part of public’s perceptions and could be used as anchors to further introduce other
organisms, like B. pumilus, for instance by reiterating what makes B. pumilus closer
to safe-to-use organisms (B. subtilis) and what differentiates it from virulent ones (B.
anthracis).

5.2.2 "From Zero to Hero" an infographic series about Bacillus

"Just like Bacillus species secrete enzymes and incorporate the processed products to support
cell growth, science communication brings knowledge outside academic environments and
returns relevant feedback to promote scientific advancements"

This work could be translated to broader audiences and used to address some of
the concerns found in the previous section. The "From Zero to Hero" series could be
used to present different stories around Bacillus. The first one presents "A Bacterial
Journey from Soil to Industry". It starts by exposing the "Why". Why do we need
enzymes?, Why are they relevant? It states a purpose within a bigger bioeconomy
context, and uses common day examples (which are relatable for the lay audience).
The examples of detergents, bread, and paper allow to make a direct more personal
link than just data and numbers. After the why is presented and relatable examples
are given, then Bacillus organisms are introduced. One of the common questions is
answered: Where are Bacillus found? and are they safe to use for industrial appli-
cations? Then, some of the features that make Bacillus great production hosts are
briefly introduced. The goal was to keep few short ideas per image.

More of the insights generated by this project could be included in the future. For
example, some insights from the comparative genomic analysis. Prophage content
could be presented as internal time bombs with potential implications in produc-
tivity, etc. These could be part of an infographic series to be distributed over social
media for instance.

The last two graphics are conceptual cover proposals on how the series could be
expanded to further Bacillus topics, in this case applications of bacterial pesticidal
proteins for crop protection strategies and against nematocidal infections ( See 6)



 A BACTERIAL
JOURNEY

FROM SOIL TO
INDUSTRY

FROM ZERO TO HERO:

Or the checkpoints a bacterium
crosses to reach a bioreactor  and

become a microbial  enzyme
factory

 

WHY DO WE
NEED ENZYMES?

 

Enzymes make our l ives easier ,  they are proteins that
speed up chemical  reactions that otherwise would take
too long to occur .  Enzymes have many applications.  

FOR EXAMPLE:
The enzyme β-galactosidase breaks down

the lactose in milk so we can produce
lactose-free milk .

ENZYMES FOR A
BETTER WORLD

Enzymes are key for  a  more
sustainable economy .  We can
replace toxic chemicals  with

biological  processes .
Enzymes are biodegradable!

 
 Bioeconomy refers  to the

production and use of  renewable
sources in products ,  processes

and services .
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ENZYMES FOR A
BETTER WORLD:

Enzymes that break proteins .

Detergents contain proteases to attack and

remove stains .

Better  detergents al low to use lower

temperatures and shorter  laundry cycles

and so we save energy and water .

PROTEASES

ENZYMES FOR A
BETTER WORLD:

Enzymes that break starch into smaller  sugars .

In backing  industry amylases are used to

produce soft  and f luffy  bread.

Some amylases even increase shelf- l i fe .

Use of  amylases reduces waste and costs .

AMYLASES

Enzymes used to break down plant f ibers.  

Xylanases faci l i tate pulp processing in paper

industry,  they replace harmful  chemicals  and

reduce the t ime of  mechanical  treatments .

Xylanases help to  consume less energy  and

decrease pollution .

ENZYMES FOR A
BETTER WORLD:
XYLANASES 
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Fast  growth

Versati le  metabolism

Stress endurance

Diverse and eff icient enzymes

Bacil lus are a group of  bacteria commonly found in soi l

L i fe  in soi l  must endure harsh condit ions 

Bacteria in soi l  compete for  survival .

SOIL BACTERIA AND
ENZYMES

Some members of the Bacillus group
are great competitors due to: 

(for example: nutrient availability, changes in
temperature, salinity and humidity). 

BACILLUS ARE NATURAL
ENZYME FACTORIES
The features that make Baci l lus successful  in

soi l  also makes them great enzyme producers

Industr ial  enzymes are produced by

microorganisms cult ivated in bioreactors .

The process is  general ly  cal led fermentation

Bacteria used in industry are careful ly

checked to ensure safety

Safe to use microorganisms:

Do not produce toxins

Do not cause diseases

Are not resistant to antibiotics

(BIO)-SAFETY FIRST
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Bacil lus bacteria have a fast  and

versati le  metabolism

They can grow on cheap substrates

Fast  growth means shorter  fermentations

Shorter  fermentations save energy and

resources

BACILLUS ARE NATURAL
ENZYME FACTORIES

They have export  systems to secrete enzymes

to the outside

Enzymes break down complex materials  into
smaller  nutr ient units

Bacteria take those nutr ients back in and use

them to grow and reproduce

BACILLUS ARE NATURAL
ENZYME FACTORIES

No need to break the cel ls
open to col lect  the product

This  faci l i tates enzyme
recovery and saves costs

 

Bacil lus can reach high cel l  densit ies

They are robust enough to tolerate

crowded condit ions

More bacterial  cel ls  within a bioreactor

translates to more enzyme producers

BACILLUS ARE NATURAL
ENZYME FACTORIES
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 A BACTERIAL
ALLIANCE TO

PROTECT
CROPS

FROM ZERO TO HERO:

Or how to f ind the r ight al l ies
against  agricultural  pests

 A BACTERIAL
BATTLE

AGAINST
PARASITES

FROM ZERO TO HERO:

Or how to use bacterial  proteins
to ki l l  intestinal  worms
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Chapter 6

Publications and manuscripts

This chapter includes the following publications and manuscripts:

• RNA of high yield, integrity and purity from industrial Bacillus, an improved
method. Status: under review

• The complete genome of Bacillus pumilus MS32, insights on biotechnological
production platforms. Status: under review

• IDOPS, a Profile HMM-Based Tool to Detect Pesticidal Sequences and Com-
pare Their Genetic Context. Status: published

• Comparative Genomics of Chromosomally-Encoded Pesticidal Genes Reveals
a Novel Prophage-Associated cry Cassette. Status: in preparation
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Abstract

Isolation of RNA of enough quality for downstream applications can turn burdensome, but remains critical for
significant and reproducible results. Several commercial kits are available for reference organisms like E. coli K12 or
B. subtilis 168 growing under optimal laboratory conditions. The situation for productive Bacillus strains growing at
high cell densities in industrial fermentations is completely different. Our aim was to optimize an acid guanidinium
thiocyanate–phenol–chloroform based protocol to return RNA of high yield, integrity and purity from Bacillus samples
collected from small-scale fermentations resembling industrial conditions. The improved protocol includes modifications to
overcome challenges such as: highly active RNases, incomplete cell lysis, organic extraction contaminants, high cell density
media, poor precipitation efficiency and low RNA integrity. Phase Separating Gel facilitates this type of extractions,
we describe how to prepare it using common laboratory supplies. By the implemented modifications, RNA samples
from B. pumilus and B. licheniformis across all fermentation stages were suitable for generation of RNA-seq libraries.
Library quality was further confirmed by determination of transcript integrity number (TIN). This protocol contributes
to the study and characterization of biotechnologically relevant bacteria, which in turn facilitates the development and
optimization of microbial cell factories.

Key words: RNA isolation, RNA-seq, RNA integrity number (RIN), RNA yield and purity, Transcript integrity number
(TIN), Industrial Bacillus, fermentation

Introduction

Purified RNA of high quality is the starting point for several

molecular biology methods, including reverse transcription

quantitative real-time PCR (RT-qPCR), northern blot,

microarray-analysis and next-generation RNA sequencing

(RNA-seq) [56]. Advancements in these techniques enabled the

study and growth of RNA biology, allowing gene expression

analysis, transcriptomic profiling, discovery of novel non-coding

RNAs, biomarker detection, etc. [59, 1, 21, 48]. These kind of

investigations have not only highlighted crucial roles of RNA in

cellular mechanisms, but also deepen our understanding on how

an organism orchestrates genomic information into functional

protein expression.

Selection of a RNA isolation approach, as the preceding

step for many molecular techniques and assays, is critical.

Considerations regarding sample collection, isolation conditions,

RNA storage and compatibility with downstream applications

are necessary to generate biologically significant results.

Additionally, intrinsic features of the organism(s) of interest

and the sample source are also variables to contemplate,

sometimes in a case-dependent fashion. [33, 20, 37, 56, 15, 12,

18]. Generally, RNA isolation efforts are directed to retrieve

RNA of the highest possible quality in terms of purity, yield

and integrity. Organic extraction methods, column-based kits,

and more recently, magnetic particle technologies are in the

repertoire of RNA isolation alternatives [9, 50, 56].

Described by Chomczynski and Sacchi in 1987 [5,

6], and regarded as a gold standard [56], the acid

guanidinium thiocyanate–phenol–chloroform (AGPC) approach

is the method of choice in many laboratories. Compared to

silica column methods, AGPC extractions are more versatile

and robust, moreover they tend to retrieve higher yields of RNA

[9, 61, 50, 62]. This is in part because commercial RNA isolation

kits are developed and tested primarily with model organisms

and in standard laboratory conditions, but fall short with more

challenging strains and complex sample sources, such as the

high cell density broth within a bioreactor.

Unlike domesticated laboratory strains, bacteria selected for

their biotechnological performance, like many Bacillus strains,

tend to be on the ”challenging to handle” side of the spectrum

[18]. For example, some highly productive industrial strains of

the species B. pumilus encode very active RNA degradation

systems. In consequence, this leads to RNA of insufficient

quality for RNA-seq when using standard kits and protocols.

© The Author 2023. Published by Oxford University Press. All rights reserved. For permissions, please e-mail:
journals.permissions@oup.com
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The genus Bacillus is composed by Gram-positive,

endospore-forming bacteria with a wide distribution in nature

[35]. Members of the B. subtilis clade, such as B. subtilis, B.

licheniformis and B. pumilus are highly used in biotechnology

[49, 17]. These organisms excel as industrial workhorses due

to its rapid growth-rates, robustness, and capacity to produce

and secrete high amounts of extracellular enzymes, such as

proteases, amylases and xylanases [8, 17, 19]. Additionally, they

are considered as safe, there is a sound knowledge base and wide

set of genetic manipulation techniques developed around them

[49, 30].

However, as Gram-positive bacteria, Bacillus also posses

a cell envelope composed of 50% - 80% of peptidoglycan,

with around 10% of it being in association with teichoic acid,

making these cells harder to lyse [51]. This constitutes a barrier

to efficient high yield RNA isolation [18]. The difficulty to

remove or inactivate ribonucleases (RNases) is another common

obstacle to preserve RNA integrity and yield [37, 12, 15].

Despite the challenges, transcriptomic studies of Bacillus

from conditions close to application scenarios like high cell

density fermentations are crucial to understand the regulatory

events that lead from substrate to product [17].

Current society goals regarding environment protection,

energy supply and climate change, call for a transition into

a circular bioeconomy framework [7]. Industrial biotechnology,

which includes the development and optimization of microbial

cell factories, is regarded as a key step in this transition

[25, 43, 60].

By understanding the endogenous characteristics of a

productive Bacillus strain, its performance and product yield

can be optimized. This is achieved by integrating several

”omics” approaches, like genomics, proteomics, metabolomics

and transcriptomics [17]. The last one of course, implies

isolation of high quality RNA. RNA yield, purity and integrity

are critical for the significance and reproducibility of such

studies [50]. Therefore, we engaged in optimizing a RNA

isolation protocol, with the focus on Bacillus of industrial

interest and downstream RNA-seq applications.

We choose 3 species of Bacillus to run fermentations

supporting high cell densities and resembling industrial

conditions. The small-scale bioreactors were sampled at

different time points of the whole process, and we used

a modified phenol-based RNA isolation protocol highly

implemented in literature as starting point [44]. However,

samples from the bioreactors yielded RNA of poor quality,

inadequate for RNA-seq experiments. Then we asked: what

changes could result into increased RNA quality in terms of

yield, integrity and purity? The improved protocol returned

RNA suitable for RNA-seq applications. Moreover, it is

consistent, reproducible, and adaptable, as we describe why

and how the isolation steps could be modified to maximize

RNA quality. This is relevant beyond our selected Bacillus,

as the modifications here described can be applied in research

of other biotechnologically relevant bacteria.

Materials and Methods

Preparations
Water for buffers and stock solutions was treated overnight with

0,1 % DEPC (diethyl-pyrocarbonate, Carl Roth, Karlsruhe,

Germany) and autoclaved (20 minutes, 121 ℃) before

utilization. ”DNA-/DNase-/RNase-/PCR inhibitor free” low

binding micro tubes (Sarstedt, Nümbrecht, Germany) were

used during RNA extraction steps and for RNA storage. Sample

processing, RNA handling, and library construction steps were

done inside a RNA-dedicated laminar flow cabinet (AURA-

PCR model from BIOAIR, Pero (MI), Italy). Before and after

each work session the UV lamp of the cabinet was turned on

for 20 minutes. Pipettes and work surfaces were further cleaned

with RNase-ExitusPlus (AppliChem, Darmstadt, Germany).

Analytical grade reagents and pipette tips with filter were used.

Buffers and solutions

The Killing-Buffer is composed of 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5 (Carl

Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany), 5 mM MgCl2 (Merk, Darmstadt,

Germany) with 20 mM NaN3 (Merk, Darmstadt, Germany)

and stored at 4 ℃. The Lysis Buffer consists of 4 M Guanidine

Thiocyanate (Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany), 25 mM sodium

acetate pH 5.2 (Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany), and 0,5%

N-lauroylsarcosinate (Sigma-Aldrich, Taufkirchen, Germany),

this buffer can be stored at 4 ℃ for up to three months. Before

RNA extraction the Lysis Buffer was placed in a water bath

at 55 ℃. A solution of sodium-acetate (Carl Roth, Karlsruhe,

Germany) 3M, pH 5.2 was also prepared. Buffers and solutions

were sterilized with 0.22 µm filters into new RNase-free tubes.

Phase Separating Gel

Phase Separating Gel (PSG) was prepared by mixing

MOLYKOTE high vacuum grease (QUAX, Otzberg, Germany)

with 12 % SiO2 (particle size 0,5-10 µm, Sigma-Aldrich,

Taufkirchen, Germany) in a 50 mL Falcon Tube with a metal

spatula (it takes some time to homogenize due to its viscosity).

Around 0,3-0,5g of the mixture were transferred to 2 ml low

binding tubes, briefly centrifuged, autoclaved twice and UV

treated (20 min) before usage. The use of common laboratory

supplies such as high vacuum grease and SiO2, to prepare

customized PSG is based on previous work [40] and also

described in biology blogs [26, 27].

Lysis Tubes

Glass beads of 0.1 mm and 0.2-0.5 mm (Carl Roth, Karlsruhe,

Germany) were mixed in a 9:1 ratio and approx. 350 mg were

transferred to 2 mL tubes with screw cap. The lysis tubes were

autoclaved twice and stored. Shortly before the RNA extraction

75 µL of Buffer RLT (QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany) plus 1%

BME (beta-mercaptoethanol, Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany)

were added and the lysis tubes were placed in a pre-cooled metal

stand.

RNA isolation
Figure 1 depicts a schematic representation of the steps

performed to isolate RNA from industrial Bacillus samples.

To start, cell pellets were taken out from the -80 ℃ freezer,

placed in a cold metal stand, resuspended in 150 µL of

Buffer RLT (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) plus 1% BME (beta-

mercaptoethanol, Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany) by pipetting

up and down and transferred to the pre-cooled lysis tubes.

Cell disruption was carried on a FastPrep-24 high-speed tissue

homogenizer (MP Biomedicals, Eschwege, Germany) in three

rounds of 40s with 1 minute ice incubation in between rounds,

the equipment was set at 6.5 m/s. After cell disruption, 600

µL of pre-warmed Lysis Buffer (55 ℃) were added and the

sample was distributed in two 2 mL tubes containing the Phase

Separating Gel (transfer of some glass beads does not affect the

following steps).
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One volume of PCI (Phenol-Chloroform-Isoamyl alcohol

at 25:24:1, pH 4.5-5, Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany) was

added (e.g. 700 µL) to the samples, then the tubes were

inverted 5-10 times and mixed at 700 rpm, for 3 minutes in a

Thermomixer comfort device (Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany)

with occasional inverting (1-2 times). Then, the samples were

centrifuged at 13000 rpm for 6 minutes at room temperature

(MiniSpin Plus centrifuge, Eppendorf, Hamburg Germany).

After centrifugation the Phase Separating Gel locates between

the organic phase at the bottom of the tube and the upper

aqueous phase. This facilitates the complete retrieval of the

RNA-containing layer without carry-over or contamination

from the interphase. The upper phase was transferred to a new

2 mL tube where one volume of PCI was added and the sample

was inverted 5-10 times, mixed at 700 rpm for 3 minutes and

centrifuged at 13000 rpm for 6 minutes. The upper aqueous

phase was collected and transferred to a new 2 mL tube. Then,

one volume of CI (Chloroform-Isoamyl alcohol at 24:1, Carl

Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany) was added. Samples were inverted

5-10 times before mixing at 700 rpm for 3 minutes, followed

by centrifugation at 13000 rpm for 6 minutes. Afterwards, the

upper phase was carefully collected and transferred to a new 2

mL tube, to which 1/10 volume of sodium acetate (3M, pH 5.2,

Carl Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany) was added followed by 1 µL of

glycogen (Peqlab, Erlangen, Germany). The sample was gently

vortexed for 3-5 seconds before addition of 2 volumes of ice

cold absolute ethanol (Sigma-Aldrich, Taufkirchen, Germany),

then it was mixed by vortexing and placed on the Thermomixer

for 10 minutes, 700 rpm at 22 ℃ (Some precipitate might be

already visible at this point). Finally, the samples were placed

at the -20 ℃ freezer overnight.

RNA precipitation
After overnight incubation, the RNA precipitated from the

solution and was collected by centrifugation before further

ethanol washes to remove contaminants and ensure sample

purity. A refrigerating centrifuge (Model 5417 R, Eppendorf,

Hamburg, Germany) was pre-cooled to 4 ℃ and the samples

were centrifuged at 13000 rpm, 20 minutes at 4 ℃. The

supernatant was carefully decanted to avoid dislodging the

pellet and 1 mL of cold 70% ethanol was added. The tube was

placed in the centrifuge so the pellet migrates to the opposite

wall during centrifugation at 13000 rpm at 4 ℃, 20 minutes. The

supernatant was again decanted without disturbing the pellet

and 1 mL of cold ethanol 70 % was added before repeating

the centrifugation step, this time placing the tube so the pellet

moves to the original position. The supernatant was carefully

decanted and the remaining ethanol was collected by pipetting

after a quick spin. To dry the pellet, the tubes were opened

for 6 minutes, room temperature, inside the RNA-dedicated

bench (over-drying of the pellet must be avoided). Nuclease-

Free water (VWR International GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany)

was pre-warmed at 52 ℃ and used to resuspend the RNA

pellet. Finally the sample was incubated on ice for 3 hours

before storage or further processing. Samples were initially

resuspended in 50 µL of Nuclease-Free water and in case

Qubit measurements indicated a concentration higher than 500

ng/µL, additional 50-150 µL of water were added accordingly.

Quality Assessment
The extracted RNA was evaluated for purity, yield and integrity

using the following devices: a Nanodrop Spectrophotometer

(ND-100, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA), QuBit (catalog

Fig. 1. Workflow for the RNA isolation from industrial Bacillus samples.

Schematic representation of the optimized protocol here described. PCI:

Phenol-chlorofom-isoamyl alcohol, CI: Chloroform-Isoamyl alcohol, BME:

beta-mercaptoethanol

#Q32857, with the RNA Broad Range assay kit, Invitrogen)

and a BioAnalyzer (Agilent 2100, Prokaryote Total RNA

Nano assay, Agilent Technologies, Inc). For our application

case RNA-seq libraries where generated, allowing for an

additional quality control: determination of the transcript

integrity number (TIN). TIN number was obtained with the

tin.py function of the RSEQC package [58] (version 4.0.0) using

as input alignment files and a genome reference in .bed format.

Application case
The improved RNA isolation protocol was applied to samples

from three Bacillus species of industrial interest. First B.

subtilis 168 ∆ yqfD as model organism and well characterized

cell factory, B. licheniformis MW3 ∆ yqfD representing

another established production platform and B. pumilus

MS32 as emerging expression host. The selected strains are

germination negative mutants, as it is commonly required to

prevent contamination and additional sterilization costs within

industrial facilities.
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Fermentation conditions and sampling

B. pumilus MS32, B. licheniformis MW3 ∆ yqfD [47] and B.

subtilis 168 ∆ yqfD were re-activated from lyophilized cultures

and precultured twice during 16 and 6 hours, respectively,

before inoculation of 0.5 L bioreactors. The pH within the

fermenter started at 6,9 and afterwards controlled to 7.10 +/-

0.2 with 12.5% NH3 or 12.5% H2SO4. Aeration was set to 0.5

vvm, the stirred speed was 1200 rpm, and the temperature

37 ℃. Super rich fermentation media consisted of: 2% Yeast

Extract, 2.5% Tryptone, 1% NaH2PO4 x2 H2O, 1% Na2HPO4

x2 H2O, 1% Saccharose and 0.5% Potato Extract Glucose

Broth.

The fermentations were done at the Research and Development

facilities of AB Enzymes GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany.

Triplicate fermentation runs were done for each organism.

Bioreactors were sampled at 4 time-points: 2.5, 4, 7 and 19

hours after inoculation. Fermentation broth was mixed with

half volume of partially frozen Killing-Buffer (also referred as

killing slurry) and 150 µL aliquots were made (250µL in the

case of 2.5 hour samples). The microtubes were centrifuged 12

minutes, 13000 rpm, at 4 ℃, quickly froze in liquid nitrogen

and stored at -80 ℃ freezer until shipment on dry ice and RNA

isolation as described above.

Library Preparation

After RNA isolation 24 samples were prepared for sequencing

(12 B. licheniformis and 12 B. pumilus). DNA was

digested with the Ambion™ TURBO DNA-free™ Kit (catalog

#AM1907, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, USA), in

presence of RiboLock RNase Inhibitor (catalog #EO0381,

Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, USA). Following digestion,

the samples were purified with RNeasy MinElute Cleanup

kit (catalog #74204, QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany) and a

control PCR was done to ensure effective and complete DNA

digestion. Afterwards, rRNA was enzymatically degraded

with the Illumina Ribo-Zero Plus rRNA Depletion Kit

(catalog #20040526, Illumina, Inc., San Diego, USA) using

species-specific probes ordered from IDT (Integrated DNA

Technologies, Inc., Iowa, USA). Then the samples were purified

using Agencourt RNAClean XP beads (catalog #A63987,

Beckman Coulter Life Sciences, Krefeld, Germany). The

NEBNext® Ultra™ II Directional RNA Library Prep Kit for

Illumina (catalog #E7760, New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA,

USA) with Unique Dual Mutiplex Oligos (catalog #E6440) was

used to prepare cDNA libraries. Sequencing was done on ...

(NovaSeq specs?).

Bioinformatic processing

FastP [4] (version 0.20.1) was used to asses the quality of

the RNA-seq libraries, the detection of adapter sequences was

enabled as well as the overrepresentated sequences analysis and

the base-correction based on overlapping regions, the length

filtering option was disabled. FastQ files with reads passing

the FastP filter were passed to READemption ([13], version

1.0.10) for alignment and further analysis. Alignment files in

BAM format were used as input to calculate the TIN number

as described above.

Results and Discussion

Here we present an optimized RNA isolation protocol for

bacterial samples of industrial interest. Figure 2 compares

the improved protocol with a method traditionally used for

Bacillus. The conventional method described by Petersohn et.

al [44] was later on applied and adapted to multiple other

studies [42, 31, 53, 24, 2, 63, 45]. The figure also summarizes

the main advantages the optimized protocol, which will be

discussed below.

Despite protocols and commercial kits for RNA isolation

being available, no method can be universally applied [33].

Particular source materials and organisms still turn to be

challenging when the goal is to produce RNA of high

yield, quality and integrity. We faced such challenges when

isolating RNA from non-standard Bacillus species sampled

from bioreactors resembling industrial fermentation conditions.

Figure 3 shows the yield and integrity obtained in early

isolation rounds. An early protocol variation (disruption in

Killing Buffer) successfully generated RNA of good quality

for B. subtilis (RIN=9.7, 872 ng/µL), however, for the

closely related B. licheniformis (RIN=7.1, 1063 ng/µL) and

B. pumilus(RIN=5.4, 506 ng/µL) the RNA integrity was

unsuitable for the downstream RNA-seq applications. As the

samples were collected and processed in parallel, this pointed

species-related differences behind the poor RNA integrity.

Moreover it highlighted the need to further adapt and optimize

the RNA isolation steps.

A possible explanation for the decreasing RNA integrity

scores is endogenous ribonucleases being more abundant or

active in B. licheniformis, and particularly in B. pumilus. In

fact, some B. pumilus strains are investigated for its capacity

to produce and secrete RNases with promising antiviral [10, 46]

and anticancer [22] applications. A similar ribonuclease has also

been described in B. licheniformis [41]. These soil bacteria

might have evolved such RNases as an adaptation to use

alternative phosphate sources under nutrient-limiting growth

conditions, or even to use as bacteriocins against other bacterial

populations [54, 41].

Cell disruption is a critical step in which RNA is

highly vulnerable to the degrading activity of RNases.

[36]. Lysis buffers often contain chaotrophic salts, like

Guanidinium thiocyanate, to denature and prevent the nuclease

activity. However, incomplete cell disruption can leave RNases

unexposed to inactivating agents. The cell wall of Gram positive

organisms imposes an efficient barrier to commonly used lysis

buffers [55, 51], therefore, protocols often include additional

disruption methods [18].

We selected bead beating in a high speed tissue homogenizer

to ensure fast and complete cell disruption. The ice

incubation steps are necessary to prevent sample overheating

by mechanical forces, which has been reported as a potential

drawback of long beating periods, leading to RNA degradation

[32]. This lysis method has proven successful for difficult-

to-crack organisms besides Gram-positive cells, such as

filamentous fungi [32] and some environmental samples from

complex matrices [33].

Other protocols recommend incubation with lyzozyme to

digest the Gram-positive cell wall [55, 23], nevertheless this

can result detrimental to the RNA integrity as endogenous

RNases might become active during the incubation period [14].

As alternative, a micro-dismembrator device is conventionally

used to disrupt Gram-positive cells, briefly, the sample is placed

in a Teflon vessel, liquid nitrogen is added, and a tungsten

carbide bead breaks the cells in cycles of 2 minutes [44].

Despite its effectiveness, the micro-dismembrator can process

only one sample at a time and requires careful cleaning and

assembly of the Teflon recipient in between samples. On the
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Bead-beating with buffer 
RLT plus BME

2 rounds PCI
1 round CI

Phase Separating Gel
Low binding tubes

Ethanol precipitation, 2 
washes with ethanol 70%
Glycogen as co-precipitant

Warm resuspension

Cell disruption
Micro-Dismembrator with 

liquid Nitrogen

3 rounds PCI
2 rounds CI

1 round diethyl ether

Ethanol precipitation, one 
wash with ethanol 70%

- Fast RNase inactivation 
- Process multiple samples at a time
- Avoid cross-contamination
- No need for liquid Nitrogen

- Full recovery of aqueous phase 
- Avoid interphase contamination
- Higher yield

- Pellet becomes easier to handle
- Better precipitation efficiency
- Higher purity

RNA extraction

RNA precipitation 
and resuspension

Conventional method Optimized method Advantages

Steps

Fig. 2. Comparison between conventional and optimized methods for RNA isolation from Bacillus samples. This overview highlights the main differences

and advantages of the method here presented. PCI: Phenol-chlorofom-isoamyl alcohol, CI: Chloroform-Isoamyl alcohol, BME: beta-mercaptoethanol.

contrary, by bead beating we can disrupt multiple samples

simultaneously, avoid the need of liquid nitrogen, and the risk of

cross-contamination between samples by sharing the recipient,

making this alternative more convenient (Figure 2).

Pilot extractions, such as those depicted in Figure 3, were

done by bead beating the cells in presence of killing buffer.

Other tests included: disrupting in killing buffer supplemented

with 1% beta-mercaptoethanol, and in lysis buffer (data not

shown). Despite the last one having Guanidinium thiocyanate

as inactivating agent, the N-lauroylsarcosinate produced

foaming which prevented complete cell lysis. The best outcome

was achieved by changing to buffer RLT supplemented by 1%

beta-mercaptoethanol. Buffer RLT also contains guanidinium

salts and addition of beta-mercaptoethanol further contributes

to RNase inactivation by reducing the disulphide bonds in

the tertiary structure of RNases [28, 38]. One disadvantage

of beta-mercaptoethanol is its high toxicity and volatility,

Dithiothreitol (DTT) has been recommended as a less toxic

alternative [38].

Despite its advantages and popularity, phenol-chloroform

based methods still require careful pipetting of the upper

aqueous phase, which contains the RNA. The interphase is

difficult to see and sensitive to agitation [33], imposing the

hurdle to obtain as much of the upper phase without disturbing

the interphase, while avoiding to take-in from the lower phase.

If this step is not done properly, phenol contamination can

affect subsequent enzymatic steps, and DNA leftovers will cause

biases in quantification and downstream RNA-seq analysis due

to the generation of reads derived from DNA instead of RNA.

To facilitate phase discrimination one can add 8-

hydroxyquinoline to the phenol, which prevents its oxidation

and turns it yellow, moreover it is a partial RNase inhibitor

[12]. Commercial extraction solutions, such as TRIzol, are

also colored in order to ease phase handling. Some protocols

recommend to leave a small volume of the upper phase behind

to avoid the risk of contamination, nevertheless this translates

to reduced yield. We found the use of Phase Separating Gel as

the best option to recover the RNA containing layer. It creates

a physical barrier that blocks the organic phase and cell debris

below, which not only avoids contamination but also allows for

full recovery of the aqueous phase.

There are commercial options to the Phase Separating Gel,

such as 5PRIME Phase Lock Gel (QuantaBio), PhaseMaker

(Invitrogen) or Phase Divider Gel (Sigma-Aldrich), however

they represent a higher cost and might not be suitable for

every buffer system. For example, manufacturer indications

recommend to use PhaseMaker tubes only in combination with

TRIzol-based extractions. Here we describe a lesser known and

cost-efficient alternative which can be easily customized to work

with buffers and solutions of diverse densities [26, 27, 40]. For

example, the density of the high vacuum grease was increased

by addition of SiO2, so it could properly migrate and locate at

the interphase, this was due to the high salt content of the lysis

buffer. Figure 4 shows examples of PSG with different SiO2

concentrations, and how they migrated during testing rounds.

The chloroform-isoamyl alcohol (CI) step is recommended to

remove traces of residual phenol, proteins, lipids and detergents

that could remain associated with the RNA containing phase

[33]. The amount of PCI and CI steps vary in literature, some

protocols include an additional extraction with diethyl ether as

well [39, 29]. Given the effectiveness of the PSG to separate

the upper aqueous phase, the amount to PCI/CI rounds could

be reduced, making this protocol more time-efficient. To avoid
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B. pumilus
RIN: 5.4

506 ng/µl

B. licheniformis
RIN: 7.1

1063 ng/µlBL

B. subtilis
RIN: 9.7

872 ng/µl

Fig. 3. RNA of high integrity is more difficult to obtain in non-model

organisms. Bioanalyzer electropherograms show how an earlier version of

the RNA isolation protocol successfully generated RNA of high integrity

for B. subtilis but required optimization in the case of B. licheniformis

and B. pumilus. The samples were processed in parallel with a protocol

that used disruption in presence of killing buffer instead of buffer RLT

supplemented with beta-mercaptoethanol.

0% SiO2 7% SiO2 10% SiO2

Fig. 4. Addition of SiO2 allows the Phase Separating Gel (PSG) to stay

at the interphase. Due to the high salt concentration of the lysis buffer, it

was necessary to increase the density of the PSG so it could properly

migrate and stay between the organic and the aqueous phases of the

phenol-chloroform RNA extraction. Notice the cell debris being effectively

separated from the RNA-containing layer. Arrows point to the PSG with

different SiO2 concentrations.

RNA left behind every time the sample is transferred to a new

tube, low-binding tubes are preferred [3].

Regarding RNA precipitation, glycogen is added as a co-

precipitant [34], this has two advantages. First, glycogen turns

the pellet visible which facilitates sample handling and prevents

accidental loss when decanting. Second, as an inert carrier, it

allows to retrieve higher yields of RNA without interfering with

downstream enzymatic applications, such as cDNA synthesis.

To ensure sample purity, we preferred precipitation on ethanol.

Salts are less soluble in isopropanol [16] and tend to precipitate

together with the RNA, specially if the incubation is not done

at room temperature. Another advantage of using ethanol

is its volatility, making the drying of the pellet easier [15].

A systematic investigation on factors influencing nucleid acid

precipitation found that overnight precipitation at -20 ℃ has

better recovery when compared to 2 hour incubations, in the

same investigation the authors reported higher yield for miRNA

precipitated in ethanol in comparison to isopropanol [34].

The improved protocol was applied to the B. pumilus and

B. licheniformis samples collected at different time points of

small-scale fermentations. Table 1 depicts a characterization

of the RNA obtained by the optimized isolation protocol.

By applying the changes described above, it was possible to

obtain RNA of high integrity, purity and yield from previously

unsuccessfully isolated samples (Figure 3). The average yield

for B. pumilus samples was 392.8 ng/µL (min = 240 ng/µL,
max = 676 ng/µL), while for B. licheniformis it was 590.4

ng/µL (min = 266 ng/µL, max = 1521 ng/µL), which provided

enough material for cDNA library construction. It is of notice

that all samples had RNA integrity numbers (RIN) above 8,

which is commonly accepted as high quality RNA suitable for

RNA-seq experiments. For both organisms, RIN values were

generally higher at earlier sampling points, nevertheless even

from 19 hours samples, RIN was still higher than 8. The

improved protocol successfully retrieves optimal RNA despite

the accumulation of dead cells and by-products within the

high cell density fermentation broth. These factors tend to

complicate the RNA extraction procedure. Difficulties to obtain

high quality RNA from Bacillus at late growth stages has been

reported before [18]. Another common challenge is to obtain

enough RNA from early time points, where there is a smaller

ratio of bacterial cells in comparison to the highly concentrated

complex media components. Here we prove that the measures

adopted to maximize yield were efficient to isolate RNA even

at 2.5 hours after inoculation of the bioreactor.

Beyond raw data quality assessment, there are other metrics

that inform a researcher about the quality of an RNA-seq

experiment before proceeding with downstream analysis. One

of those metrics is the TIN value. First introduced in 2016,

this metric stands for Transcript Integrity Number (TIN) and

evaluates the mRNA integrity at sample and single transcript

levels [57]. Calculation of TIN score is part of recommended

guidelines for RNA-seq data assessment, which is of major

relevance in order to avoid biases affecting downstream analysis

such as identification of differentially expressed genes [52]. TIN

score correlates to RIN values, and since it can be determined

for each transcript, it is useful to correct biases such as those

arising from differential RNA degradation [57]. RIN values

have the disadvantage of being indirect estimations, relying

in rRNA integrity and providing a number for the sample as

a whole, which not necessarily reflects the state of all RNA

species present in the sample. [11]. Therefore it is good practice

to determine RIN values before committing to a RNA-seq

experiment as a general indication for the sample, but ideally

this should be complemented by calculation of TIN scores.
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Table 1. Feature summary for the RNA isolated from B. licheniformis MW3 ∆ yqfD and B. pumilus MS32. Time points represent

sampling time after bioreactor inoculation, values correspond to the mean (n=3) ± standard deviation. Absorbance ratios were determined

by Nanodrop spectophotometer, RIN values as reported by BioAnalyzer and TIN scores as calculated by RSEQC package. RIN:RNA Integrity

Number, TIN: Transcript Integrity Number.

B. pumilus B. licheniformis

2.5h 4h 7 h 19h 2.5h 4h 7h 19h

A260/280 2.05 ± 0.04 2.05 ± 0.01 2.07 ± 0.01 2.00 ± 0.03 2.06 ± 0.02 2.06 ± 0.02 2.05 ± 0.03 2.07 ± 0.07

A260/230 2.11 ± 0.25 2.17 ± 0.26 2.09 ± 0.20 1.42 ± 0.22 1.64 ± 0.59 1.80 ± 0.60 2.09 ± 0.28 1.90 ± 0.35

RIN 9.63 ± 0.06 9.07 ± 0.21 8.83 ± 0.15 8.50 ± 0.44 9.73 ± 0.15 9.50 ± 0.26 8.73 ± 0.84 8.43 ± 0.15

TIN 87.80 ± 0.30 88.29 ± 0.16 86.63 ± 1.43 87.62 ± 0.59 87.27 ± 0.64 85.28 ± 0.30 86.28 ± 0.92 82.97 ± 5.11

Timing is the main limitation of this optimized protocol,

particularly when compared to commercial kits and purification

columns. Preparation of the Phase Separating Gel, overnight

incubations and additional washing steps consume time. Use of

hazardous substances such as phenol and beta-mercaptoethanol

imply additional protective measures and adequate disposal

management. Nevertheless, these are compensated by the

results and the advantages of the changes described. These

modifications are worth of consideration in situations where

other methods failed to deliver optimal RNA quality and

samples are precious. Like in our application case, were the

sample amount per time point was limited and repetition of the

whole fermentation experiments would have been too costly.

This optimized protocol overcomes the following challenges:

1-) Working with non-standard, difficult to lyse organisms with

highly active RNases, specifically Bacillus of biotechnological

relevance; 2-)Recovery of RNA of high purity out of complex

media such as a fermentation broth; and 3-) Retrieving RNA of

high integrity, and yield from early and late sampling points of

a fermentation, each of which entail their own complications.

Moreover, we described how to prepare and customize a Phase

Separating Gel, which improves the isolation and is more cost-

efficient than the commercial alternatives. We believe this

protocol, or at least some of its modifications, could be applied

in other similar experimental setups.

A great amount of time, dedication and resources were

invested in the optimization of this protocol. Similar research

focused on organisms of industrial interest might benefit from

the modifications here described. By giving a more direct

path to RNA of optimal quality, downstream analysis can

take place earlier. Ultimately, this opens the door to a better

understanding of the behavior of bacteria under industrial

fermentation conditions, which in turn favors the so needed

development, application and optimization of microbial cell

factories.
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ABSTRACT Bacteria from the Bacillus genus are widely used in industrial protein9

production. B. pumilus is a new emerging expression platform for enzymes. The op-10

timization of a production strain strongly benefits from genomic data, therefore we11

present the complete annotated genome of Bacillus pumilusMS32.12

GENOME ANNOUNCEMENT13

Bacillus pumilus is a ubiquitously distributed Gram-positive endospore-forming bac-14

terium (1). The strain MS32 rapidly reaches high cell densities that produce and se-15

crete large amounts of enzymes, a feature shared with other members of the Bacillus16

genus. B. pumilus strains have been identified as production hosts of valuable com-17

pounds like surfactins (2), lipases (3), laccases (4), chitinases (5), keratinases (6), colla-18

genases (7) and other proteases (8, 9), attracting the interest of food, feed, detergent,19

leather and paper industries (10). B. pumilus is also investigated for agronomic (11, 12),20

probiotic (13, 14) and antitumor (15) applications.21

B. pumilusMS32 was isolated from soil (North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany). After22

cultivation on LB media, total DNA was extracted with the MasterPure complete DNA23

and RNA purification kit following manufacturer recommendations (Epicentre, Madi-24

son, WI). Libraries were prepared from 1.5 µg of high-molecular-weight DNA using25

the Ligation Sequencing SQK-LSK109 and the Native Barcode Expansion (EXP-NBD114-26

Barcode5) kits. Sequencing was done with a MinION Mk1B device, SpotON flow cell27

R9.4.1, andMinKNOW21.06.0 as recommendedby themanufacturer (OxfordNanopore28

Technologies). GuppyHAC5.0.16wasused for demultiplexing andbase calling. NanoFilt29

2.8.0 (16) was used for trimming (13bp at each end) and filtering (average quality score30

> 12, length > 1000bp). Illumina short reads (provided by AB Enzymes) were processed31

with Fastp (17) by trimming (6bp at the front) and clipping (slidingwindow size=4,mean32

quality ≥ 20). A hybrid de novo assembly of processed long (262 001) and short (333

795 211) reads was done by Unicycler 0.4.9 (18) with conservative mode and default34

parameters. Annotation was done by PGAP 2021-07-01.build5508 (19). Average nu-35

cleotide identity (ANI) between the strain MS32 and complete B. pumilus genomes at36

NCBI was calculated with PyANI 0.2.11 (20). The genome was further characterized37

with antiSMASH 6.0.1 (21), PhiSpy 4.2.19 + VOG database (vog210, http://vogdb.org/)38

(22), ISEScan 1.7.2.3 (23) and CRISPRCasFinder 4.2.20 (24).39

The genome of B. pumilus MS32 consists of a single 3,824,664bp chromosome,40

with a G+C content of 41.6% and encodes 3,712 proteins. ANI values with B. pumilus41

strainsNCTC10337 (97.66% ) andBIMB-171(97.50%) confirmMS32 as amember of the42
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species. MS32 encodes all genes necessary for genetic competence. Genome analysis43

of MS32 revealed: 2 prophage regions, 37 IS elements, and one CRISPR array with no44

cas gene. antiSMASH indicates 13 putative secondarymetabolite gene clusters, includ-45

ing those for lichenysin, plantazolicin and bacillibactin production. A gene cluster for a46

lanthipeptide of the less known class III seems unique to MS32. This characterization47

points to particular features and optimization targets to further develop B. pumilus48

MS32 as an industrial production platform.49

Data Availability: The genome of B. pumilusMS32 is available at DDBJ/EA/GenBank50

(accession number CP092829). Raw reads are at the NCBI sequence read archive:51

SRR18190495 (Illumina) and SRR18190496 (Oxford Nanopore). B. pumilusMS32 is part52

of Westerdijk Institute’s public collection, strain number CBS 140336.53
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142 Chapter 6. Publications and manuscripts

6.1 Additional work

The Bacillus genus is full of species with biotechnological application potential be-
yond those within the B. subtilis clade. As strains from B. subtilis and B. licheniformis
dominate the field of industrial enzyme production, B. thuringiensis undeniably rep-
resents the bacterial champion in the fight against agricultural pests. B. thuringiensis
takes protein production to the next level, by producing high amounts of pesticidal
proteins efficiently packed as parasporal crystals. These proteins are widely imple-
mented in crop protection strategies as environmentally friendly alternatives. The
first publication of this section presents IDOPS, a tool developed to aid in the iden-
tification and comparative genomics study of pesticidal proteins. The second entry
corresponds to a manuscript in preparation, which reports pesticidal sequences in
an uncommon chromosomal location and associated with a prophage region.
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Biopesticide-based crop protection is constantly challenged by insect resistance. Thus,

expansion of available biopesticides is crucial for sustainable agriculture. Although

Bacillus thuringiensis is the major agent for pesticide bioprotection, the number of

bacteria species synthesizing proteins with biopesticidal potential is much higher.

The Bacterial Pesticidal Protein Resource Center (BPPRC) offers a database of

sequences for the control of insect pests, grouped in structural classes. Here we

present IDOPS, a tool that detects novel biopesticidal sequences and analyzes them

within their genetic environment. The backbone of the IDOPS detection unit is a

curated collection of high-quality hidden Markov models that is in accordance with

the BPPRC nomenclature. IDOPS was positively benchmarked with BtToxin_Digger

and Cry_Processor. In addition, a scan of the UniProtKB database using the IDOPS

models returned an abundance of new pesticidal protein candidates distributed across

all of the structural groups. Gene expression depends on the genomic environment,

therefore, IDOPS provides a comparative genomics module to investigate the genetic

regions surrounding pesticidal genes. This feature enables the investigation of accessory

elements and evolutionary traits relevant for optimal toxin expression and functional

diversification. IDOPS contributes and expands our current arsenal of pesticidal proteins

used for crop protection.

Keywords: biopesticide, hidden markov model, insecticidal protein, toxin identification, pesticidal, genetic

context, IDOPS, comparative genomics

1. INTRODUCTION

Agricultural management strategies regard biopesticides as an environmentally friendly alternative
to the chemical formulations used to suppress invertebrate pests (Mnif and Ghribi, 2015;
Kachhawa, 2017). Plant-associated, soil, and entomopathogenic bacteria are a natural source of
agents with pesticidal potential. Among those, Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) strains and their derived
crop protection products are safe for humans, highly specific to the targeted pests, and affordable to
manufacture in bulk, making Bt the most successful biopesticide implemented worldwide (George
and Crickmore, 2012; Jouzani et al., 2017). Nevertheless, nature fights back and target insects
develop resistance mechanisms against Bt, which creates a constant need for novel and improved
pest control agents (Vílchez, 2020).

Recently, it became clear that there is a wider variety of pesticidal proteins, synthesized by other
bacteria that also interact with insects as part of their lifestyle (Castagnola and Stock, 2014; Ruiu,
2018). These have the potential to replace, supplement, and expand current options for biopest
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control (Waterfield et al., 2001). Bacteria like Dickeya spp., (Loth
et al., 2015) Yersinia spp., and Photorhabdus spp. (Heermann and
Fuchs, 2008) are now known sources of such proteins. The varied
pesticidal proteins were re-classified in 16 structural groups
by the Bacterial Pesticidal Protein Resource Center (BPPRC)
(Crickmore et al., 2020a,b).

Biological databases are constantly enriched due to the
proliferation of sequencing projects and advancements in
sequencing technologies, thus they are a promising reservoir of
sequences with uncharacterized pesticidal potential. However,
screening such vast amounts of data requires sophisticated
computational approaches in order to gain insight and take
advantage of less explored resources. The use of profile hidden
Markov models (HMMs) to analyze biological data has proven to
be robust and sensitive (Eddy, 1998). A profile HMM condenses
the information of a multiple alignment of homologous
sequences, and therefore, has a higher discriminative power than
pairwise similarity-based search tools like BLAST (Söding, 2005).
Profile HMMs are broadly applied for protein family assignment,
domain analysis, and detection of remote homologies in
resources such as InterProScan (Jones et al., 2014; Blum et al.,
2020), PFAM (Sonnhammer et al., 1998; Finn et al., 2007), and
TIGRFAM (Haft et al., 2012). Examples of dedicated collections
of profile HMMs are RVDB-prot (Bigot et al., 2019), a database
for detection of viral proteins, and TASmania, a tool for
the discovery of toxin-antitoxin systems in bacterial genomes
(Akarsu et al., 2019).

Consequently, previous efforts to implement profile
HMMs for detection of pesticidal proteins are not surprising.
Cry_Processor (Shikov et al., 2020) is a tool for identification
of 3 domain Cry sequences based on 4 profile HMMs, one
for each domain and one full-length protein, making single
domain delimitation possible. BtToxin_Digger (Liu et al., 2020),
the successor of BtToxin_scanner, relies on a combination
of HMMs, BLAST, and support vector machine (SVM) for
prediction of not only 3 domain toxins but also members of the
other structural groups.

The focus of the existing toxin prediction tools is to recognize
and classify pesticidal protein sequences. Currently, none of
them take into consideration the genetic environment of the
genes coding for pesticidal proteins. Surrounding elements often
include chaperones, crystallization domains, mobile elements,
transporters, prophages, and virulence factors (Koni and Ellar,
1993; Shao et al., 2001; Elleuch et al., 2016; Adalat et al.,
2017; Fayad et al., 2020; Lechuga et al., 2020). Moreover, the
arrangement and distribution of such elements across genomes
reveal crucial details about toxin functionality, host adaptation,
diversification, and evolution of biopesticides (Khasdan et al.,
2007; Peng et al., 2015; Ruffner et al., 2015; Fiedoruk et al.,
2017; Zheng et al., 2017; Fayad et al., 2020; Wang et al.,
2020). Hence, a more exhaustive approach would not only
detect pesticidal sequences but also enable comparative genomics
analysis of the candidate toxin in order to characterize the
complete expression unit.

The goal of this study was to develop such tool. Our efforts
originated IDOPS (Identification of Pesticidal Sequences), a
software based on an extensive collection of high-quality profile

HMMs. IDOPS aims to provide (i) a detection unit to aid
in the finding of pesticidal proteins, especially novel variants
within recently expanding groups, (ii) a basic classification
system in accordance with the BPPRC nomenclature system,
and (iii) a comparative genomics module to investigate
toxin genes and their complete expression unit within
their genomic environment.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Building Profile HMMs
In order to better represent the great diversity of pesticidal
proteins, we created a collection of known and putative
pesticidal sequences. Our initial collection combined data from
the previous Bacillus thuringiensis Toxin Nomenclature website
(Crickmore et al., 1998), and matches for various pesticidal
sequences found at UniProtKB-2020_06 (UniProt Consortium,
2019). Since UniProt-TrEMBL includes fragmented and repeated
entries, redundancy was removed by clustering sequences of
100% identity with CD-HIT v.4.8.1 (Li and Godzik, 2006);
then the longest member of each cluster was preserved. The
representative sequences were used to create an all vs. all matrix
with BLASTp v.2.9.0 (Camacho et al., 2009). This matrix was
the input for clustering with the Markov Clustering Algorithm
implemented by MCL (Enright et al., 2002). Resulting groups
containing at least five members were aligned by ClustalO 1.2.4
(Sievers and Higgins, 2018), and the alignment was passed
to hmmbuild-HMMER v.3.3 (Eddy, 1998) to create profile
hidden Markov models (HMMs). Furthermore, an individual
profile HMM was created to represent the C-terminal region of
Cry toxins longer than 1,000 amino acids. For such purpose,
the toxin core of the Cry sequences was removed from the
alignment before the hmmbuild step. The preliminary profile
HMM database accurately described pesticidal proteins of B.
thuringiensis and was useful for detection of novel toxins.
Nevertheless, at the time of this study, the BPPRC released
the updated classification of pesticidal proteins and their
source organisms. Therefore, the initial profile model collection
undergone further examination and additional models were
created to represent sequences from non Bt organisms.

2.2. Model Refinement and Validation
Several rounds of manual refinement and optimization were
necessary to ensure high sensitivity and specificity of the models.
This step included evaluation of the sequences used for each
profile HMM, their phylogenetic relationship, domain signature
predicted by the InterPro consortium (Blum et al., 2020),
removal of biases produced by over-represented sequences and
performance when databases were scanned using hmmsearch-
HMMER v.3.3 (Eddy, 1998).

Protein sequences from the BPPRC database were considered
as true positives. For a control dataset of true negatives,
a collection of bacterial pore-forming toxins and related
proteins from other bacteria was used (Gonzalez et al.,
2008; Supplementary Table 1). The overall performance of the
models was evaluated by scanning the UniProtKB databases.
Furthermore, the distribution of the sequences matched by each

Frontiers in Microbiology | www.frontiersin.org 2 June 2021 | Volume 12 | Article 664476
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model was analyzed and served to determine a trusted cutoff
value above which true protein class members are found.

Criterion to define a good model are:

• Identification of all the true positive members of the protein
class (or subclass) described by the model within the high
score range.

• Additional matches within the high score range can be
consistently assigned to the protein group by evaluation of
domain signatures, source organism, and quality of alignment
with true members.

• Distantly related pore-forming toxins from the true negative
control dataset are not found at all or found below the trusted
cutoff value.

• The distribution of the proteins matched by the model when
searching UniProtKB databases indicates a clear separation
between true members and other protein matches.

2.3. Pipeline Implementation
This collection of profile HMMs can be used effectively to
search for matches within query sequences, genomes, and whole
databases. It was implemented in a pipeline named Identification
of Pesticidal Sequences (IDOPS). The software applied in IDOPS
and the corresponding versions are presented in Table 1. To
ease distribution and installation, IDOPS is available as a
conda package (https://anaconda.org/GAMB-GO/idops) and its
source code is found at Github (https://github.com/GAMB-GO/
IDOPS), under a GPLv3 license.

Valid input formats for IDOPS are fasta (for single or
multiple proteins) and genbank (for complete or draft genomes).
Candidate pesticidal sequences are identified by hmmscan-
HMMER v.3.3 (Eddy, 1998) and evaluated against the trusted
cutoffs of the refined profile models. To facilitate the assessment
of the found candidates, IDOPS internally generates profile
alignments and reports phylogenetic trees for each match with
the 10 nearest sequences of the corresponding protein groups.

Furthermore, in order to characterize the genomic context
of identified pesticidal proteins and produce relevant insights
regarding evolution and functionality, IDOPS offers an
additional feature when genomic data is provided in genbank
format. First, it retrieves the 5000 bp upstream and downstream
regions of each match. Secondly, it does a Prokka annotation
(Seemann, 2014) of such sequences. Finally, it creates an EasyFig

TABLE 1 | Software dependencies and versions implemented in IDOPS.

Software Version

Python 3.7.6

HMMer (hmmbuild, hmmsearch, hmmscan, hmmalign) 3.3

Biopython 1.76

Easyfig 2.2.5

Clustal Omega 1.2.4

BLAST 2.9.0

Prokka 1.14.6

(Sullivan et al., 2011) comparison that depicts BLAST identities
between conserved regions.

2.4. Comparative Analysis of Genetic
Environments
We used IDOPS to analyze eight B. thuringiensis plasmids
carrying cry1 genes (detailed strains and accession ID list in
Supplementary Table 2). It was previously reported that cry1
can occur alone or as part of an insecticidal pathogenicity
island (Fiedoruk et al., 2017). We used this observation to
demonstrate the value of IDOPS to facilitate the discovery of
different genetic arrangements.

2.5. Benchmarking
The performance of IDOPS was compared with that of current
tools for pesticidal protein detection: Cry_Processor (Shikov
et al., 2020) and BtToxin_digger (Liu et al., 2020). Cry_Processor
was developed to identify 3 domain Cry sequences. Therefore,
the tool was examined taking in consideration only this group of
proteins. It provides two search modes, Find Domains (FD) that
is based upon a hmmsearch against generalized HMM models,
and Domains Only (DO) which searches directly for each of the
domains without a filtering step. The two modes were applied.
Both tools were tested with sequences from the BPPRC as positive
dataset and the true negative collection of distantly related pore-
forming toxins.

3. RESULTS

3.1. A Collection of High-Quality Profile
Hidden Markov Models
We developed highly specific profile HMMs to accurately
represent each of the 16 structural groups defined by the Bacterial
Pesticidal Protein Resource Center. The iterative refinement and
manual curation process led to the creation of subgroups within
some of the protein classes; particularly for highly populated
and diverse groups, like Cry and Cyt. Our final collection
consists of 31 profile hidden Markov models (detailed list in
Supplementary Table 3).

The Xpp category for unclassified homology groups contains
some proteins that could not be modeled based on multiple
sequence alignments due to insufficient available sequences at the
databases, namely Xpp37, Xpp76, and Xpp77. For those proteins
single sequence models were created and incorporated in IDOPS.
Furthermore, an individual profile HMM was dedicated to the
C-terminal region of the 3 domain pesticidal proteins.

Every profile HMM satisfies the criteria for a good model.
The final subsets of sequences selected to construct the models
are enough to represent the whole diversity of each group while
retaining specificity. Consequently, there is no significant overlap
between thematches identified by each profile HMM, as shown at
the Supplementary Table 4. None of the pore-forming proteins
from the true negative dataset was identified by IDOPS models.

The scanning of UniProtKB databases was beneficial to
elucidate the selective power of each model and to determine the
gathering cutoff values. A density estimate of the hit distribution
against UniProt-TrEMBL and UniProt-SwissProt depicts how

Frontiers in Microbiology | www.frontiersin.org 3 June 2021 | Volume 12 | Article 664476
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FIGURE 1 | Kernel density plots depicting distribution of model matches in UniProtKb. (A) The profile HMM identifies Cyt 4/5/6/7 proteins from Dickeya spp. within

the high score range. The red line marks the curated gathering cutoff. Matches scoring below 238 correspond to related Cyt proteins from other source organisms.

(B) A model targeting Pra sequences produced by Photorhabdus spp. and Xenorhabdus spp. Some Yersinia spp. proteins score directly next to the gathering cutoff.

accurately our models discriminate true members of each protein
class from the whole database. In Figure 1, two examples
are shown.

Figure 1A depicts the sequences identified by a model
targeting Cyt 4/5/6/7 from Dickeya spp. Only proteins from
Dickeya spp. score above the gathering cutoff and those

below it correspond to related Cyt proteins produced by
other organisms like Bacillus thuringiensis. The example in
Figure 1B shows the matches of a model built to identify
Pra proteins. Here, the high scoring sequences are clearly
separated from most of the non-relevant hits. Interestingly,
some entries, annotated as "uncharacterized proteins," score

Frontiers in Microbiology | www.frontiersin.org 4 June 2021 | Volume 12 | Article 664476
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TABLE 2 | Protein sequences identified by IDOPS profile HMMs in

UniProtKb-TrEMBL compared with the amount of sequences at the Bacterial

Pesticidal Protein Resource Center database.

Number of protein Sequences above gathering cutoff

Protein class BPPRC database UniProtKB-TrEMBL

app 10 121

cry 720 1,123

cyt 40 87

gpp 11 6

mcf 5 82

mpf 5 14

mpp 40 130

mtx 1 3

pra 3 59

prb 3 46

spp 2 482

tpp 30 52

vip 108 120

vpa 20 40

vpb 20 79

xpp 14 16

just below the gathering threshold. These are produced by
members of the Yersinia genus. A similar distribution is observed
when analyzing the matches of the toxin partner component,
represented by the Prb HMM (Plots for each model are found
as Supplementary Figures 1–31).

In addition, it is of notice the abundance of potential
new pesticidal proteins identified by our approach. When
the UniProtKb-TrEMBL database was scanned, a total of
2,460 protein sequences were found within the trusted score
range of IDOPS profile HMMs, many of them annotated as
uncharacterized or hypothetical proteins (Table 2).

Notably, models representing groups with few members in
the BPPRC collection; like App and Spp, with 10 and 2 entries,
respectively, detected plenty of potentially novel pesticidal
sequences; 121 for App and 482 in the case of Spp. In other cases,
no new entry is matched by our profile HMMs, this is true for
Xpp76 and Xpp77 proteins, members of the Xpp group.

3.2. Comparative Analysis of Genetic
Environments
In order to demonstrate the potential of IDOPS to investigate the
genetic context of pesticidal proteins, we tested our tool against
known reported cry1 cassettes in plasmids of B. thuringiensis
(Figure 2).

Using the sequences of eight Bt plasmids (retrieved in genbank
format), IDOPS automatically generated a color coded and
uniformly annotated alignment of genome regions encoding
the cry1 cassettes. In the red box, the figure shows the
cry1 cassette components (Cry1 -N-acetylmuramoyl-L-alanine
amidase - K(+)/H(+) antiporter) and their genetic environment.
IDOPS’s output already allows the identification and grouping of

the cry1 cassette variants according to their particular elements,
such as transposases from different families. Moreover, the figure
is in accordance with the manually generated figure created by
Fiedoruk et al. (2017), showing how IDOPS identifies, aligns, and
displays the genomic surrounding of a toxin of interest.

3.3. Benchmarking
To evaluate the specificity and the sensitivity in comparison
with currently implemented toxin identification tools,
BtToxin_Digger and Cry_Processor, we applied benchmark
tests (Table 3). The proteins from the BPPRC database were
used as true positives and distantly related pore forming toxins
sequences as a true negative dataset.

All three programs performed convincingly throughout the
specificity test. None of the sequences from the true negative
dataset were missannotated as a pesticidal protein by either
Cry_Processor, BtToxin_Digger or IDOPS. The generalized
profile HMMs of Cry_Processor returned some single domain
matches. Nevertheless, those did not meet the criteria to be
reported as pesticidal proteins.

Concerning the sensitivity Cry_Processor showed some
discrepancy between the FD (Full Domain) and DO (Domain
only) modes, as 696 and 715 out of 720 sequences were identified
as 3 domain toxins, respectively (Table 3). In a similar way,
BtToxin_Digger successfully recognized 994 of the 1,033 input
sequences from the BPPRC. It failed to detect any of Spp and
Vpb sequences, while identification of Cry, Vip, Mpp, Pra, and
Tpp groups was incomplete (Table 3). IDOPS had the highest
retrieval rate regarding this dataset. It recognized all but three
Cry sequences above its gathering cutoff values. In the case of the
missed toxins, Cry1Ca10, Cry3Bb3, and Cry11Aa2, a closer look
revealed that these three sequences represent truncated toxins.
The proteins sequences have been, nevertheless, recognized
as hits that scored below trusted cut off. Exclusively IDOPS
recovered all complete protein sequences from the tested true
positive data set.

4. DISCUSSION

Here we present IDOPS, a tool to detect bacterial pesticidal
protein sequences and compare their genetic environment. The
power of IDOPS comes from a collection of high-quality profile
hidden Markov models; each one carefully designed to represent
a structural group as defined by the Bacterial Pesticidal Protein
Resource Center (BPPRC) (Crickmore et al., 2020a,b). To this
date, the tool comprises the most exhaustive and complete
collection of models describing pesticidal proteins.

We compared IDOPS with other tools implementing profile
HMMs, Cry_Processor (Shikov et al., 2020) and BtToxin_Digger
(Liu et al., 2020). Neither of those recognized all of the complete
sequences from the positive dataset, making the search against
genomes or full databases potentially incomplete. Moreover,
Cry_Processor’s database is not up to date with the current
BPPRC nomenclature. On the other hand, BtToxin_Digger has
a greedy approach behind its profile HMMs. While this could
work well for closely related and not so diverse structural groups,
it is not the best option when dealing with varying sequences,
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FIGURE 2 | IDOPS genetic environment comparison. IDOPS retrieved, annotated, and aligned the genetic region surrounding cry1 genes reported as a cassette

within Bt plasmids by Fiedoruk et al. (2017). The visualization is generated by EasyFig as implemented internally in IDOPS. The reported cry1 cassette is marked in

red. Strain names, plasmid, and coordinates appear next to each row.

such as members of the Cry group or even proteins of the Xpp
class, which lack in shared homology between them. IDOPS
overcomes such limitations with its comprehensive collection of
profile HMMs. Additionally, it provides a unique genetic context
comparison feature.

Gathering cutoff values for IDOPS’ models are optimized
to recognize full-length proteins, thus shorter or incomplete
sequences will score below it and won’t be reported. In our
tests, IDOPS recognized 717 from the 720 Cry sequences at the
BPPRC database. A detailed look revealed that none of the three
missed sequences are full-length 3 domain proteins. Cry3Bb3
presents only the InterPro signatures of the central (IPR001178)
and the C-terminal domains (IPR005638). Moreover, Cry1Ca10
and Cry11Aa2 are both annotated as partial proteins with
sequence lengths of 181aa and 78aa, respectively. Cry1Cb3 is
a particular case, since it is not a full-length toxin but rather
just the C-terminal portion of a long Cry protein, with the C-
terminal (IPR005638) and domain V (IPR041587) regions. Since
we developed a dedicated model for the C-terminal region of
a 3 domain protein, and the model recognized the sequence as
such, it was reported, but under this considerations. However,
in case a researcher using IDOPS needs to retrieve the low-
scoring proteins, we set up an option to disable the gathering
cutoff, so even incomplete matches will be reported for further
manual evaluation.

Bias within biological databases affects the creation and
refinement of profile HMMs. Cry is one of the most studied
pesticidal protein groups, as reflected by the amount of available
sequences and their diversity, which are valuable to build rich and
diverse profile HMMs. Nevertheless, there is a composition bias
within the available Cry sequences. The BPPRC database contains
720 Cry entries and 276 of those correspond to Cry1 sequences.
Such skewed composition may be carried over to further studies
and databases. To ensure that the profile HMMs do not suffer
from this bias, several rounds of model training and refinement
were done to find the adequate sequences to represent each
pesticidal class. Conversely, other groups, such as Mcf, Mtx, and
Spp have significantly fewer representatives, sometimes single
entries; this in turn makes model building a challenging task.

IDOPS’ models take into consideration common properties
of distinct subgroups within each pesticidal protein group. For
instance, Cyt proteins that are synthesized by the Dickeya spp.
cluster separately from the well resolved Cyt proteins of the
Bacillus clade. They have a shorter N-terminal region and lack
hemolytic activity when compared with Cyts from the Bacillus
spp. (Soberón et al., 2013; Loth et al., 2015). Consequently, it
becomes reasonable to have a distinct model to better represent
this subgroup. In a similar way, the Pra and Prb proteins ofVibrio
spp. were modeled separately from their counterparts found in
Xenorhabdus spp. and Photorhabdus spp.
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TABLE 3 | Benchmark of tools identifying pesticidal sequences from the Bacterial

Pesticidal Protein Resource Center (BPPRC).

Structural

group

Sequences at

the BPPRC

IDOPS BtToxin

_digger

Cry_processor

full_domain domain_only

Cry 720 716 706 696 715

App 10 10 10 N\A

Cyt 40 40 40 N\A

Gpp 11 11 11 N\A

Mcf 5 5 5 N\A

Mpf 5 5 5 N\A

Mpp 40 40 39 N\A

Mtx 1 1 1 N\A

Pra 3 3 2 N\A

Prb 3 3 3 N\A

Spp 2 2 0 N\A

Tpp 30 30 30 N\A

Vip 108 108 107 N\A

Vpa 20 20 20 N\A

Vpb 20 20 0 N\A

Xpp 14 14 14 N\A

The current BPPRC database contains three entries for the
Pra category, which corresponds to "Photorhabdus Insect-Related
toxin A component" produced by Photorhabdus luminescens
subsp. luminescens, Xenorhabdus nematophila, and Vibrio
parahaemolyticusM0605 (Crickmore et al., 2020a). Nevertheless,
it is intriguing to find sequences from Yersinia spp. scoring very
close to the BPPRC proteins. Yersinia spp. shares insecticidal
potential with P. luminescens, as homologous proteins with
similar genetic arrangements have been found, perhaps as
product of horizontal gene transfer (Heermann and Fuchs, 2008;
Ahantarig et al., 2009; Castagnola and Stock, 2014; Hurst et al.,
2016). Therefore, the sequences encoded by Yersinia spp. and
matched by the Pra model might represent related variants of the
Pra toxin. Supporting this idea, the match distribution of the Prb
model showsYersinia spp. proteins in a similar position, meaning
this bacteria might potentially produce both the PirA and the
PirB toxin components.

Besides source organisms, structural variations within each
pesticidal protein group were contemplated for IDOPS’ models.
Cry2, Cry11, and Cry18, despite being part of the 3 domain
category, lack some of the conserved blocks described for this
group (Schnepf et al., 1998; Palma et al., 2014). Accordingly, a
distinct model was created for the proteins of this subgroup.
In a similar way, another subgroup of Cry proteins present
variant and alternate versions of such blocks (Schnepf et al., 1998;
de Maagd et al., 2001); for example, Cry5, Cry12, and Cry21, thus
they were grouped and modeled apart.

IDOPS provides a profile HMM dedicated to the C-terminal
extension of the Cry proteins. The rationale for its creation is
the evidence of such sequences encoded in proximity to the
short variants of cry genes. These proteins have homology to
the C-terminal region of the long Cry toxins (de Maagd et al.,

2003). A role in crystal formation, packing, and stabilization
has been reported for the C-terminal extension (Naimov et al.,
2006; Peng et al., 2015). Moreover, chimeric toxins made by
artificial recombination of N-terminal and C-terminal regions of
Cry proteins have shown increased crystal stability and toxicity
(Naimov et al., 2006; Zghal et al., 2016). Therefore, with the
C-terminal model, IDOPS contributes to identify independent
instances of this C-terminal extension. These instances may be
useful to investigate crystallization properties and toxic activity
of pesticidal proteins.

IDOPS’ profile HMMss were meticulously tested against a)
the sequence collection at BPPRC, b) a true negative dataset
of pore-forming toxins, and c) the whole UniProtKB database.
IDOPS recognized all complete sequences of the true positive
dataset, none of the false positives, and 2,460 further sequences
with pesticidal potential from the UniProtKB database. The
abundance of sequences identified at UniProtKB exposes the
unexplored potential of the less investigated pesticidal groups
(Table 1). Having such dedicated models allows to infer some
aspects regarding the candidate pesticidal protein identified by
IDOPS. For example, whether it is: a Cry with the conserved
blocks, a member of Xpp of a specific subtype, or to which kind of
Cyt it belongs. Altogether, the final models are sensitive, specific
for each structural group and constitute a promising aid in the
search for novel pesticidal protein sequences.

Further developments of IDOPS will include expansion of the
search toward other sequence collections, such as metagenomic
data. By extended scanning, novel members of the less populated
groups could be detected and used to improve the current single
sequences models such as Xpp37, Xpp76, and Xpp77. Moreover,
as other virulence factors have been shown to support the
toxic activity of pesticidal proteins, especially in B. thuringiensis
(George and Crickmore, 2012; Malovichko et al., 2019), it
may be worth to target some of these features by dedicated
profile HMMs. Another course of action for IDOPS will be
the implementation of the tool as a website service to facilitate
its access to the scientific community without the need of
local installation.

IDOPS facilitates the comparison of the genetic environment
of pesticidal sequences in a systematic and reliable way. The
analysis of plasmids carrying cry1 genes automatically generated
an output consistent with Fiedoruk et al. (2017) results.
Comparative genomics have proven relevant to understand
genetic dynamics of pesticidal proteins. For example, Lechuga
et al. (2020) proposed a plasmidial origin to a chromosomally-
located Cry1Ba4 only after examination and comparison of
the genetic context with that of plasmid-encoded toxins. In a
further extensive analysis, we used IDOPS to detect a previously
unreported chromosomal cry cassette. By comparative genomics
we discovered cry5, cry10, and cry13 variants in a rather highly
conserved genetic environment.Moreover, we consistently found
a Siphoviridae-like prophage region in the vicinity of the cassette
(Lev Hacohen et al. unpublished data). IDOPS was of great
help to detect such arrangement in several Bt strains, opening
intriguing evolutionary questions.

We achieved a sophisticated and comprehensive tool that
provides not only detection and structural classification of
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pesticidal proteins, but also a feature that identifies, retrieves,
and aligns the genomic context of the pesticidal sequences.
IDOPS was designed in accordance to the BPPRC nomenclature
system. The benchmark confirmed it has the highest sensitivity
available among other toxin search tools. This combination of
a highly sensitive toxin detection engine with a solid genome
comparison module is, to our knowledge, unique. All considered,
we created IDOPS as a tool that addresses comparative
genomics of pesticidal proteins to gain novel insights
on biopesticides.
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Abstract: Bacillus thuringiensis is known for the production of a large variety of toxic proteins,1

which are widely used as biopesticides in crop protection strategies. These pesticidal toxins2

are usually encoded on conjugative plasmids and exposed to various recombination events that3

can lead to improved host adaptation and increased fitness. Nevertheless, some studies have4

identified rare instances of chromosomally-encoded toxins. These unique cases raise evolutionary5

questions in regards to how and why were they established. In this comparative genomics6

study, chromosomally-encoded three-domain Cry toxins within genomes of B. thuringiensis were7

systematically investigated. The analysis was done using IDOPS, an in-house developed software8

designed to identify bacterial pesticidal proteins and compare their genetic environments. We9

identified (i) a novel genetic cassette consisting of two toxin-associated genes that envelope a10

coding sequence of a three-domain Cry toxin, (ii) evidence of recombination events resulting11

in various three-domain Cry toxins encoded by either one or two separated genes, and (iii)12

cassette-associated Siphoviridae-like prophage regions. These observations might hold the key for13

understanding the evolution of chromosomally-encoded Cry toxins.14

Keywords: pesticidal toxins, crystal toxins, chromosomally-encoded toxins, comparative ge-15

nomics, prophage-associated, genomic cry cassette16

Key Contribution: This is, to our knowledge, the first comparative genomics study on chromosomally-17

encoded cry genes from Bacillus thuringiensis. Furthermore, the study highlight the proximity of a18

prophage region to a novel cry cassette, which may imply a prophage role in the transmission of19

toxin genes.20

1. Introduction21

Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt), a member of the Bacillus cereus (Bc) sensu lato group [1],22

are a Gram-positive, spore-forming, ubiquitously distributed bacteria that inhabit soil,23

plants, and insect-related environments [2]. Toxins produced by Bt have high specificity24

towards numerous invertebrates such as insects, nematodes, and snails [3]. The Bac-25

terial Pesticidal Protein Resource Center (BPPRC) recently released a structure-based26

nomenclature system for toxins synthesized by Bt and other insecticidal bacteria [4]. Bt27

produces toxins of the major structural groups Cry (three-domain crystal proteins), Cyt28

(cytolytic), Vip (vegetative insecticidal protein), and Mpp (ETX/Mtx2 family). Among29

those, the crystal forming three-domain Cry toxins represent the most prominent group30

of insecticidal proteins [5]. As a result of their safety to both humans and plants, and31

their straightforward bulk production, the use of these toxins as biopesticides has been32

ongoing for decades [6]. Bt-based products dominate the biopesticide market as a33
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widely applied crop protection method as well as an agent in the battle against diseases-34

spreading mosquitoes [7]. Besides toxins, Bt strains also encode additional virulence35

factors, such as phospholipase C, proteases, and hemolysins, which support the toxicity36

against various target organisms [8].37

The increasing availability of high-quality Bt genomes revealed a large number of38

toxin genes encoded by extrachromosomal elements. Previous studies have shown that39

many of these toxin-encoding plasmids are transferred between Bt strains by means of40

conjugation and undergo further divergence evolution processes through homologous41

recombination [3,9–11]. These, in turn, contribute to an improved host adaptation and42

increased fitness. Bacillus thuringiensis is known for the production of a large variety43

of toxic proteins, which are widely used as biopesticides in crop protection strategies.44

These pesticidal toxins are usually encoded on conjugative plasmids and are exposed to45

various recombination events that can lead to improved host adaptation and increased46

fitness. Recent studies reported rare instances of chromosomally-encoded Bt toxins47

[12,13], raising questions about diversification, functionality, and alternative ways of48

aquisition of the pesticidal genes. For example, three non-identical cry13 genes were49

identified within the chromosome of Bt MYBT18246 by [13]. Moreover, each of these50

cry13 gene was found in close proximity to a prophage region. Phages represent an51

abundant class of mobile genetic elements within the Bc sensu lato group and play a52

major role in the evolution and virulence of bacterial pathogens [9,14,15].53

In order to further characterize unusual instances of chromosomally encoded Cry54

toxins, their genetic environment was investigated by comparative genomics approaches.55

The focus was to identify and describe chromosomal cry gene instances and to elucidate56

shared common elements surrounding them across Bt genomes. This study aimed to57

provide insight about the selective pressures and the molecular entities that resulted58

in the evolution of chromosomally-encoded cry genes. Considering that successful59

pesticidal Bt strains in naturally competitive environments were generated by such60

mechanisms, the insights provided by this investigation offers researchers alternatives61

to improve current biopesticidal strains.62

2. Results63

2.1. Comparative genomics of prophage-associated cry cassettes in B. thuringiensis64

A novel genetic arrangement was discovered within complete genomes of B.65

thuringiensis by a comparative genomics approach. The pattern was detected for the66

three reported chromosomal cry13 genes of Bt MYBT18246 [13] and also for the known67

chromosomal cry5 gene in Bt YBT-1518 [12]. In all four cases, a set of three components68

co-occur. The first is a gene that encodes a protein of unknown function with a potential69

helix-turn-helix motif (puf ). The second is a pesticidal gene encoding a three-domain70

Cry toxin. The third is an N-acetylmuramoyl-L-alanine amidase encoding-gene (ami). Bt71

MYBT18246, as opposed to Bt YBT-1518, presents a split variant of the cry gene, with a72

short toxin core coding sequence and a separate C-terminal coding sequence (ter). In all73

four cases, this genetic pattern is located upstream of a prophage region. This genomic74

arrangement was, therefore, defined as a prophage-associated cry cassette (Figure 1).75

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the prophage-associated cry cassette. The cassette consists
of a gene coding a protein of unknown function (puf ), an amidase-encoding gene (ami), and a cry
gene that can either be found as a long variant or as a split variant with a short toxin core coding
sequence and a separate C-terminal coding sequence (ter).
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A customized BLASTn [16] search masking the cry nucleotide sequence, was done76

in order to retrieve further cry gene variants surrounded by the same puf and ami genes77

observed in the prophage-associated cry cassettes of Bt MYBT18246 and Bt YBT-1518. The78

search returned eight additional cases of the complete prophage-associated cry cassette79

and five additional partial cassettes that appeared at the end of a contig and were,80

therefore, only suspected prophage-associated cry cassettes. Table 1 lists the identified81

strains that contain the full prophage-associated cry cassette (Table S2 contains the82

full list, including the partial prophage-associated cry cassettes). All bacterial strains83

presenting the reported cassette, except for one, were found within genomes of the B.84

thuringiensis species. The exceptional instance was detected in B. cereus VD154.85

Table 1: Bacillus strains encoding the novel prophage-associated cry cassette.

Strain Genome Status Cassette Localization Accession Encoded Toxin Toxic Against

Bc VD154_1 (+) draft contig 30 AHFG01000030.1 Cry5 nematodes

Bc VD154_2 (+) draft contig 37 AHFG01000037.1 Cry5 nematodes

Bc VD154_3 (+) draft contig 55 AHFG01000055.1 Cry65 not yet known

Bt AFS063736 (+) draft contig 59 NVCX01000059.1 Cry65 not yet known

Bt F14-1 (+) draft contig 26 JZKB01000011.1 Cry5 nematodes

Bt MYBT18246_1 (*) complete chromosome CP015350.1 Cry13 nematodes

Bt MYBT18246_2 (*) complete chromosome CP015350.1 Cry13 nematodes

Bt MYBT18246_3 (*) complete chromosome CP015350.1 Cry13 nematodes

Bt Sbt003_1 (**) draft contig 2 AMYJ01000002.1 Cry65 not yet known

Bt Sbt003_2 (**) draft contig 14 AMYJ01000014.1 Cry5 nematodes

Bt Sbt003_3 (**) draft contig 103 AMYJ01000103.1 Cry5 nematodes

Bt YBT-1518 (***) complete chromosome CP005935.1 Cry5 nematodes

(*) [13], (**) [17], (***) [12], (+) Direct submission

A closer evaluation of the complete prophage-associated cry cassettes from either86

complete or draft genomes is depicted in Figure 2. The comparison revealed that most87

of the cassettes identified within draft genomes are located near the contig’s end. As88

a result, the downstream prophage region is incomplete in most of these cases and is89

even missing in Bt AFS063736. Yet, further characterization of the identified prophage-90

associated cry cassettes exposed an interesting feature. In five of the eight draft genome91

cases, cry5 genes were detected, these cassettes correspond with that of Bt YBT-1518.92

Surprisingly, cry65 genes were identified in the prophage-associated cry cassettes of the93

three remaining draft genomes. Similar to the three instances in Bt MYBT18246, the94

cry65 genes were upstream to a coding sequence of a pesticidal C-terminal region as part95

of the split toxin variant. Overall, twelve complete prophage-associated cry cassettes96

that include either the gene cry13, cry5, or cry65 were identified. It is of notice that Bt97

Sbt003 and Bc VD154, both present multiple cassettes variants with either a cry5 or a98

cry65 gene. No other insertion element was detected in the vicinity of the prophage-99

associated cassette, except for one case in Bt MYBT18246, which presented flanking100

insertion sequences. Lastly, to predict the genomic localization of the eight draft genome101

cassettes, a contig rearrangement analysis using a complete reference genome and the102

Mauve application [18] was conducted (Figure S1). Despite the limited reliability when103

rearranging data sets of draft genomes, our results support a putative chromosomal104

localization for all identified draft genome cases.105
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Figure 2. Genomic loci comparison of all identified prophage-associated cry cassettes. Cassettes found within the complete genomes
of B. thuringiensis MYBT18246 and B. thuringiensis YBT-1518 are aligned using Easyfig [19] with the additional draft genome cassettes
retrieved by BLASTn [16]. Strain names and chromosomal coordinates appear next to each row. Partial prophage regions caused by
the location of the cassette near the end of the contig are directly indicated.
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2.2. Characterization of the novel prophage-associated pesticidal cassette106

A protein-based phylogenetic analysis of each cassette component resulted in107

the maximum-likelihood trees shown in Figure 3. The proteins of unknown function108

and N-acetylmuramoyl-L-alanine amidases encoded by the puf and ami genes of the109

prophage-associated cry cassette are highly conserved. Figure 3A and Figure 3B depicts110

maximum-likelihood trees of these proteins. A further sequence evaluation showed111

that in both cases the protein sequences were conserved, with a corresponding average112

of 91% and 87% sequence similarity between the proteins of unknown function and113

the amidases, respectively. Figure 3C and Figure 3D depicts the maximum-likelihood114

trees of the encoded pesticidal toxins and their either integrated or separated C-terminal115

regions, respectively. The protein sequences are distributed into three distinct groups116

according to their three identified primary toxin ranks. Additional sequence evaluation117

showed that as opposed to the two previous trees, here, the sequences are considerably118

more diverse. For example, the average sequence similarity within each of the pesticidal119

groups, Cry5, Cry13, and Cry65, is 65%, 80%, and 76%, respectively. When calculating120

the sequence similarity between the three pesticidal groups, the average percentage was121

even lower, with a value of 31%.122

Figure 3. Protein-based maximum-likelihood trees of each component within the identified prophage-associated cry cassettes.
(A) Proteins of unknown function. (B) N-acetylmuramoyl-L-alanine amidases. (C) Cry toxins. Branches 1, 2, and 3 create a division
between the sequences of Cry5, Cry13, and Cry65, respectively. (D) Pesticidal C-terminal regions. Branch 1 groups all of the Cry5-
integrated C-terminal regions. Branches 2 and 3 refer to the independent C-terminal coding sequences that appear downstream to the
cry13 and cry65 pesticidal genes. For this figure, all of the corresponding accession numbers can be found in Table S3.

Domain structure analysis of the Cry5, Cry65, and Cry13 toxins encoded within123

the identified prophage-associated cry cassettes was performed using CDvist [20] to124

further understand their sequence variability (Figure 4). Here, a positive control in125

the form of a recognized plasmid-encoded Cry5 sequence (Cry5Aa1 from Bt serovar126

darmstadiensis; accession AAA67694.1) was used to emphasize the domain order within127

three-domain Cry proteins. In this analysis, the varying sequence lengths and domain128

configurations highlight the diversity among the Cry toxins compared to other proteins129

that belong to the same cassette. Here, Cry65 and Cry13 consist of a core region that130

includes the N-terminal domain (InterPro entry IPR005639), the central domain (InterPro131

entry IPR001178), and the C-terminal domain (InterPro entry IPR005638) of a typical132

three-domain Cry toxin. The two sequence types represent the short toxin variant that133

is paired with the independent C-terminal region, which contains the characterizing134
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domain V (InterPro entry IPR041587). Cry5 represents the long toxin variant that consists135

of both the core region and the C-terminal region.136

Figure 4. Domain overview of aligned Cry toxins encoded within the identified prophage-associated cry cassettes: All identified
Cry proteins correspond to three-domain toxins. Cry65 and Cry13 sequences are encoded by short toxin gene variants followed by an
independent pesticidal C-terminal gene with the typical domain V. Cry5 includes both the core and the C-termianl regions in one
protein. Note that the distances between proteins correspond to the gap length between the coding sequences on the genomic level.
Plasmid-encoded Cry5 from Bt serovar darmstadiensis was added for comparison. Partial or interrupted domain matches are indicated
by borders with a wavy appearance. More details and sequence accessions can be found in Table S3.

2.3. Evaluation of prophage regions137

All of the identified cassette-associated prophage regions were evaluated using138

Prophage Hunter [21] and PHASTER [22]. Both assigned the prophages to the family139

Siphoviridae. Additionally, the evaluations included the ami gene as part of predicted140

prophage regions. Further analysis of the two complete chromosomes belonging to Bt141

MYBT18246 and Bt YBT-1518 determined that even though several complete prophage142

regions exist in both chromosomes, all of the cassette-associated prophage regions143

are either inconclusively complete or incomplete prophages (Figure S2 and Table S4).144

Figure 5 compares the prophage regions of B. thuringiensis MYBT18246 and B. thuringien-145

sis YBT-1518 with three Siphoviridae genomes that were suggested as closely-related146

phage genomes. The comparison shows that each of the presented Siphoviridae phages,147

vB_BtS_BMBBtp1 (accession KT852578.1), vB_BtS_BMBBtp15 (accession KX190835.1),148

and vB_BtS_BMBBtp16 (accession KT372714.1), encodes an amidase gene. Further se-149

quence evaluation revealed that these share an average of 72% sequence similarity with150

the amidases of the prophage-associated cry cassettes.151
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Figure 5. Comparison of the identified prophage regions with closest known phages. Two recognized cassette-associated prophage
sequences from Bt YBT-1518 and Bt MYBT18246 are compared using Easyfig [19] with three Siphoviridae genomes suggested by the
utilized prediction tools as closely-related phage genomes.

3. Discussion152

While investigating the genetic environment of chromosomally-encoded cry genes153

in complete and draft B. thuringiensis genomes, twelve instances of a conserved three-154

component genetic pattern, which was defined as the prophage-associated cry cassette,155

were identified. While chromosomal cry genes were previously reported in a handful of156

instances [12,13], they were, to our knowledge, never aligned and compared. Among157

those, only [13] mentioned the proximity of the cry genes to prophage regions. In this158

study, a comparative genomic analysis of chromosomally-encoded cry toxins resulted in159

the identification of a novel cassette and confirmed that an association with a prophage160

has evolved for three different toxin types.161

The first conserved element within the prophage-associated cry cassette is a puf162

gene. The original annotations of the puf genes, which were extracted from GenBank,163

varied from ‘replication protein’ to ‘cytosolic protein’ and ‘hypothetical protein’. On164

the amino acid level, a probable helix-turn-helix motif was detected when conducting165

secondary structure predictions, which suggest a DNA binding function and a possible166

role in gene expression. Additionally, the high similarity among the puf sequences167

may indicate the importance of this encoded protein. Nevertheless, to our knowledge,168

no functional characterization is available for the encoded protein and its exact role169

remains unknown. The second conserved element is the ami gene, which encodes an N-170

acetylmuramoyl-L-alanine amidase. B. thuringiensis amidases are expressed during the171

late sporulation phase and are involved in lysis of the mother cell, which in turn results172

in spore and crystallized toxin release [23,24]. Interestingly, in addition to their existence173

in various bacterial species, amidase genes were observed in bacteriophage genomes174

[25,26]. Moreover, [27] identified a plasmid-encoded cry1 cassette in B. thuringiensis.175

Their identified cassette contains an ami sequence that was assumed to have a phage176

origin. Nevertheless, according to our research, the amino acid sequence of the amidases177

from the prophage-associated cassette shares an average sequence similarity of 36%178

with the amidases that were recognized in the aforementioned study. The relatively low179

similarity between these amidases suggests two distinct groups of sequences that derive180

from different phage origins.181

The third and most important component of the prophage-associated cry cassette is182

the pesticidal gene that is located between the puf and ami genes. Among the identified183

cassettes, three different types of cry genes (cry5, cry13, and cry65), which belong to the184
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three-domain toxin family, were found. Cry65 has been described as being active against185

cancer cells but currently has an unknown natural host [28]. In contrast, Cry5 and186

Cry13 both target nematodes [29]. This case of sequence diversity and host specificity187

is of special interest when considering the conserved surroundings and the localiza-188

tion of the identified toxin genes. In addition to the toxin-encoding gene, a separate189

pesticidal C-terminal coding sequence (ter), which was found to be necessary for crystal-190

lization and stabilization of the toxin [28,30], is located directly downstream to the short191

chromosomally-encoded gene variants, cry65 and cry13. The gene ter, also commonly192

described as orf2, shows high homology with the C-terminal coding region of the longer193

cry gene variants, among which is the chromosomally-encoded cry5 gene. Without194

further experiments, the question regards the reason for maintaining two variants and195

which toxin variant is preferable remains open. Interestingly, other examples of such196

split variants have been previously recognized and discussed in terms of evolutionary197

adaptation [31,32]. Nevertheless, whether the short variant resulted from a split in the198

toxin coding sequence or the long variant was derived from a gene fusion event of199

independently acquired cry and orf2 genes remains an open question. Partial genes200

have been proposed as an evolutionary strategy of B. thuringiensis to diversify its toxin201

armory and adapt to different hosts [28,33]. Furthermore, [34] showed that an artificial202

recombination of three-domain cry genes resulted in a chimeric Cry4Ba/Cry1Ac toxin203

that exhibites an 238-fold increased toxicity against Culex pipiens [34]. This evidence204

indicates that the occurrence of recombination events, like those which led to the cry205

gene diversification within the prophage-associated cry cassette, hold the potential to206

create stronger and thus better toxins.207

It has been shown that major clades of B. thuringiensis accumulate virulence factors208

that are active against certain targets and specialize in creating a specific host range209

[35]. Such repertoire can have synergistic effects, which increases the toxicity and assists210

in counteracting host resistance mechanisms [36]. Two examples are Bt YBT-1518 that211

carries the plasmids-encoded cry55Aa1, cry6Aa2, and the chromosome-encoded cry5Ba2212

gene, all of which have reported nematocidal activity, and Bt serovar israelensis, which213

produces a crystal composed of six different toxins that have synergistic effects towards214

dipteran pests [37,38]. Alternatively, some Bt strains produce pesticidal proteins that are215

active against invertebrates of different orders. Such diversity within one strain could be216

the outcome of co-evolutionary host alternation mechanisms [35]. Many environments217

in which Bt thrives consist of many potential hosts, which constantly develop resistance218

strategies against its virulence factors. B. thuringiensis, in turn, might embrace a host219

switching strategy to take advantage of the least protected pest [35]. An interesting220

example from this study is found in Bt Sbt003 and B. cereus VD154, which harbor two221

variants of nematocidal cry5 genes within their prophage-associated cassette. These222

encoded-toxins might synergize to avoid host resistance [39]. Furthermore, both of223

these Bt strains carry a cry65 gene toxic against an unknown natural host. This case224

reveals that the same prophage-associated cassette harbors different toxin genes that225

may target diverse hosts. Nematodes might represent a point of interaction in which226

nematocidal strains can encounter dipteran strains, and thus perform the horizontal gene227

exchange required for host alternation strategies, either by transconjugative plasmids228

[38] or perhaps by phages.229

Re-occurring proximity to a prophage region is another exceptional feature of the230

identified cassettes. The comparison of the cassette-associated prophage regions with231

known Bt phages Figure 5 suggests a relation. Nevertheless, phage prediction presents232

a challenge for bioinformatics since the assignment of phage families strongly rely on233

the narrow subset of known information within the extremely diverse world of Bacillus234

phages [40]. The phage prediction tool PHASTER [22] described the cassette-adjacent235

prophages as incomplete or inconclusively complete Siphoviridae-like prophages. The236

prophages may have become incomplete after their chromosomal integration as a result237

of the bacterial antiphage defense mechanism [41]. Furthermore, incompleteness does238
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not mean that the prophages cannot still become active under appropriate conditions and239

selective pressure [42]. Studies have shown that in Enterococcus faecalis and Staphylococcus240

aureus prophages that appear impaired can still replicate by using a minimal amount of241

essential genes or by taking advantage of other complete prophages, which are found242

within the genome [43]. Consequently, experimental data is required to assess and243

confirm the predicted status of the found prophages.244

Our results suggest that the components of the prophage-associated cry cassette245

have evolved from a common ancestor. Notably, the high conservation in the puf and ami246

genes stands in contrast to the diversity of the pesticidal genes that they surround. [30]247

indicated plasmids, transposition, and recombination as being the three major factors248

behind the evolution of Bt toxins. The first factor does not apply in the case of the249

prophage-associated cry cassette since the cassette has chromosomal localization. The250

second factor does not apply since, except for one case in Bt MYBT18246, the only251

annotated mobile element is the prophage itself. Thus, recombination remains a possible252

mechanism to generate genetic variability within a conserved genomic arrangement.253

Three-domain Cry toxins contain blocks of shared homology [3,44], which may serve as254

potential points for homologous recombination. Yet, open questions remain regarding a255

possible transfer mechanism between different strains within the species. The idea of256

activated phages that serve as vectors for cry genes is very appealing and is found in257

agreement with the phenomenon of lysogenic conversion, which is often observed in258

Vibrio cholera, E. faecalis, and S. aureus[15,43]. To determine whether the cassette-associate259

prophages play a role in mobilization of cry genes between Bt strains, experimental260

evidence of phage particles carrying the identified cry cassette is crucial.261

To conclude, a conserved arrangement of a prophage-associated cry cassette consist-262

ing of three components was discovered in B. thuringiensis genomes. The chromosomally-263

encoded cassette consists of highly conserved non-pesticidal components and a vari-264

able cry toxins. Comparative genomics indicates a contribution of gene exchange by265

recombination to the evolution of Cry toxins. The discovery of a chromosomal prophage-266

associated cry cassette opens the door to further research on non-plasmid vectors for the267

horizontal acquisition of cry genes by B. thuringiensis. Our discoveries push towards268

further understanding of host driven adaptation mechanisms that might be applied for269

new biopesticide development approaches.270

4. Materials and Methods271

4.1. Establishing a genome collection and comparison of the cry-encoding loci272

For the comparison of cry-encoding regions, all complete B. thuringiensis genomes273

(61 in total) were downloaded as GenBank files from the NCBI collection (www.ncbi.nlm.274

nih.gov/genome; accessed last on Dec. 2020). To generate a uniform and comparable275

dataset, all genomes were re-annotated by the NCBI Prokaryotic Genome Annotation276

Pipeline (PGAP) [45], according to the recommended parameters. To further identify277

and compare cry genes within the re-annotated genomes, an in-house developed soft-278

ware, IDOPS (Díaz-Valerio, unpublished), was used. Briefly, IDOPS (Identification of279

Pesticidal Sequences) detects pesticidal sequences according to the BPPRC classification,280

extracts the genetic environment of candidate genes, and compares them by generating281

a visualization of the common loci using EasyFig v.2.2.2 [19]. IDOPS detection is based282

on a curated collection of high-quality profile hidden Markov models (model database283

is provided in the supplementary). Finally, a default BLASTp [16] search was done to284

verify the rank of each identified toxin (see Table S1 for rank assignments).285

4.2. Extended search for pesticidal cassettes associated with prophages286

Comparative analysis of complete genomes identified cry coding sequences sur-287

rounded by a repeating set of genes and located upstream to a prophage region. This288

genetic arrangement was defined as a prophage-associated cry cassette. To investigate289

whether this cassette also represents a re-occurring pattern within draft genomes of Bt, a290
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BLASTn [16] search was conducted. The search was done against the RefSeq database291

and was restricted to the B. cereus group (tax-id: 86661). As query, the genes surrounding292

the chromosomal cry gene were used, while the cry gene itself was masked with ’N’293

characters. The search was optimized for more dissimilar sequences by using a discon-294

tinuous megablast. This was done to expand the search beyond the already identified295

cry genes within the Bt YBT-1518 and Bt MYBT18246 cassettes. The search returned296

variants of the identified cassette within draft genomes of Bt. The GenBank files of the297

matching genomic regions were evaluated by a default IDOPS search (Díaz-Valerio,298

unpublished) to assess the presence of pesticidal sequences. Finally, to determine the299

putative genomic localization (i.e. chromosomal or plasmid-encoded) of each matching300

sequence, a rearrangement of each cassette-encoding draft genome and a comparison301

with the reference Bt MYBT18246 genome were performed using MAUVE v.2.3.1 [18].302

4.3. Characterization of the novel prophage-associated cry cassette303

Protein translations of each gene within the identified pesticidal cassettes were ob-304

tained directly from the GenBank files. The protein sequences were aligned by ClustalW2305

v.2.1 [46] using the default settings and represented in maximum-likelihood trees with a306

1000-replicate bootstrap by using MEGA v.10.0.5 [47]. Analysis of sequence similarities307

was carried out using the program Ident and Sim [48] from the sequence manipula-308

tion suite at the bioinformatics.org website (bioinformatics.org/sms2/ident_sim.html;309

accessed on Dec. 2020). Protein domain analysis of the cassete-encoded pesticidal se-310

quences was done using CDvist [20] with the parameter ’HHsearch probability’ set to311

be 60% or more (cdvist.zhulinlab.org; accessed last on Jan. 2021). Additional secondary312

structure predictions for the protein of unknown function were performed using the pro-313

gram Quick2D [49] from the bioinformatics toolkit of the Max Planck Institute, Germany314

(toolkit.tuebingen.mpg.de/tools/quick2d; accessed last on Jan. 2021). Finally, Prophage315

Hunter [21] and PHASTER [22] were used to ascertain the presence of prophage regions316

in proximity to the identified pesticidal cassettes (pro-hunter.genomics.cn, phaster.ca;317

both accessed last on Dec. 2020), and IS-finder [50] was used to detect insertion se-318

quences in the 5000bp region upstream and downstream to each identified cassette (319

isfinder.biotoul.fr; accessed last on Jan. 2021).320
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6.2 Talk: IDOPS, a profile HMM-based tool to detect pestici-
dal sequences

A talk titled "IDOPS, a profile HMM-based tool to detect pesticidal sequences" was
presented at the Bioinformatics: from algorithms to applications (BIATA) virtual
conference 2021. The video is available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
DynABY_Qn5U

6.3 Poster

The following graphical abstract and poster were presented at the VAAM Annual
Conference 2022.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DynABY_Qn5U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DynABY_Qn5U
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Appendix A

General Microbiology and
Molecular Biology methods

A.1 Bacterial Strains

Strain Description Source/Reference
B. subtilis 168 Laboratory type strain, ∆trpC2 AG-Daniel Strain Collection
B. subtilis ∆6 Genome-reduced strain AG-Daniel Strain Collection
B. subtilis 168 ∆yqfD Deletion of gene yqfD This work
E. coli S17-1 AG-Daniel Strain Collection
B. licheniformis MW3 ∆yqfD Deletion of genes yqfD, hsdR1, hsdR2 AG-Daniel Strain Collection
B. licheniformis DSM13 Type strain AG-Daniel Strain Collection
B. pumilus DSM27 Type strain AG-Daniel Strain Collection
B. pumilus MS32 AB Enzymes GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany

A.2 Media and Solutions

LB media/plates For 500 ml
Trypton 5 g
Yeast Extract 2.5 g
NaCl 2.5 g
*Agar 7 g

*Add in order to prepare agar plates

#416 For 500 ml
Tryptone 10 g
Yeast extract 5 g
NaCl 5 g
*2M Sucrose solution 50 ml

* Autoclave separately and add it afterwards.

Expression Mix 10,5 ml
Yeast Extract 5% 5 ml
Casamino-acids 10% 2.5 ml
Tryptophan 5mg/ml 500 µL
Sterile Water 2.5ml
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2M Sucrose solution For 500 ml
Sucrose 342 g

2× SMM buffer For 500 ml at 2X
Sucrose 171.5 g
Maleic acid 3.35 g
MgCl2 6H2O 4.06 g

Adjust pH to 6,4 with NaOH

AB3/Penassay Broth For 500 ml at 4X
Peptone 10 g
Yeast Extract 3 g
Beef Extract 3 g
Dextrose 2 g
NaCl 7 g
K2HPO4 7.35 g
KH2PO4 2.6 5g

PEG solution For 100 ml
PEG 6000 40 g
2X SMM 50 ml

DM3 Plates For 1L, autoclave separately
Agar 8 g in 200 ml H2O
Sodium succinate 91g in 500 ml H2O, pH 7.3
Casamino acids 5 g in 100 ml H2O
Yeast Extract 5 g in 50 ml H2O
K2HPO4 and KH2PO4 3,5 g and 1,5 g in 100 ml H2O
Glucose 6 g in 30 ml H2O
MgCl2 1.9 g in 20 ml H2O

After autoclave, add 5 ml of filter-sterilized BSA 2%

BSA solution For 50 ml
BSA 2.5 g
2X SMM 50 ml

Glycerol recovery media For 500ml
Tryptone 5 g
Yeast extract 2.5 g
NaCl 2.5 g
Sorbitol 45.5 g
Mannitol 34.5 g
Glycerol 50 g
Agar 7.5 g
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A.3 Clean-up of enzymatic reactions

MagSi-NGS PREP Plus

MagSi beads were used to purify PCR products according to suppliers instructions
as provided at https://www.magtivio.com/magsi-ngsprep-plus/, with the minor
modification of doing the final elution step with pre-warmed water (50°C-60°C)

QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit

Whenever PCR reactions produced unspecific products, the band corresponding to
the desired fragment was excised from the gel and purified with the QIAquick Gel
Extraction Kit following suppliers instructions.

A.4 Oligos

Primers used to generate a deletion cassette for the yqfD gene of B. pumilus DSM27.

ID Sequence Length (bp)
H1_forward gtgaagaattagTGCGATATTCGTAAGGAGAAGAAAATT 39
H1_reverse AATATCGCActaattcttcacacttctcccctcc 34
H2_forward CCTGTCAACtgaggagactagagaatgacagaacatttac 40
H2_reverse gtctcctcaGTTGACAGGGACATCTGAATCC 31
Control_F gagatgtccttgatctctgcaagc 24
Control_R agccagctcctcagcgtaag 20
FlanK_F cgcacagaacgatgaaacggc 21
Flank_R catgaacggcattgacgactgc 22
Nested_F acctgatggagatttcttgcagt 23
Nested_R ctgttccagctggtccaattcca 23
Nested_R2 ggccaatggtttttaccctgatt 23

Primers used to generate a deletion cassette for the yqfD gene of B. subtilis 168.

ID Sequence 5’-3’ Length (bp)
SDV0004 gtcattcttcGTTGACAGGGACATCTGAATCCCTC 35
SDV0005 gttgtgaaaaatTGCGATATTCGTAAGGAGAAGAAAATTC 40
SDV0006 TCCCTGTCAACgaagaatgacagaacatttacttgcg 37
SDV0007 atcataaaaatgacccgataacgc 24
SDV0008 CGAATATCGCAatttttcacaacatttccccctcgg 36
SDV0009 tcaagaacaggaaatgcgtgcc 22
SDV0010 gcaaagcaaacataatggcag 21
SDV0011 CACGATGACTCAGTATGTAATGC 23
SDV0012 CGAAGTCTCATTGAGTGTGTC 21
SDV0013 gatattgcagatgtagatatcggc 24
SDV0014 ctggtctagctcaatcatagaaat 24
SDV0015 gaatattggcgtcatggattacat 24

https://www.magtivio.com/magsi-ngsprep-plus/
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Appendix B

Bioinformatic commands

This work used the Scientific Compute Cluster at GWDG, the joint data center of
Max Planck Society for the Advancement of Science (MPG) and University of Göt-
tingen.

B.1 Comparative Genomics

B.1.1 PyANI

Version 0.2.11

>average_nucleotide_identity.py -o output_ANIm -i input_genomes
--workers 16 --labels labels.txt -g -f

B.1.2 PGAP

Version 2021-07-01.build5508

>python3.7 pgap.py GENOME.fasta --no-internet -D /singularity
-c 24 Genome_input.yaml

B.1.3 ProteinOrtho

Version 6.0.31

>proteinortho -project=PROJECT\_NAME -cpus=16 -singles /*.faa

B.1.4 antiSMASH

Version 6.0.1

>antismash --cpus 24 --fullhmmer --tigrfam --cb-general
--cb-knownclusters --pfam2go --asf --cb-subclusters --smcog-trees
--cc-mibig --output-dir /OUT GENOME.gbk

B.1.5 CRISPRCasFinder

Version 4.2.20

>singularity exec -B \$PWD crisprcasfinder.sif perl \CPF
-so \SO -cf \CF -drpt \DRPT -rpts \RPTS -cas -def G
-out output -in GENOME.fna
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B.1.6 ISEScan

Version 1.7.2.3

>isescan.py --removeShortIS --seqfile GENOME.fna --output OUT
--nthread 16

B.1.7 PhiSpy

Version 4.2.19 with hmmer version 3.3.2
First press VOGs database:

>hmmpress vogs210.hmm
>phispy -o OUT -p NAME --threads 16 --phmms vogs210.hmm
--color --output_choice 11 GENOME.gbk

B.1.8 RGI

Version rgi-5.2.1+CARD-3.1.4

>rgi load -i card.json --local
>rgi main --input_sequence GENOME.faa --output_file OUT
--input_type protein --clean --local --alignment_tool DIAMOND
--num_threads 16 --split_prodigal_jobs

B.1.9 REBASE

BLAST version 2.2.31+ and REBASE version as in 02.2022

>makeblastdb -in rebase_prot.fasta -dbtype prot
>blastp -num_threads 12 -evalue 1e-25 -out ID_rebase
-db rebase_prot.fasta -query ID.faa -outfmt '6 qseqid sseqid
length qlen slen mismatch evalue score bitscore qcovs
qcovhsp stitle' -max_target_seqs 1

B.1.10 MEROPS

Blast version 2.2.31+ and MEROPS 12.1

>blastp -num_threads 12 -evalue 1e-25 -out OUT.txt
-db merops_scanlib.fasta -query ID.faa -outfmt '6 qseqid
sseqid length qlen slen mismatch evalue score bitscore qcovs
qcovhsp stitle' -max_target_seqs 1

B.1.11 COGClassifier

Version 1.2.0

>COGclassifier -i ID.faa -o ID/ -d /COGClassifier/ -t 12

B.1.12 KOfamScan

Version 1.3.0

>exec_annotation --cpu 24 --tmp-dir $TMP_LOCAL -k KL -p PROF
-f mapper -o ID.txt ID.fa
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B.1.13 SignalP

Version 6.0

>signalp6 -ff ID.faa -od ID/ -m fast -org other -fmt txt -wp 12 -bs 12

B.2 KEGG Copyright Permission

FIGURE B.1: Copyright permission by KEGG.

B.3 RNAseq

Here "ID" stands for the identification of the corresponding organism of the analysis,
for example MW3 (for B. licheniformis MW3). "LIBRARIES" stands for the RNA-seq
libraries used as input. "CONDITIONS" in the READemption command stands for
the sampling time points.

B.3.1 FastP

Version 0.20.1

>fastp -i ID_R1.fastq.gz -o ID_p1.fastq -I ID_R2.fastq.gz
-O ID_p2.fastq --unpaired1 ID_unpaired.fastq --unpaired2
ID_unpaired.fastq --failed_out ID_failed.fastq
--detect_adapter_for_pe -p -w 16 -L -c -h ID_fastp.html
-j ID_fastp.json

B.3.2 RSEQC

Version 4.0.0

>tin.py -i /alignments/ -r ./GENOME.bed
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B.3.3 SortmeRNA

Version 4.3.3

>sortmerna -ref ID.fasta -reads ID_fastq.gz --threads 24 --fastx
--workdir /ID/ --aligned ID_rRNA --other ID_nr

B.3.4 READemption

Version 1.0.10

>reademption align --processes 12 --paired_end --fastq --reverse_complement
-f /ProjectID
>reademption coverage --processes 12 -f /ProjectID
>reademption gene_quanti --add_antisense --processes 12 -f /ProjectID
>reademption deseq -l "LIBRARIES" -c "CONDITIONS" -f /ProjectID
>reademption viz_align --paired_end -f /ProjectID
>reademption viz_gene_quanti --paired_end -f /ProjectID
>reademption viz_deseq -f /ProjectID

B.3.5 Annogesic

Version 1.0.22

>annogesic transcript --project_path /path/ --annotation_files ID.gff
--modify_transcript merge_overlap --frag_libs LIBRARIES
--replicate_frag all_3 --compare_feature_genome gene CDS
>annogesic terminator --project_path /path/ --annotation_files ID.gff
--transcript_files ID_transcript.gff --fasta_files ID.fa
--frag_libs LIBRARIES --replicate_frag all_3
>annogesic sorf --project_path /path/ --annotation_files ID.gff
--transcript_files ID_transcript.gff --fasta_files ID.fa
--frag_libs LIBRARIES --replicate_frag all_3
>annogesic srna --project_path /path/ --filter_info sec_str blast_srna
--compute_sec_structures --srna_database_path /RNA.fa --srna_format
--sorf_files ID_sORF.gff --annotation_files ID.gff --transcript_files
ID_transcript.gff --fasta_files ID.fa --terminator_files ID_term.gff
--frag_libs LIBRARIES --replicate_frag all_3
>annogesic srna_target --project_path /path/ --program RNAplex
RNAup IntaRNA --top 50 --parallels_rnaplex 24
--parallels_rnaup 24 --parallels_intarna 24 --annotation_files ID.gff
--fasta_files ID.fa --srna_files ID_sRNA.gff

B.3.6 RFAM

RFAM database version 14.7 and Infernal 1.1.4

>cmscan --cut_ga --rfam --nohmmonly --fmt 2 --cpu 32 --clanin CLAN -Z IDZ
--tblout tblout.txt -o out.txt RFAM ID.fna
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B.3.7 DP_GP_cluster

Version v.0.1

>DP_GP_cluster.py -i TPM_zasinh_mean.txt -o OUTPUT -p pdf
--true_times --plot -n 1000 --fast --cluster_uncertainty_estimate
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